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RADIO NEW YORK WORLDWIDE

WRUL

the only commercial world-wide short wave station in the United States, reaching more than 200 million people in Latin America, Europe and Africa, is now represented by

RADIO DIVISION

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

NEW YORK - CHICAGO - ATLANTA - BOSTON - DALLAS - DETROIT - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO - ST. LOUIS
In a city where landmarks require a dramatic rendezvous with history to rate recognition, the block-long edifice of Perpetual Building Association is a magnificent exception. Or is it? In its own way it also stands as a solid testimony to the American way of life. Since 1881 Perpetual has been operated by the people and for the people. Today, over 170,000 people are customers of this outstanding thrift institution—the largest insured, state chartered mutual savings and loan association in the United States. We thank Perpetual and its agency, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, for having placed the major portion of its radio advertising budget with us for the past six years. Maybe one of the reasons is that we're “the station that keeps people in mind”—perpetually.
WCBM LEGMEN deliver the radio news-in-depth adults prefer!

WCBM listeners hear it first! WCBM's staff of legmen are first on the scene... in Baltimore... surrounding counties... and at the state capital in Annapolis. They have scored many notable newsbeats!

This kind of intensive local and regional coverage... international news-services... CBS news and commentators... give WCBM listeners a total of 32 hours of news every week!

No wonder the adults in this area—men and women interested in what is happening in the world today—prefer WCBM news.

This, plus quality music, personalities, and interesting features consistently delivers the adults... the people with the money to spend for your products and services!

National Sales Representative

Metro Radio Sales
A SERVICE OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING

A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE • 10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland
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WGAL-TV provides the power that makes the sale

In this multi-city market, an advertising schedule without WGAL-TV is like a JET AIRPLANE WITHOUT ENGINES. Put the full sales power of Channel 8 back of your product. WGAL-TV is the only single medium that reaches the entire market and delivers viewers in far greater numbers than all other stations combined.

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.
STEINMAN STATION  •  Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
Writer at work

Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief of FCC's network study staff, hasn't been idle since last winter when he submitted Part I of report on TV network programming. (Broadcasting, Dec. 3, 1962). Besides working on Part II—detailed documentation of statements in earlier report—he has been drafting proposed legislation to implement one of staff's most controversial recommendations—that all broadcasters be required to belong to government-approved and government-supervised trade association. Already completed is draft bill to give FCC authority to regulate networks. It's doubtful whether commission will act on these or other staff recommendations before August hiatus—although some may start appearing as items on FCC meeting agenda in weeks ahead.

Syndication stirring

As sequel to abolition by FCC of television network option time, one important indicator is pitching first-run program series to regional advertisers. It's Four Star Distribution Corp., subsidiary of Four Star TV. Two series are in planning stages—neither is action-adventure, backbone of first-run product in past—but Four Star reportedly will not move with either show until at least one substantial regional sale is made.

Collins still sniffs Senate

NAB President LeRoy Collins is still talking about returning to Florida politics. Newspapers in his home state reported last week that former governor strongly indicated he would run for Senate, if opportunity arises, but that he wasn't interested in return to governorship.

Mr. Collins, who served as governor from 1953-1961 and assumed NAB presidency in January 1961, had stated he wouldn't run for Senate against incumbent, Spezzard H. Holland if latter decides to run for new six-year term in 1964. Aides expect Senator Holland to run. Junior senatorship is held by George A. Smathers, who was re-elected for six-year term last year. Report last week that Senator Smathers would be appointed to next vacancy on Supreme Court and thus create Senate vacancy was denied by senator.

Cigarette action deferred

NAB TV code board got status report last week on code staff discussions with ad agencies about rescheduling cigarette commercials in hours when few youngsters are viewing TV, but no action was taken. At

NAB main board meetings next week subject will come up again, in accord with promise made to Representative Morris K. Udall (D-Ariz.) by Robert D. Swezey, NAB code authority director, a few months ago. Mr. Udall agreed to postpone introduction of restrictive legislation. Best guess is that NAB board will decide to await release of United States Surgeon General's report on smoking and health—which isn't expected until end of year—before doing anything about cigarette advertising.

Radio wants in

Georgia Association of Broadcasters' letter urging National Association of Broadcasters to get behind Radio Advertising Bureau's plan for separate radio audience research project (see page 128) may be just beginning of pressures NAB will feel. Number of NAB members, including some board members, are grumbling semi-openly about NAB's non-committal attitude and may try to force showdown at NAB radio board meeting next week. RAB meanwhile has been trying to get permission to present its plan to NAB at or before board meeting, but still had received no reply late last week.

New, formal request for hearing before full NAB radio board was sent Friday by RAB President Edmund C. Bunker to NAB President LeRoy Collins. Telegram expressed belief that "vast majority" of radio broadcasters agree with RAB that there's urgent need for study of how to measure complete radio audience—and that RAB feels it can convince NAB board, too, if given chance. At this point, Mr. Bunker said, important thing is agreement on need. Details of methodology, he said, can be worked out in partnership between NAB and RAB if NAB will hear—and heed—RAB's presentation on need to get some such study rolling without delay. Mr. Bunker offered to meet with NAB board morning, noon or night.

Reps want in

Some station representatives are beginning to bridle over what they regard as second-class citizenship in broadcasting affairs. They feel they are part of business management of stations they represent and for that reason deserve better status than associate membership in National Association of Broadcasters on premise that since they're on sales firing line, they could provide important counsel and guidance, particularly in these troubled times. Reps are represented on both Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising boards, and some of them feel they should serve on NAB board along with appointed network representatives and elected broadcasters.

Loevinger's first speech

FCC's newest member, Lee Loevinger, will make his first public appearance since his assumption of office June 11 before banquet of Convention of National Association for Education in Journalism at University of Nebraska, Lincoln, on Aug. 26. While he hasn't selected topic, it is expected to relate to broadcasting as journalistic medium. Judge Loevinger, former assistant attorney general in charge of antitrust division, has writing background and avid interest in journalism.

Line begins to form

First symptoms of nationwide demand for federal funds to use in starting new educational TV stations are appearing at Health, Education and Welfare department. HEW has $1.5 million of 1963 fiscal year funds and hopes for $3 million in 1964 budget. Starting off what may be flood of fund requests for UHF stations are Penn State University, a community group in Glen Ridge, N. J., and WTTW(TV) Chicago which is already on channel 11 and wants to start second station on channel 20.

Some think it's prying

Some broadcasters are protesting inclusion by FCC in its annual financial report of new questions on "nepotism", i.e., amounts paid to members of ownership families. One senator, who had raised question in behalf of constituent, was formally advised that new questions were included because almost two-thirds of radio stations reported losses or profit of less than $15,000 in 1961. With additional information from stations operating close to break-even point, FCC said it could better analyze "overall health" of industry.

Senator also was informed that after there had been objection to disclosure of "sensitive" information, FCC revised item to exclude individual amounts, names and positions of person to whom payments were made and believed that this "adds to the confidentiality of the data." In spite of response, some broadcasters are still protesting on grounds it's none of government's business.
ACQUISITIVES* ... spend more in Cleveland

7th TV market ... 2nd with incomes over $10,000. That's why WJW-TV is programmed for acquisitives with money to spend.

*Ac-quis'-i-tive—given to desire, to buy and own.
WEEK IN BRIEF

Trade commission announces start of investigation into use of ratings by stations, agencies and advertisers, with unfair or deceptive complaints possible. FCC warns licensees they are responsible for claims. See . . .

CONTROL OF RATINGS USE . . . 27

Two advertising agencies urge use of ARF as basic element in auditing of rating services. Compton and FC&B ask NAB to consider advertisers' research group as key in overseeing unit one way or another. See . . .

WANT ARF IN RATINGS ACT . . . 28

Politz moves into ratings field; announces establishment of two services—a media survey to be published annually, and a TV service to be issued seven times a year on audience demography. See . . .

POLITZ MOVES IN ON RATERS . . . 29

Broadcasters find themselves in thick of politics as Capitol Hill warms up for 1964 elections. Senate committee to look over Sec. 315. House group to consider endorsement of candidates by broadcasters. See . . .

TRYING TO CLEAR THE AIR . . . 58

SPECIAL REPORT: THE MID-SOUTH

Life on the Mississippi today is far cry from Mark Twain. Farewell to yesterday's magnolia-scented colliions, singing on the levees and King Cotton. Now it's petro-chemicals, manufacturing, textiles. See . . .

SUDDENLY SOUTH IS BUSTLING . . . 67

NBC sets up arrangement with MCA to run feature films first on television; subsequently as second-run in theaters. Move may upset historical pattern of movie exhibition. See . . .

FIRST-RUNS FOR TV PLANNED . . . 48

NAB reacts to threat of government imposition of commercial time limits. Tactical moves include TV Code Review Board's recommendation that numerical limitations be changed to percentages. See . . .

WAY OUT OF TRAP? . . . 34

CATV operators gloomy at outlook for independence from government regulation; hear lawyers tell them Carter Mountain court decision means FCC can and probably will protect local TV station. See . . .

CATV IN SECOND PLACE . . . 124

First quarter spot TV billings surge upward by 20%; national and regional grosses reach almost $220 million. Bristol-Myers doubles spending in period—from $3.3 million last year to $6.6 million this year. See . . .

SPOT TV BILLINGS UP 20% . . . 36

NEGRO MARKET IN SOUTH . . . 96

Negro market in South is viable and thriving. Share of discretionary income often exceeds that of whites, and in many instances spending for higher value products surpasses that of white neighbors. See . . .
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WE ANSWERED OUR OWN QUESTION!

This ad posed a question of its readers last February. We'd like to tell you the result of the WTIC-TV documentary which alerted viewers to the fact that youngsters were becoming drug addicts through easy-to-obtain cough medicines, available without prescription. Before the 1963 Connecticut General Assembly adjourned, it enacted legislation which now makes it virtually impossible for persons to purchase such preparations without a physician's prescription. In fact, Governor John N. Dempsey stated that the program, "in no small measure was responsible for this law." So we'd like to answer our own question. It seems to us that one measure of a broadcasting station is the positive action its programs inspire.

WTIC-TV3
Broadcast House, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford 15, Connecticut

WTIC-TV is represented by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
Politz charges RAB with rigged bidding

CLAIMS VARIED FIGURES QUOTED ON RATINGS STUDY

Alfred Politz Research Inc., New York, took issue with Radio Advertising Bureau in statement and letter released today (June 17) by charging RAB with "misleading" implication in saying RAB had "selected" Audits & Surveys Co. to start RAB's $200,000 radio ratings methodology study in September.

Politz, licensor, Universal Marketing Research, initially was contacted for its research plan but on basis of $75,000 budget rather than $200,000, Politz charged.

Letter, signed by Alfred Politz, president of parent research firm, points out study proposal was limited because of smaller budget figure, but alleged in effect that other firms (A&S) made presentations on $200,000 estimate. When Universal revised its plan on larger-budget basis, full consideration was too late, Politz said, and Universal withdrew, therefore leaving only one firm and thus no "selection" had been made. Said Politz in letter June 6 to RAB President Edmund C. Bunker: "We must conclude that we cannot expect objective judgment on the merits of a proposal to RAB."

RAB Replies: RAB expressed surprise at Politz's stand, saying under American business system, "the buyer is usually entitled to a choice without public comment from a disappointed supplier."

Said spokesman for the bureau: RAB had said it couldn't choose company that had identity with any radio measurement so identified. RAB noted that Politz has just announced new measurement service (see story, page 29) and that bureau doesn't feel firm so engaged could "objectively assess methodology for a new radio measurement."

NOT A 'MEGAWATTER'

New Costa Rica station won't be as big as rumored

"Mystery" of 2 million watt standard band radio station in Costa Rica (Broadcasting, June 10) was dispelled last week when Wilbur C. (Bill) Windsor Jr. KJIM Fort Worth, acknowledged he was principal interested in TIRICA, Voz de la Víctor in San Jose, Costa Rica, operating on 625 kc and that station had ordered 50 kw transmitter to replace present 10 kw equipment.

If directional array is used, Mr. Windsor stated—and there's no certainty yet that it will—maximum power will reach about 80,000 w. With non directional, radiated power will remain 50 kw.

Reports of purported multimillion watt outlet began circulating month ago (Closed Circuit, May 20), impelling appeals to Costa Rican international and U. S. government officials by Herbert Evans, Peoples Broadcasting Co. president, and NAB delegate to Inter-American Association of Broadcasters, to help prevent "ruinous" interference to Latin American and U. S. standard broadcasters.

Mr. Windsor's Trinity Broadcasting Co., licensee of KJIM, bought 40% interest in Costa Rica station. Remaining 60% owner is Daniel Comacho, who was full owner previously. Price for 40% reported about $60,000.

TIRICA also operates 3 kw short-wave outlet on 9615 kc (31 meters). With 50 kw transmitter, it could radiate 250 kw. Both transmitters have been ordered from Continental Electronics, Dallas.

Voz de la Víctor (named after RCA trademark) has been operating for 30 years on commercial basis, Mr. Windsor stressed.

KJIM is 250 w daytimer on 870 kc. Mr. Windsor bought station, and companion FM outlet, last year, paying $300,000. KJIM is applicant for UHF channel 20 in that city.

Much same information was contained in letter by FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford to Mr. Evans, released Friday. Mr. Evans had asked Mr. Ford to investigate.

FCC fills new post; appoints 5

FCC made five staff appointments in special meeting Friday afternoon. Appointments, effective July 1, include: Hyman H. Goldin, chief of research and education division, to newly created post of assistant chief of Broadcast Bureau for policy and planning.

Wallace E. Johnson, chief of broadcast facilities division, to assistant chief of Broadcast Bureau for engineering. He succeeds James Barr, now chief of Safety and Special Services Bureau.

Thomas Fitzpatrick, acting chief of Hearing division, to chief. He had been assistant chief under Robert Rawson, now chief of renewal and transfer.

Louis Stephens, former assistant chief of rules and standards who has been in private practice since 1961, returns to commission as assistant chief of renewal and transfer.

John Bass, attorney in rules and standards, to assistant chief of that division. He succeeds Sol Shieldhouse, who has been appointed hearing examiner.

Creation of new position of assistant chief of Broadcast Bureau for policy and planning was recommended by Booz, Allen & Hamilton after survey of FCC organization.

In job, Mr. Goldin will advise bureau chief and commission on policy for rules and standards and research and education divisions, and office of network study.

Community makes bid for Miami channel 7

Community Broadcast Corp. of Miami filed application last week to compete with Sunbeam TV Corp. for Miami channel 7.

Sunbeam (WCKT-TV) has been operating on channel on four-month license which expires July 1.

Community's application was only one submitted other than Sunbeam's before deadline for filing.

Community's 12 principals each own 8 ½% of corporation, and all are Florida residents. They are: Tally Embry, Harold E. Kendall, Robert Uricho Jr., John McGearry, Guy B. Bailey, Fred H. Billups, Dr. James J. Griffitts, Herbert H. Johnson, William F. Koch Jr., W. Allen Markham, James F. McKil lips Jr. and Clifford Russell.

None of principals have broadcast connections.

NAPD formed in Chicago

Program directors from 60 TV stations were to meet in Chicago Saturday (June 15) for formal organization of National Association of Program Directors, Group, which seeks to improve TV programming by idea exchange, stems from earlier meeting during NAB convention.

Organizing committee: Stan Cohen, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Roy Smith, WLAC-TV Nashville, and Tom Jones, WFLY-1X Philadelphia.
WEEK’S HEADLINERS

Mr. Windsor  Mr. Dugan

Walter M. Windsor, for past nine years general manager of KTAL-AM-FM-TV Shreveport, La., elected executive VP and general manager of West Texas Network group (KLBK-AM-TV Lubbock; KWAB-TV Big Spring; KPAR-TV Sweetwater-Abilene; and KICA-TV Clovis), with headquarters in Lubbock. James S. Dugan, KTAL sales director, succeeds Mr. Windsor as general manager. Mr. Windsor is veteran of 28 years in broadcasting including management posts at WKNB Hartford, WDIV Danville, Va., and WQBA Columbus, Ga., before joining KTAL in early 1954. Mr. Dugan was formerly in sales posts with KEV(TV) Omaha, KWLL-TV Waterloo, KYOO-TV Tulsa, and KOL-TV Phoenix.

Mr. DeLaney  Mr. McGredy

G. Glover DeLaney, resident manager of KOVR (TV) Stockton-San Francisco, Calif., appointed general manager of WHEC Inc. (WHEC - AM - TV Rochester, N.Y.), effective July 1, replacing John L. McClay, who has resigned. In Mr. McClay’s absence, his duties have been handled by Richard K. Blackburn, technical director of Gannett broadcast properties. Mr. DeLaney began his broadcast career in 1933 as announcer at WESO Elmira, N. Y. After service with WFIL Syracuse, and in Williamsport, Pa., he joined WTHT Hartford, Conn. (now Hazelton, Pa.), in 1938 as commercial manager. Mr. DeLaney was appointed WTHT manager in 1941 and remained in that post until joining Gannett Co. in 1953 as WHEC manager. He became manager of KOVR several months after its purchase by Gannett in 1957. When company sold station to Metromedia in 1960, Mr. DeLaney remained as manager.

Robert M. McGredy, executive VP of Television Advertising Representatives, named managing director of TVAR, station representative firm owned by Group W, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Mr. McGredy succeeds Larry H. Israel, who recently was appointed executive VP for station operations of Group W (WEEK’S HEADLINERS, June 3). Mr. McGredy joined TVAR in 1961 and earlier had been national TV sales manager for Westinghouse Broadcasting from 1958 until 1961. He had been sales executive with various stations since 1946, including WTOP Washington; WPAT Paterson, N. J. and WCAU-TV Philadelphia.

Mr. Scherick  Mr. Treyz

Edgar J. Scherick, VP in charge of sales for ABC-TV, appointed VP in charge of programming. Mr. Scherick became network’s sales VP in February 1961, under then president of network, Oliver Treyz. Prior to joining ABC-TV, Mr. Scherick worked closely with network as head of own company, Sports Programs Inc., negotiating for and producing live sports shows. Mr. Scherick’s appointment follows resignation of Dan Melnick as ABC-TV’s VP in charge of nighttime programming to become executive vice president at Talent Associates-Paramount Ltd. (WEEK’S HEADLINERS, June 10).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

NAB birth control group wants FCC deadline delay

Series of engineering studies dealing with FCC’s birth control plan for aural broadcasting will require postponement of July 17 deadline for filing of comments, NAB Radio Development Committee indicated after Friday (June 14) meeting in Washington. Committee, headed by George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City, objected to inclusion of FM in FCC’s proposed rules governing station assignments (BROADCASTING, May 20). It opposes numerical limitation of number of stations in particular markets.

Attending committee meeting besides Mr. Hatch were Carl Lee, Fetzer Stations; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, Ill.; John F. Patt, WJR Detroit; Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.; H. Randolph Holder, WGAU Athens, Ga., and Ray Johnson, KMED Medford, Ore.

Absent were John F. Box Jr., WL St. Louis, and Loyd Sigmon, KMPF Hollywood.

Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington and NAB radio board chairman, sat with committee, whose report will be submitted next week to NAB directors.

House gives USIA $163.5 million for ’64

U. S. Information Agency was voted $44.8 million less than it asked from House Appropriations Committee, but still got $6.7 million more for 1964 operations than it has for current fiscal year. Altogether, agency was okayed for $163.5 million. Committee report released Friday (June 14) shows major cuts from request were in two radio facilities construction projects, but agency had told Congress it could get along without most of money it asked and still get projects started this year.

Only Voice of America was allowed additional personnel and got all it asked. Voice is continuing to expand its service to Latin America and Africa.

Capital Cities offer sold out first day

White, Weld & Co., New York, reported Friday (June 14) sale of 250,000 shares of common stock of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp. was oversubscribed on first day of offering on Thursday (June 13). Stock was offered at $22.75 and, spokesman for White, Weld said, has been selling for prices between $22.75 and $23. Sale was secondary offering by stockholders including Lowell Thomas and Chase Fund of Boston (BROADCASTING, May 20).

Eastman Kodak radio drive

Eastman Kodak, it’s understood, is breaking with new radio campaign this summer on multi-market basis. Eastman Kodak was first blue-chip advertiser to sign with Radio Advertising Bureau under RAB’s Radio Test Plan (RTP), which started year ago and is continuing. J. Walter Thompson is Eastman Kodak’s agency.

SDIG to strike Tuesday

Strike against Wilding Inc., Chicago TV-film producer, ordered beginning Tuesday (June 18) by Screen Directors International Guild (midwest) on grounds studio has “repeatedly canceled scheduled meetings” and delayed contract negotiations. Wilding Friday had “no comment.”
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Local, regional, and CBS programs of the Kansas Broadcasting System penetrate an atmosphere of prosperity in 91 key counties of Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Texas. Simultaneous concentration by four interconnected progressive Kansas television stations provides thorough exposure of your product to viewers of this 86,000-square-mile expanding new major market in the heart of America. Diversified income of more than two and a half billion dollars from agriculture and manufacturing accentuates potent buying potential of the area, including three of Kansas' five largest cities. You'll note increased vitality of your advertising dollar — intensified impact of your sales message by focusing on this impressive new mid-America market area — where most of Kansas' money is made and spent.

Population: 1,407,000
% of U.S.: 0.6723
Households: 436,950
Consumer Spendable Income: $2,708,761,000.00
Per Family: $5,308.01
Total Retail Sales: $1,916,702,000.00
Food: $407,135,000.00
Drug: $65,876,000.00
General Mds.: $163,458,000.00
Apparel: $81,949,000.00
Home Furnishings: $76,540,000.00
Automobiles: $467,318,000.00
Filling Stations: $201,362,000.00

ONE BUY COVERS KANSAS!

KANSAS BROADCASTING SYSTEM

KTVH — WICHITA-HUTCHINSON
KAYS-TV — HAYS
KLOE-TV — GODALD
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We think we are entitled to be proud!

CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING

26 brand-new one-hour shows (for a Fall start) have been completed with the world’s greatest bowlers . . . the finest shows in our history. Fred Wolf, tops in bowling sportscasting, will be at the mike as usual. Stations and sponsors—we still have availabilities.

P.S. Firestone will be one of our important sponsors in 150 markets for 26 weeks.
... is going into its 10th straight year—a record for filmed shows. We are not only the No. 1 Bowling Show in America, we have proved that we are the No. 1 program series in the history of TV syndication.
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications

*Indicates first or revised listing

**JUNE**

June 15-19—Annual convention of Advertising Federation of America, Atlanta Biltmore hotel, Atlanta, Ga. Speakers include: Emerson Poole, McCann-Erickson, New York; Bill Ralston, EGTU, Atlanta Constitution; Arthur E. Tufee, Tatman-Laird, Chicago; Dr. Lyndon Brown, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sampley, New York; Edward R. Murrow, director of U.S. Information Agency; Fletcher Knebel, Washington correspondent for Collier's; Dr. Douglas Fairbanks Jr., former motion picture star and currently director of Scripto Inc.; and Paul Austin, president of The Coca-Cola Co.

June 16-18—Annual spring meeting of the North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Holiday Inn, Durham. Speakers include North Carolina Governor Terry Sanford; C. Alden Baker, president of WGA1 Elizabeth City, and Pasquotank county representative in the General Assembly; and Voil Gilmore, director of the U.S. Travel Service of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., and FCC General Counsel Max Paglin. Don Dalley and Tom Bostic, presidents of the Missouri and Washington State broadcasters associations, respectively, will also address the CBA meeting.


*June 21—TVB Sales Clinic; San Francisco, Monroee, La.

*June 22—Colorado AP Broadcasters Association meeting, Durango, Colo.

*June 22—Colorado Broadcasters Association convention, Strater hotel, Durango. Speakers will include Donald McGannon, president of the Missouri and Washington State broadcasters associations, respectively, will also address the CBA meeting.


*June 26—TVB Sales Clinic, New Orleans.


*June 26-29—Ninth annual Writers' Conference, McKendree College, Lebanon, Ill.

*June 26-29—International Telefilm Show, within framework of 12th International Film Festival Berlin (Germany) 1963.

*June 26—TVB Sales Clinic; Baton Rouge, La.; Winston-Salem, N. C.


*June 26—FCC Chairman E. William Henry is first witness as Senate Commerce Committee opens hearing on proposals to suspend equal time requirements during 1964 political campaigns. Broadcasters comments are invited.


*June 27—TVB Sales Clinic, Hattiesburg, Miss.

*June 27—Annual loudspeaker conference, Electronic Industries Association, Pick Congress hotel, Chicago.

The latest weather information is important to everyone. It affects farmers and their crops, airlines and their passengers, businesses of all kinds. It affects people planning trips and vacations—in fact, everyone.

Knowledge about the weather begins with raw data collected around the world by observers, ships at sea, planes and most recently, satellites which can photograph large areas of the earth below. To be useful, this data must be collected rapidly for analysis. Fast Bell System communications speed torrents of it into the National Meteorological Center near Washington, D. C., every hour around the clock.

At the Center, the data is fed into a computer which analyzes it electronically. The computer's output is plotted automatically into maps of the weather conditions in the Northern Hemisphere—doing in a few minutes what previously took hours by hand.

The maps, as well as other reports and forecasts, are then flashed to field stations, where they form a basis for local and regional forecasts. The Bell System plays a major part in rushing these forecasts to such users as newspapers and radio and television stations.

With the help of fast, dependable Bell System communications, you get the benefit of the nation's progress in the techniques of collecting, studying and distributing weather information.
Boone Companions

The phrase "repertory company" is enough to frighten a mediocre actor right out of his buskins.

Repertory requirements (an actor may star as an international playboy one week and be seen briefly as an introverted librarian the next) call for exceptional versatility.

It's significant, therefore, that there have been no signs of fright among the players now preparing for next season's "Richard Boone Show."

But that figures, considering the kind of group that star-host Richard Boone has assembled as network television's very first full-season repertory company.

Like Boone, most of his new colleagues have had leading roles in successful television series. On this program, their dramatic materials will be super-
intended by Clifford Odets, one of America's most respected playwright-scenarists.

Besides guiding the efforts of such hand-picked dramatists as Robert Dozier, Don Mankiewicz and James Poe, Odets will write at least six of the series' 30 original plays.

What sort of story-lines is the show planning for its Tuesday-night viewers? Well, there's a drama about a Hollywood triangle's effect on a teen-age son. There's a gentle comedy about a status-hungry father who becomes a victim of indiscriminate installment-buying. There's a touching tale about a poor fisherman's discovery of a pearl—and the event's influence on himself, his family and his fellow villagers. To put things in an oyster-shell, the new NBC-TV series will be as diversified as the '63-'64 lineup to which it belongs.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, information and entertainment.
OPEN MIKE

More than antitrust

EDITOR: I appreciated the interesting story on option time (Broadcasting, May 27). An otherwise excellent article left the impression that the "Report on Network Broadcasting" limited the basis of its recommendation that option time be prohibited to a conclusion that the option time practice violates the antitrust laws. Actually, the report . . . based its recommendations on findings that the option time practice limits the freedom of the broadcaster to exercise his non-delegable duty to select programming; limits local, regional and national advertisers to compete with national advertisers using network television; limits the opportunity of independent program producers and suppliers and independent station representatives to compete with the networks in their respective fields, and option time is not necessary to healthy network operations. The conclusion basis was in addition to the foregoing public interest objectives.—Roscoe L. Barrow, dean, Law School, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.

Just what is the BBC?

EDITOR: It is both disappointing and sad to read in a professional publication . . . regarding the forthcoming visit of Governor LeRoy Collins to England [that he] "will study both privately owned and government TV systems in Britain." (Closed Circuit, May 27). I assume that by the former you mean the British commercial operation, and the BBC by the latter. If I am right—then you are wrong. . . . In fact the BBC is no more of a government system than the broadcasters here [in the U. S. ]—indeed perhaps less so.—Denis Scuhe, BBC representative in the U. S., New York.

[The BBC is public corporation established by Royal Charter and supported by a license fee on sets collected by the Post Office. Lord Allen of Hurtwood, in an article in the 1933 BBC Handbook described the BBC as "an instance of a nationally owned and controlled activity."]

A sobering question

EDITOR: I read with interest Mr. Mason's letter and prayer for broadcasters (Open Mike, May 27).

I am heartily in accord with this prayer and I think it is one which should be read and digested by every broadcaster—most particularly the networks whose reporting at times seems to be a little out of balance.

I have only one sobering question to make to Mr. Mason. Has he checked with the Supreme Court on this?—Harlan G. Oakes, Harlan G. Oakes & Associates, Hollywood 28.
Tempting Totals

You don't have to rob a bank to strike it rich. Just take a peek at North Carolina's Golden Triangle Market: Total retail sales, over $1 Billion. Total consumer income, over $1 1/2 Billion. Total population, over 1,360,000. And it's all yours when you buy WSJS-Television.

NO. 1 MARKET IN THE NO. 12 STATE

WSJS TELEVISION
WINSTON-SALEM / GREENSBORO / HIGH POINT
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
Here are the great science-fiction, horror, and monster hits... all from United Artists Associated! Whatever your time spot, whatever your market, count on these chillers to hold your viewers on the edge of their seats... and send your ratings up! United Artists Associated scores again with the unusual... and the profitable... in television entertainment!
BULLETIN!

31 MARKETS
SOLD
THE FIRST
MONTH!

HERE'S THE
KIND OF
SHOCK
MOTION
PICTURE
ENTERTAINMENT
THAT
ALWAYS
GETS
AND
GRIPS
AN AUDIENCE!

NEW YORK 355 Madison Ave., MU 8-1720
CHICAGO 320 N. Michigan Ave., 467-7050
DALLAS 1915 Young Street, RI 7-8553
HOLLYWOOD 1041 N. Yucca Ave., No 3-3420

u.a.a.
MONDAY MEMO

from RICHARD IRWIN, Rosenbloom/Elias & Associates, Chicago

Yes, TV still has room for the small sponsor

There has been a lot of discussion in advertising recently that television is pricing itself out of the market and that the manufacturer with the small budget can no longer afford television. We do not agree.

Neither does one of our well-known clients, the Phonola Phonograph Division of the Waters Conley Co., Rochester, Minn., and its national sales and advertising manager, Howard Kovin.

Historically a low budget print media advertiser until it got its feet wet in broadcasting recently with radio, Phonola this year is putting its entire consumer media budget into participations on NBC-TV's Today program starting in the fall.

It is not always entirely a question of how much TV exposure you buy. True, there are the better if you can afford it. But for some companies, whose advertising allotment might be called rather small potatoes in many circles, even a modest amount of TV exposure can do a great deal in helping increase sales volume.

**The Whole View**

Many smaller companies, considering their present volume or their current position in their long-range growth pattern, have become aware that TV can provide important factors for them which possibly are more important than exposure volume alone. These factors may include how effectively you use that amount of TV which you do buy, how thoroughly you merchandise this campaign and how well you communicate the meaning of the TV buy within the trade—the significance of the media impact for the dealers you do business with.

Waters Conley Co. is America's oldest phonograph manufacturer. The company was founded in 1899 and it has been manufacturing the Phonola phonograph line since 1916. Victor Talking Machine Co. pre-dated Phonola but subsequently was acquired by RCA.

Phonola is a relatively small member of the giant electronics industry, but Waters Conley long has been recognized as a respected "manufacturer's manufacturer" because of its prestige line of private label merchandise. If the top-name firms which presently are private customers could be disclosed, their brand labels would be recognized immediately by the average consumer.

**Big Tough Market**

Waters Conley's own Phonola line and its private label lines together are said to place the firm in a leading position in the portable phonograph market. They rank it as but one of many in the highly competitive total phonograph field, however. Compared to last year's sales total for the industry of some 4.75 million phonographs, sales in 1963 should hit the 5 million mark according to the present estimates by Phonola officials.

Through the years, apart from its important private label output, Waters Conley has endeavored to maintain the prestige identity of its own Phonola line in the market too, even though the Phonola business has been the smaller portion of its total volume. Through these years the traditional media for Phonola were small space campaigns in magazines and local newspaper co-op.

When Rosenbloom/Elias & Associates acquired the Phonola account about five years ago, the total advertising budget was $32,500. Out of this had to come all consumer media advertising, dealer brochures, trade advertising and other merchandising plus a little for point-of-purchase. Local newspaper co-op always has been separate. The advertising budget is usually based on about 5% of sales.

**Broadcast Impact**

As the years passed after we started on the Phonola account, it grew and worked up to full pages and spreads (all black-and-white) in top consumer publications. The dollar volume of sales worked upward too. As it turned out, 1961 was to be the last year for Phonola's basic buy in print media. The total budget that year: $75,000. Traditionally Phonola's ad campaign starts in the fall and runs through December.

Late in the season in 1961 after the print schedules were running, it was decided to quietly make a test of local radio spot in about eight midwestern-Southern markets. An extra push seemed to be advisable there to help some of the major accounts move unusually heavy inventories.

The agency's creative ingenuity had a unique challenge because of the low budget situation. We also needed something to dramatize the full fidelity features of Phonola, a key sales point. The spot that evolved cost but $900, complete with pressings, and featured a marching chorus of nine plus drum and fife. They marched into and out of the 50-second spot singing Phonola lyrics written by our creative director, Joseph Del Papa. The music was original by Marty Rubenstein of Shield Productions. The other 10 seconds enabled local tie-in.

**Radio's Test Success**

We ran this spot for four to six weeks in Chicago, Minneapolis, New Orleans and five other markets for as much as our $8,000 radio time budget would allow. Everyone considered the radio test an "unqualified success."

Phonola's dollar sales total in 1961 jumped 35% over the previous year.

Naturally we and Phonola became very broadcast-minded deciding what to do with our advertising budget in 1962. The budget was upped to $100,000. So we put a reasonable amount into the nonconsumer necessities like brochures etc., took $9,750 for a black-and-white spread in the October issue of Esquire and plunged all the rest into four participations a week for 13 weeks on NBC Radio's Emphasis series.

Phonola's sales volume for 1962 went up a spectacular 60%.

TV's Turn Now

It is logical Phonola should move on into television in 1963. The budget has increased to $200,000, of which two-thirds will go for the purchase of a minute live spot weekly for 13 weeks on Today.

Yes, that's small for TV. But for Phonola it will go a long way considering all the other factors besides volume. This is why we feel there's still room in TV for the small budget advertiser.

Richard X. G. Irwin, since 1961 senior vice president of Rosenbloom/Elias & Associates, Chicago, has been with that agency since 1957. For a dozen years before that he was account executive with Ruthrauff & Ryan there. Besides Phonola, Mr. Irwin's account responsibilities include Krim-Ko Corp.'s broadcast-active Bireley's soft drinks, Beep for Breakfast and P.D.Q. Chocolate Flavoring. He's pioneered spot radio advertising for Mercury Records and an FM spot drive for Cusenier Cognac.
It Takes RPM To Move The Goods!

Ratings . . .
Programming . . .
Merchandising . . .

... the three-way push that moves the goods over WELI's RPM Radio!
Depend on BIG-Buy WELI to deliver the rich, New Haven-centered market!


WELI 5000 WATTS / THE SOUND OF NEW HAVEN / 960 K.C.
No More Pigeons

When the city of Omaha began an anti-pigeon crusade some years ago, Nebraska radio reporters were content simply to relate the facts. Except for young Johnny Carson. He not only broadcast the story, but conducted an exclusive interview with one of the intended victims.

To get his pigeon coup, Johnny had to play both parts, of course. One measure of his progress is that he now plays just one part: star of NBC's five-nights-a-week, colorcast "Tonight" show.

What's more, his conversational partners now include such formidable personalities as Bob Hope, Bette Davis, Peter Ustinov and Tallulah Bankhead. No pigeon English spoken here.

How well Johnny has been playing his part is evidenced by the fact that each week-night some nine million viewers turn on "Tonight" well before turning in for sleep. (And the nice thing is that Johnny — brand-new contract in his pocket — and his show will continue as the nightcap on a '63-'64
schedule that ranges from newcomers like "The Robert Taylor Show" and "The Lieutenant" to such returnees as "Bonanza" and "Hazel."

Glittering as "Tonight's" conversation may be, it is far from the program's only lure. Such sights as these—typical of the show's free-wheeling informality—have kept viewers joyously attentive:

"Chicken" Carson boxing with heavyweight contender Cassius Clay.

Carson, announcer Ed McMahon and orchestra leader Skitch Henderson offering a wild (if not expert) demonstration of limbo dancing.

And Johnny managing to be casual as ever as a formally-gowned Greer Garson whips a harmonica from her purse to play a swinging chorus of "Old MacDonald Had A Farm."

"I always carry it with me," explained the gracious Miss Garson a few moments afterward. Which was another surprise, for explanations are hardly necessary on this program. Even if you're not a pigeon, around Johnny Carson you just wing it.
Sales Management says the South Bend metropolitan market has just jumped from 111th to 85th in population with 336,800 people.* Add 113,000 next-door neighbors in Elkhart County and you get a total of 449,800. That's more people than the 68th metro market!*

*SOURCE: SALES MANAGEMENT'S "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER, 1963."

WSJV-TV, South Bend-Elkhart, belongs on your schedules! Call Advertising Time Sales today!
NEW TUMULT IN THE RATINGS GAME

Several big sticks started stirring up the ratings mess last week, just as it began to look as though things were quieting down.

The biggest sticks of all were wielded by two agencies of government. The Federal Trade Commission and Federal Communications Commission announced a combined operation to make the users of ratings abide by the facts the raters provide. And if they claim that all they're doing is quoting a rating service, this will be no defense—they're going to have to prove they're right. The FTC-FCC campaign threatens to change broadcasting's basic selling practices.

Two big advertising agencies took a poke at the National Association of Broadcasters' plan to clean up the ratings problems. Obviously piqued at being left out of what they think is a broadcaster-only project, the agencies want the Advertising Research Foundation to get in the act. If this view spreads to other agencies, the NAB plan could be in for hard times. See page 28.

As if present rating services weren't in enough trouble, they got a new—and tough—competitor last week. The Alfred Politz service, which has done custom research for blue-chip clients, announced a regular audience measurement service that will do everything the present operators do—"and then some." See page 29.

Now government control of ratings use

NEW RULE: STICK TO THE FIGURES; BE READY TO BACK THEM UP

Broadcasters who use ratings to sell their stations to advertisers are now on notice that they're going to have to prove their claims. And if they claim that all they're doing is quoting a rating service, this will be no defense—they're going to have to prove that the data can be substantiated.

The new purity in sales promotion stems from the announcement last week that the Federal Trade Commission has ordered an investigation of the use of audience ratings by broadcasters, advertising agencies and advertisers.

At the same time the FTC issued its announcement, the FCC issued a special warning to broadcasters to watch their step in the use of ratings in their advertising or promotion, particularly those claims which stretch survey results out of context.

Although neither agency spelled out any particulars, knowledgeable sources at both cited disclosures by the House investigations committee that stations engage in hyping programing and promotion during survey weeks. They also cited the wide margin of error inherent in some of the rating services data.

What It Means • A significant element in weighing the reliability of the ratings used in support of a claim by a station, it was pointed out, would be a determination whether during the survey week stations larded their schedule with especially attractive programs and intensified their program promotion. This would, it was noted, invalidate the ratings and also any selling efforts based on the ratings.

Similarly, it was emphasized, a claim of first position in a market, based on a survey showing a station has a share of, say, 20% of the audience (whereas the second station has an 18% share and a third station 17%), would be meaningless because the range of error in most rating services is larger than the spread among the three stations.

The action of the two agencies follows the completion of the first phase of the public investigation of the ratings services by Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.) and his Special Investigations Subcommittee of the House Commerce Committee (Broadcasting, Feb. 18 et seq.).

Both the FTC and the FCC, in fact, referred to disclosures during the ratings hearing as one of the main reasons for their interest in the subject now. Although the FCC statement referred specifically to complaints it has received and the FTC announcement does not, it's understood the trade agency also has received several allegations of the misuse of surveys by broadcasters.

FTC Enforcement • The investigation will be conducted by the Bureau of Deceptive Practices of the FTC. Charles A. Sweeney, chief of the bureau's division handling radio and TV matters, will be in charge of the investigative task force.

A finding that a broadcaster has stretched the truth may be determined to be an unfair competitive practice, or at the least, it's presumed, unfair and deceptive advertising.

Although the FTC announcement stated it was going to investigate the use of audience ratings by broadcasters, agencies and advertisers, it will primarily concern itself with broadcasters, it's learned.

This is on the assumption that although agencies and advertisers use ratings, they don't use them to sell time or space, but to buy.

Broadcasters, however, use ratings to sell time and it is this usage that lends itself to FTC jurisdiction. Presumably this is true also of station representatives who use rating information to sell their client's station to agencies and advertisers.

Dixon Warns • Paul Rand Dixon, chairman of the FTC, explained: "If a broadcaster claims that a survey proves that he has a certain percentage of the listening audience in his territory, and investigation discloses that the claim is false and deceptive, the commission will take vigorous action to prohibit the claim."

The FTC recalled that last December three of the largest ratings services
Agencies want ARF in ratings act
TWO OF THEM FEEL LEFT OUT IN NAB'S GO-IT-ALONE PROJECT

Moves apparently aimed at countering the three-part ratings research plan of the National Association of Broadcasters were offered last week by two major advertising agencies in New York.

Separate recommendations from Compton Advertising and from Foote, Cone & Belding brought the Advertising Research Foundation into the picture as an instrument of auditing and evaluating the ratings services.

Compton, in a letter from its president, Barton Cummings, to NAB President LeRoy Collins, asked that ARF be included among those organizations to be consulted concerning plans for the NAB ratings research plan.

Foote, Cone & Belding went a step farther in a letter from its vice president and media director, Frank J. Gromer Jr., to A.C. Nielsen Co. and American Research Bureau, recommending to the two ratings services that ARF be used in place of the proposed rating auditing service of the NAB Broadcasting, May 27.

"The NAB proposal is not a bad one," said Mr. Gromer in an interview last week, "but it has one serious limitation. It does not represent the interest of anybody but the broadcasters." NAB Plan - The NAB-proposed ratings council would consist of representatives from NAB, the presidents (or designees) of the Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising, with "advisory liaison representation" from the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers.

Mr. Gromer called advertising representation on the council "oblique," and "only so much window-dressing." "I believe in ARF and feel that it is a highly competent and well-regarded organization. All it needs in this respect is some push, and I feel that there is considerable agency sentiment in favor of such a push."

The Compton proposal, a copy of which was sent to representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House subcommittee that has been investigating ratings, suggested that "among those whom you intend to consult concerning your plans, you would include the Advertising Research Foundation."

He called the ARF "an existing experienced technical facility that can immediately consult with you on proposed plans." Mr. Gromer also pointed out the convenience element, saying, "It would be difficult setting up a whole new organization, and that's a hard way to run a railroad."

Role For ARF - Under Mr. Gromer's plan, ARF activity would not be drastically different from the plans laid out by the NAB for its ratings auditing service. "We are quite sure that ARF can expand considerably so that it can encompass all of the serv-

signed consent orders promising to cease and desist from misrepresenting the accuracy or reliability of their measurements, data or reports. Those signing the orders were A.C. Nielsen Co., The Pulse Inc. and American Research Bureau (Broadcasting, Jan. 7).

How broadcasters and others use these measurements was not included in those orders, the FTC noted.

It continued: "Hearings by the Special Subcommittee on Investigations of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce have developed substantial information concerning the ratings and the manner in which they are used. The commission intends to base its investigation in that information and correct any misrepresentation or other practice violating the Federal Trade Act."

It added that it would conduct the investigation in coordination with the FCC "and that agency will be advised of any findings of law violations by broadcasters."

Yellow Light - By far the stronger statement was made by the FCC which virtually told broadcasters they were putting their licenses on the line if they used ratings measurements without being able to prove their correctness.

The FCC statement said: "The commission recognizes, of course, that audience research is an important selling tool in efforts to obtain advertiser support. It is not the intention of the commission to discourage valid audience research or its proper use by broadcast licensees in their selling campaigns."

"In using audience research, however, the licensee must act responsibly. He therefore has an obligation to take reasonable precautions to insure that a survey which he uses in an advertising campaign is valid (e.g., that is properly conceived, reasonably free from bias, has an adequate sample). He also has an obligation to act responsibly in the use he makes of the survey."

Referring to the FTC notice, the FCC concluded its statement with this warning: "In determining whether a licensee is operating in the public interest, the commission will take into account any findings or order to cease and desist of the Federal Trade Commission concerning the use of broadcast ratings by a licensee."

The House Special Subcommittee on Investigations, the group which set off the ratings row, has set Wednesday (June 20) to hear the FCC's position from Chairman E.William Henry.
Politz moves in on broadcast raters

HE’LL MAKE REGULAR MEASUREMENTS FOR TV, RADIO, OTHER MEDIA

Two major new audience-measurement services were announced last week by Alfred Politz Media Studies, widely known independent organization which in the past has concentrated on custom-designed research.

Alfred Politz, head of the firm, said the new services will provide detailed information on not only the sizes and composition but also the buying habits of the audiences of television, radio, magazines, newspapers and newspaper supplements.

The services were described as follows:

- Politz Media Audit (PMA) will cover the five media in annual reports showing the audience of each medium in terms of more than a dozen demographic characteristics and also in terms of the purchase and use of more than 100 consumer goods and services.
- Politz Television Audit (PTA) will supplement the PMA service’s TV data by providing seven reports a year, each describing in terms of sex and age the audiences of all national network TV programs during a specific two-week period. For non-subscribers to the five-media PMA, the television-only service will also offer an annual report covering TV demographic and buying data similar to that in PMA.

Not until last week, however, when W. R. Simmons and Associates engaged ARF to analyze its market and media study on 1963 magazines was the service used.

Another proposal for an auditing and evaluation service came from Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse, who recommended April 17 an industry-wide “standards and auditing committee.” The Pulse is currently employing an interim committee on standards and techniques composed of research directors of station representative firms and advertising agencies.

Lawrence Roslow, of The Pulse Inc., felt that ARF could handle the auditing job: “As far as that’s concerned, we wouldn’t object to AAAA, ANA, ARF, or any of them auditing us.”

But, he said, “I’m not really certain I’d be willing to go along with an evaluation service by ARF. They would be inclined perhaps to set up one technique as best, where there might be three best techniques, for instance. It would be too theoretical.”

He then referred to ARF’s “Recommended Standards for Radio and Television Program Audience Size Measurements” in 1954, which Mr. Roslow said was “not practicable and never got off the ground.”

Mr. Gromer, commenting on the 1954 ARF report, said, “ARF, like all of us, has learned a lot since then.”

The reaction of James W. Seiler, president of ARB, who along with Mr. Nielsen received Mr. Gromer’s letters, favored ARF over the NAB group, saying, “ARF would be a logical group to do this, with advertisers, agencies and broadcasters in the group.”

He added, however, that he favored this procedure only if all ratings services submitted to such examination. If it is done on an industry-wide basis, he said, ARB “would be happy to cooperate.”

ARF’s Available • ARF announced as long ago as 1960 the availability of a new facility to evaluate the word of any research organization willing to pay the costs and furnish the necessary information (Broadcasting, April 22).

Mr. Gromer
field was 30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING) issue basis, with radio reported and audiences; weekly cumulative audiences; sign - off, 3 grams tional network programs. Daily provision of advertisers' goods and services."

"many months of discussion" with advertisers, agencies and media. "These discussions," he said, "have convinced us of the need for regular, comprehensive and dependable information about viewing, reading, listening and purchasing behavior of consumers. Advertisers and agencies want and need to know the ability of different media vehicles to reach the individuals who are the prime prospects for the advertisers' goods and services."

10,000 Sample = In the PMA service, based on a survey of 10,000 individuals in 245 U. S. counties, the television measurement will cover all national network programs. Daily programs will be reported in terms of average telecast audience and four-week cumulative audiences. Weekly programs will be reported in terms of average telecast audience and four-week cube. Projections of cumulative audiences up to 13 weeks or more may also be obtained.

Radio stations will be measured from sign-on to sign-off, with reports showing weekday, Saturday and Sunday audiences; weekly cumulative audiences; separate AM and FM audience reports, and audiences within day periods as follows: 6-9 a.m.; 9 a.m. to noon; noon to 3 p.m.; 3-6 p.m.; 6-8 p.m.; 8-11 p.m. and 11 p.m.-6 a.m.

Audiences within day-parts are to be reported by place of listening: at home, in car, and in "other" places. Special tabulations may be obtained for specific radio schedules involving combinations of stations and time periods.

The PMA service will also cover 36 magazines and supplements a year; 18 every year and 18 others on an alternate-year basis. Each publication's audience will be reported on an average-issue basis, with four week cumes also shown for selected ones.

Newspaper audiences will be reported on a daily, Sunday and weekend basis; morning vs. evening; five-day cumes, and daily audiences according to number of newspapers read per day.

A Deep Look = The audiences of all media will be described in terms of 16 demographic characteristics including sex, age group, income, education, occupation, geographic region, farm or nonfarm, household size and position in the household. Audiences also will be reported in terms of their usage (heavy, medium or light) and purchase of brands in more than 100 different product and service categories including foods, beverages, etc.

Brand data will not be included in the PMA report but may be obtained

Nielsen wants federal court to sit on suit

The A. C. Nielsen Co. of Chicago, world's largest broadcast research firm, goes into federal court today (Monday) for the first skirmish in a legal battle with WAMX Miami, which is suing the research company over its ratings service for $250,000. Nielsen is trying to move the suit from a state court into federal jurisdiction.

The WAME action is one of a pair of suits brought by WAME Broadcasting Co., the station licensee, following an investigation of audience research companies by the House Special Subcommittee on Investigations this spring (BROADCASTING, June 3, May 6). In what is believed the first litigation to grow out of the investigation, WAME is seeking $250,000 damages from Nielsen and The Pulse Inc. of New York. Both suits were filed in the Circuit Court of Dade county, but the Nielsen firm prefers to defend itself in a federal court. WAME, since it has two similar cases to prosecute, would prefer to fight both in the same jurisdiction.

A Pulse motion to dismiss the WAME action will be heard in the state court on Aug. 1.

WAME says the ratings companies misrepresented their reports for metropolitan Miami between 1959 and 1962. from special tabulations at extra cost.

The Politz Television Audit's seven reports a year will show average audiences per program, plus one-week and two-week cumes for day programs and two-week cumes for night programs. The information for PMA will be based on a probability sample of 10,000 persons in 9,500 households in 245 counties throughout the U. S. Of the total, 9,500 respondents will be over 18 years of age; 500 will be in the 13-17 age group. A fresh sample will be drawn each year, "assuring that population shifts will be reflected properly in each study" and as "protection against the possibility of so-called 'tampering.'"

Television, radio and newspaper audience data will be gathered by a combination of interviewing and recordkeeping; magazine and supplements data, by interviewing. The field work will be done from mid-October through mid-January without Christmas week.

TV Reports = The more frequent TV reports of the PTA will be based on a sample of 2,000 individuals 13 years of age and older. For three of the seven reports, subsamples of the PMA's total 10,000-individual sample will be used; for the four other reports, entirely new samples will be drawn. The two-week survey periods will fall during the months from October through April, plus July.

Subscriptions to each service are offered on a two-year minimum basis. PMA subscribers can buy the demographic data without buying the marketing information, but the marketing data is not available without the demographic. In each service the subscriber's annual billings (or advertising investments in the case of the advertisers) form the base for computing subscription cost.

Politiz officials estimated the cost of both services to a company spending $10 million a year in advertising would range between $15,000 and $25,000 a year. The cost to media and agencies, they said, would be higher. "Substantial" discounts were reported available now to charter subscribers.
REAPS TWO MARKETS WITH WSB

YIELD: International Harvester reaps sales from WSB's domination (37.3% tune-in share*) of Metro Atlanta, where $9,800,000** is spent annually on feed and farm petrol products alone.

YIELD: 132 counties* where annual sales of feed and farm petrol products amount to over $172,800,000**.

Buy the one that gives you two . . .

WSB RADIO

Georgia's 50,000 watt clear channel station

*NIS Nov.-Dec. '62; NCS 1961
**Census of Agriculture, 1959

* NBC affiliate. Associated with WSDC-AM-FM-TV, Charlotte; WHIO-AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WIOD-AM-FM, Miami.
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Stations should do more audience research

THAT'S THE VIEW OF LEO BURNETT AGENCY RESEARCHER

Local stations should get busy and do a lot more research and analysis of their audiences, Dr. Seymour Banks, vice president in charge of media, creative copy and research at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, said in talks last week to two broadcaster groups meeting there. One group concerned TV, the other Negro radio.

His reasons in summary:

- The advertiser and his agency need greater and more precise information about product consumers and prospects in the station audiences. With the advent of computers, this data becomes increasingly vital to media buying decisions. His primary target—adults.
- Stations need to research their audiences more to determine more accurately what programs are best. Actually knowing instead of guessing what audiences want enables the station to program better and become a more attractive advertising vehicle.

Dr. Banks told the second annual programing conference of the Television Affiliates Corp. on Thursday that stations should greatly increase the "value" they place upon local research as compared to station promotion. It is far more important to spend a few hundred dollars to research audience reaction, he said, than to "send out ballpoint pens at the year's end in order to develop a promotional feeling for the station as a whole."

Urging local stations to develop their own means to inexpensively study audience responsiveness, Dr. Banks said that the job can be done effectively with simple printed questionnaires. It doesn't always require costly electronic computers, he indicated, although there are many occasions where qualified research and psychological experts may be needed.

In spite of the inaccuracies which might be encountered, it would be better for the local station to make an effort to research every program to determine what each audience wants, Dr. Banks said, than to rely exclusively on the judgment of perhaps one or two who decide what programs will be aired. Nearly three dozen TAC station program directors attended the Thursday-Friday meeting.

Speaking earlier in the week before a Negro radio programing conference sponsored by Bernard Howard & Co., station representative, Dr. Banks said that "by and large broadcasting is one generation behind in supplying data to agencies." Radio in particular is guilty, he said. Yet radio cannot afford to neglect this need, he indicated, since television today is the "power" medium and radio, based on the amount of time people spend with media, has become only a "peripheral" medium.

Two Questions

"Your audience represents a marketplace tied together by your communication vehicle"—programming—as far as the agency or advertiser is concerned, Dr. Banks explained. The sponsor is interested in your station only if you can answer two basic audience questions affirmatively, he said. The questions: "Is economic potential there?" and "will they respond to your communication vehicle?"

The agency executive pointed out that there is a great void in research about the composition of the local radio audiences, their programming loyalties and interests. "Yet you are selling the respect and affection of your audiences," Dr. Banks said. When stations contact the agencies they will comment on these factors, he said, but they will supply "not a stitch of evidence."

Dr. Banks said "the basic unit for us is people. Here radio has shortchanged itself. The emphasis on measuring sets is wrong." Adults represent the "major purchasers," he continued, "Yet you can't even tell if a listener is male or female." Even when you know the listener is female, he observed, it makes a lot of difference whether you are reaching the busy housewife of 35 or merely the aunt who is living there.

If stations want more business from the big spenders, Dr. Banks concluded, they must come armed with data that will tell the agency this is an important market not being reached otherwise or if reached the listeners are "still yours exclusively." If not exclusive, "they respond in a way not possible with the majority medium."

Bernard Howard informed the two dozen station managers attending his two-day session that an in-depth study of the $20 billion Negro market will be made available to them about September. He indicated that many of the points raised by Dr. Banks would be answered in the study.

Principal conclusions of the Negro programing conference included the view that Negro radio is on the threshold of great and expanding opportunity for both service and business. They agreed they must increase news as well as editorials in areas where this is economically and otherwise possible. The empathy inherent in Negro radio is growing every day, they observed, since the Negro wants the Negro point of view and not the white man's.

Create demand through advertising

Economists and business prognosticators today are lost in a confusion of economic theories of saturated markets, lack of real needs, lack of purchasing power and reliance on government expenditures.

Arno Johnson, vice president and senior economist, J. Walter Thompson, chided businessmen for acceptance of these pessimistic theories in an address to the Sales Executives Club of New York last week.

Mr. Johnson proposed that the answer to the country's surplus labor problem is in "creation of demand" through an increased advertising effort. He estimated that in the next decade some 20 million additional nonagricultural jobs will be in demand by the labor force and that consumption capacity will increase by $200 billion over the same period.

He said this "vast latent ability to expand consumption to match production goes unrecognized. . . ."

Mr. Johnson suggested that the average business consider a step-up of 15% in its selling and advertising efforts.

Xerox buys news shows

Xerox Corp., New York, has bought six NBC News TV specials and one 90-minute Project 20 program on the network.

Xerox, which made the buys through Papert, Koenig, Lois, is expected to spend approximately $4 million in television in the coming year (At Deadline, June 3).
Have you ever heard of our “Party Line”? 

We don’t want to spoil it by trying to compress the whole story of our “Party Line” program into this brief space.

Suffice it to say here that “Party Line” is a participating program on the most popular TV station anywhere near the great Red River Valley. It is producing big results for some big advertisers. For example, we recently offered a Party Line Pattern Book, at $1 a throw. Result: 14,928 copies!

Ask PGW, will you? They have the whole story of this spectacular program.
Is this the way out of the trap?

HOW THE NAB HOPES TO KEEP THE FCC FROM TAKING OVER CODES

A serious strategy problem faces the National Association of Broadcasters' board of directors next week—what to do about the FCC's proposal to adopt as government rules the commercial time standards of the NAB's radio and television codes.

Last week the outlines of the strategy were beginning to take shape, in advance of the board meeting that begins June 24. The NAB is building a defense on these grounds: (1) Government restrictions on commercial time would be inflexible and unresponsive to changing conditions. (2) The length and number of commercials may be of less importance in shaping audience reaction than the placement and content of commercials are. (3) Through the NAB code apparatus radio and television are capable of regulating themselves.

To bolster the last argument, the NAB may be obliged to recruit more subscribers for both codes, to which only 38% of all radio stations and 70% of television stations belong. Last week the NAB television code review board took action that was plainly intended to induce recruitment.

Easing Up • At a meeting in New York the TV code board voted to loosen the television commercial time standards. Under the new proposals, which must be approved by the NAB's television board of directors, a station could devote as much as 30% of any hour outside prime time to commercial presentations, although total time devoted to advertising could not exceed 20% of any broadcast day. The commercial limit in three prime hours would be 17.2% per hour—the same as it is now.

The effect of the code board's proposal would be to give stations a chance to load commercials into some non-prime periods that advertisers think desirable and to compensate by carrying less advertising in periods that fewer advertisers want.

Under present standards, specific time limits for commercials apply through the day. Some stations are known to have stayed out of the code because they cannot command high enough rates to make a living from the number of commercials now permitted per program period. The TV code board said the net effect of the change to a percentage ceiling would be a reduction of permissible commercial time over a full broadcast day.

At a meeting in Washington May 29 the NAB radio code board deferred action on a proposal to loosen the commercial limitations in the radio code, but it appointed a committee to consider the matter.

ANA Appeal • The NAB television code board took action on commercials after hearing an appeal from members of the Association of National Advertisers that commercial volume ought to be reduced.

There was some feeling after the closed NAB-ANA meeting in New York last week that advertisers haven't been staying awake nights worrying about the broadcasters' private conflict with the FCC, despite the impact federal control over commercial standards would have on sponsors themselves.

There was some advertiser feeling, too, that broadcasters, by lax enforcement and inadequate standards, had left the door open for the government to do the job.

On several occasions the advertiser representatives suggested the TV time standards weren't strict enough, especially in non-prime time when programs are short and there are a lot of commercials. Code enforcement should be strengthened, according to several advertisers.

Afterward an ANA member recalled FCC reports of public resentment against clutter and over-commercialization, adding that TV stations should be concerned about such criticism. But it appeared advertisers aren't anxious to have the government mixing in the routine conduct of advertiser buying of media and they wanted the industry to regulate itself.

Advertisers and NAB representatives found they couldn't agree at times on interpretation of specific code provisions.

It's Media Problem • One advertiser said afterward that sponsors don't have to worry too much about the problems that plague TV or any other medium. He said advertisers will look around and buy media as opportunities are available. But he emphasized the benefits of mutual discussion of advertiser-television problems.

Representing ANA at the meeting, according to an unofficial guest list, were John W. Burgard, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., who acted as chairman; Peter Allport, ANA president; Joseph Beech Jr., Procter & Gamble Co.; H. Allan Dingwall Jr., General Foods Corp.; E. P. Genock, Eastman Kodak Co.; Howard Gray, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; William Kistler, ANA; Gregory T. Lincoln, Colgate-Palmolive Co.; John Morris, Campbell Soup Co.; Alfred Plant, Block Drug Co.; Samuel Thurm, Lever Bros. Co.

Members of the NAB TV code board and NAB staff officers represented broadcasters.

Clutter Discussed • Mr. Burgard, whose tobacco firm is one of the nation's top TV buyers, had sharply attacked clutter, triple-spotting and inadequate product protection at the ANA's spring meeting (BROADCASTING, May 27). He also had called again for "guaranteed circulation" in television—a direct relation between the cost and the size of audience for shows of the same type. It's understood he brought

Headaches, yes; hemorrhoids, no

The Ted Bates agency tried again last week to get official acceptance of television commercials for Preparation H, but was rebuffed.

David C. Loomis, vice president of the agency, appealed to the National Association of Broadcasters' television code review board to lift its ban against advertising for the hemorrhoid remedy. Several years ago the board's ruling against Preparation H precipitated a crisis. Sixteen stations resigned from the code, and 19 had their memberships canceled. The board voted last week to retain the ban.

The Bates agency made headway with the code board on another matter. After an appeal by William H. Kears, vice chairman of the agency, the board gave reluctant approval to the use of the phrase, "like a doctor's prescription; that is, a combination of ingredients," in Anacin commercials.

The code board explained: "The phrase has, we are informed by the advertiser's agency, been recently reviewed by the Federal Trade Commission and found acceptable. The code board reaffirms the question of this commercial copy acceptability raised by its New York code office but feels that in view of the specific government approval, it is not appropriate to disagree with official government action in this particular instance."
up the clutter problem at the ANA-NAB meeting last week.

At the ANA spring session he had submitted studies showing that effectiveness of a commercial is enhanced 32% to 40% when presented by itself rather than as one of a series of credits, promos, commercials and billboards. He had cited data showing a commercial may be 24% to 64% more effective alone than within 15 minutes of a competitor's message in the same program.

All members of the NAB TV code board took part in last week's two-day meeting in New York. They were: William D. Pabst, KTVU(TV) Oakland, Calif., chairman; Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations; Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF(TV) Wheeling, W. Va.; Ernest Lee Jahncke, NBC-TV New York; Douglas L. Manship, WBZ(TV) Boston; LeRoy Taft, Citadel Stations; Stockton Helfrich, New York manager; Frank F. Davidson, chairman; William Schneider, ABC-TV, and George B. Storer, Storer Broadcasting Co.

NAB staff members attending were Robert D. Swezy, code authority director; Edward H. Bronson, TV code manager; Harry H. Ward, TV code assistant manager; Stockton Helfrich, New York manager; Frank Morris, Hollywood manager; John Couric, public relations director, and Jerry Lanser, New York office.

Evaluation • In acting on TV code time standards, the TV code board instructed the code staff to study ways of improving the content, production, technique and placement of commercials. The board specified that "evaluation of placement of commercials include those in island positions (single commercials inside programs) interrupting program content and commercial messages in piggyback positions (usually 60-second commercials advertising more than one product) or adjacent to billboards, credits, public service announcements, promotion announcements, other commercial messages, station break announcements, and other material of like nature."

The TV board wound up its two-day meeting in New York by commenting on the FCC's plan to incorporate NAB code time standards. It said, "The interest of the public will be poorly served if time standards are sought to be imposed by any governmental agency, in that such action, even if legally sustainable, would be fraught with rigidity and unresponsive to changing needs and improved knowledge in the field, would not (and of necessity could not) deal realistically or adequately with the most important criteria of content and placement of commercials, would delay and hence deny timely attention to the problems of stations in small markets, and finally would substantially reduce, if not totally destroy, the incentive of most broadcasters for continued improvement, and experiment in improvement, in the entire area of commercial and related messages."

Radio Position • The NAB Radio Code Board stated at its May 29 meeting that inclusion of the code's commercial time standards into FCC rules would be a disservice to the public, freeze into government fiat commercial standards that should be revised to reflect changing industry conditions and place total emphasis on the quantity of commercials rather than recognize that quality and other factors are important (Broadcasting, June 3).

No changes in radio time standards were proposed at the radio code board meeting but a committee was appointed to conduct a study of the time provisions.

In a talk to the American Council for Better Broadcasts in Chicago June 12, Mr. Swezy as code authority director said the most effective way broadcasters can use to know they are programming objectively is audience response to favorably received programs as well as to those that fall short.

"Broadcasters must operate for the good of the community," Mr. Swezy said. "They must dispense with mediocrity, constantly improve their services and have the daring to experiment. Otherwise they are inviting further government control, which is undesirable."

---

**PLAN FOR TAPE TRANSFER PROBLEM**

**Radio commercials may be made with cartridges**

Advertising agencies seemed near a solution to their problem of quality control over radio spot announcements last week with the report from two tape cartridge manufacturers that a cartridge can be made on a mass basis to fit most tape equipment used by individual stations.

The companies were not identified, but an agency spokesman said: "It seems we have hurdled the problem of tape transfers. Of course, it will still be some months before it can become practicable, but I believe it is now possible to go from the original tape to the tape cartridge, without using a tape-to-transcription-to-tape method."

Agencies had expressed concern over loss of quality control in advertising messages when local stations transferred the message from the agency-supplied transcription to tape. A D. P. Brother & Co. survey of 476 radio stations revealed that 406 of them did make transfers from the transcription to tape (Broadcasting, June 3).

At that time it was felt that, at best, agencies would only be able to make recommendations to the individual stations advising them on the proper methods of making the transfer.

Since then, however, agency repro-
sentatives have met with sound studios, tape cartridge producers, and tape equipment manufacturers, and have discovered that cartridges that fit all currently produced tape machines, and some older equipment, are now in production. The disclosure that the tapes can be reproduced on a mass basis for distribution to the individual stations means that the agencies themselves, instead of the stations, can produce the tapes and thus supervise sound quality.

**Useful Meeting** - A number of agency representatives last week in New York with representatives from studios and tape cartridge and equipment manufacturers. Mel Furney, who directed the station survey for D. P. Brothe, described the session as encouraging. "We feel we are close to some real solution now, and we were especially pleased at the cooperation from all parties," Mr. Furney said.

It was the first time that the different elements have gotten together since the study was begun several weeks ago. Mr. Furney said that "it was mostly an exploratory-type meeting—one in which everyone asked a lot of questions, and found out what the other parties needed to know."

One result of the meeting was the formation of a committee of various New York recording studios "to assist the agencies in the establishment of standards of quality for this type [tape cartridge] broadcasting." Participating companies are A&R Recording Inc., Bell Sound Studios, Film Recording Inc., Gotham Recording Corp., National Recording Corp., Olmsted Sound Studios, and RKO Sound Studios.

Mr. Furney said the agency group expected soon to call in the American Association of Advertising Agencies to inform all agencies of the tape cartridge study. Sound studios would also be advised, he added.

The group hopes that a study that has been in progress by the National Association of Broadcasters into setting technical standards for tape cartridges will be completed within a month to afford technical data for the cartridge manufacturers.

"We must tread softly right now," Mr. Furney said. "We should have some answers within two weeks, and perhaps can begin using the cartridges within six months."

---

### Spot TV Billing Up 20% in First Quarter

**BRISTOL-MYERS LEADS GAINERS WITH $3.3 MILLION BOOST**

Spot television gross billing in the first quarter of this year scored a substantial increase over the like period in 1962.

The Television Bureau of Advertising is reporting today (June 17) that gross time billings of national and regional spot increased 20%, from $182,098,000 in the January-March period last year, to $219,771,000 for the same three-month span in 1963.

Bristol-Myers Co. had the greatest boost, moving that advertiser from fifth to third place in the top 100 spot TV list. The advertiser billed more than $6.6 million in spot compared to $3.3 million for the like quarter of a year ago.

The TVB report, based on N. C. Rorabaugh's compilations, covered an analysis of the same 331 stations reporting billings in both years.

Other advertisers showing increases in first-quarter spot placement: Colgate-Palmolive from $5.2 million to $7.3 million; Campbell Soup from $1.9 million to $3.4 million; Menley & James Labs from $954,200 to $2.6 million; Simoniz Co. from $755,900 to $1.7 million; Alberto-Culver from $1.9 million to $4.1 million; Hudson Pulp & Paper from $479,800 to $1,079,800 and Eastern Air Lines from $70,300 to $647,200.

In the breakdown of dayparts, $62,175,000 was placed in prime time; $56,484,000 in early evening; $35,363,000 in day periods and $45,749,000 in late night.

---

### Top 100 Spot TV Advertisers

**First Quarter 1963**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Gross Billings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>$16,954,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Colgate Palmolive</td>
<td>7,391,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bristol-Myers</td>
<td>6,691,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>General Foods</td>
<td>5,067,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lever Brothers</td>
<td>4,935,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>William Wrigley Jr.</td>
<td>4,685,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Alberto-Culver</td>
<td>4,194,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>American Home Products</td>
<td>3,789,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Warner-Lambert Pharma.</td>
<td>3,760,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Campbell Soup</td>
<td>3,402,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>P. Lorillard</td>
<td>3,402,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>General Mills</td>
<td>3,278,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Miles Laboratories</td>
<td>2,978,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>International Latex</td>
<td>2,759,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers</td>
<td>2,722,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Menley &amp; James Labs</td>
<td>2,612,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Standard Brands</td>
<td>2,612,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Kellogg</td>
<td>2,345,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Continental Baking</td>
<td>2,220,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Corn Products</td>
<td>2,102,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Avon Products</td>
<td>1,867,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>J. A. Folger</td>
<td>1,791,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Simonsiz</td>
<td>1,708,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Food Mfrs. Inc.</td>
<td>1,706,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A. Brandt</td>
<td>1,705,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Philip Morris</td>
<td>1,512,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>General Motors Dealers</td>
<td>1,493,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Ford Motor Dealers</td>
<td>1,442,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>New York Bottlers</td>
<td>1,408,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ralston Purina</td>
<td>1,374,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Jos. Schiltz Brewing</td>
<td>1,277,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pabst Brewing</td>
<td>1,254,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Chesapeake-Pond's</td>
<td>1,183,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Gillette</td>
<td>$1,155,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Richardson-Merrell</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Helene Curtis</td>
<td>1,089,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Hudson Pulp &amp; Paper</td>
<td>1,079,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Peter Paul</td>
<td>1,079,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Chrysler Dealers</td>
<td>1,067,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Liggett &amp; Myers</td>
<td>1,062,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Canadian Breweries</td>
<td>1,008,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Chrysler</td>
<td>992,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Armour</td>
<td>990,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Sears, Roebuck</td>
<td>965,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>United Vintners</td>
<td>939,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Van Camp Sea Food</td>
<td>932,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Hills Bros. Coffee</td>
<td>869,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>R. J. Reynolds</td>
<td>861,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Meney &amp; Co.</td>
<td>847,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Andrew Jergens</td>
<td>843,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>E. &amp; J. Gallo Winery</td>
<td>839,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>815,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Merch &amp; Co.</td>
<td>804,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>National Biscuit</td>
<td>795,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>U. S. Borax &amp; Chemical</td>
<td>788,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>American Bakers</td>
<td>785,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>American Motors Dealers</td>
<td>770,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Carter Products</td>
<td>748,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Frisco-Lay</td>
<td>725,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Green Giant</td>
<td>721,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Royal Crown Cola Co./Bottlers</td>
<td>706,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Kimberly-Clark</td>
<td>688,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Fels &amp; Co.</td>
<td>684,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>American Tobacco</td>
<td>678,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Fruith Cooking</td>
<td>*1,310,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Falstaff Brewing</td>
<td>667,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Brown &amp; Williamson</td>
<td>656,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Brillo Manufacturing</td>
<td>656,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Pillsbury Co.</td>
<td>651,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Seven Arts "Films of the 50's"—Money makers of the 60's
## First quarter spot TV by product classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Estimated Expenditures</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td>$418,000</td>
<td>Fruits and vegetables, juices</td>
<td>2,665,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Macaroni, noodles, chilli, etc.</td>
<td>1,625,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Margarine, shortenings</td>
<td>3,857,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meat, poultry and fish</td>
<td>4,545,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soaps</td>
<td>2,538,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous foods</td>
<td>4,528,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous frozen foods</td>
<td>804,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Food stores</td>
<td>2,328,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A&amp;E/WINE</strong></td>
<td>$16,270,000</td>
<td>Wines</td>
<td>573,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beer and ale</td>
<td>12,902,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amusements, Entertainment</strong></td>
<td>$1,300,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>584,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automotive</strong></td>
<td>$7,456,000</td>
<td>Door and hardware</td>
<td>285,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>402,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>402,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Materials, Equipment, Fixtures, Paints</strong></td>
<td>$7,384,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>402,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixtures, plumbing, supplies</td>
<td>2,419,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>548,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clothing, Furnishings, Accessories</strong></td>
<td>$4,240,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>158,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>158,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confections and Soft Drinks</strong></td>
<td>$16,309,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>158,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confections</td>
<td>10,272,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soft drinks</td>
<td>6,037,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Services</strong></td>
<td>$6,257,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>402,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dry cleaners and laundries</td>
<td>6,257,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>1,513,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical and dental</td>
<td>1,813,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moving, hauling, storage</td>
<td>291,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public utilities</td>
<td>2,787,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Religious, political, unions</td>
<td>1,251,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cosmetics and Toiletries</strong></td>
<td>$21,283,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td>3,638,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deodorants</td>
<td>1,173,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depliators</td>
<td>92,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hair tonics and shampoos</td>
<td>720,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hand and face creams, lotions</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Home permanents and coloring</td>
<td>1,427,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perfumes, toilet waters, etc.</td>
<td>94,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Razors, blades</td>
<td>565,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shaving creams, lotions, etc.</td>
<td>764,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toilet soaps</td>
<td>2,330,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1,893,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dental Products</strong></td>
<td>$4,477,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dentifrices</td>
<td>1,473,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mouthwashes</td>
<td>1,317,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>152,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Products</strong></td>
<td>$22,898,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>584,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cold remedies</td>
<td>7,467,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Headache remedies</td>
<td>3,096,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indigestion remedies</td>
<td>1,403,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laxatives</td>
<td>1,313,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vitamins</td>
<td>1,713,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weight aids</td>
<td>230,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous drug products</td>
<td>1,459,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drug stores</td>
<td>175,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food and Grocery Products</strong></td>
<td>$60,570,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>584,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baked goods</td>
<td>7,938,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cereals</td>
<td>5,897,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coffee, tea and food drinks</td>
<td>10,680,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Condiments, sauces, appetizers</td>
<td>4,260,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dairy products</td>
<td>3,120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Desserts</td>
<td>945,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>584,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSEHOLD CLOTHES</strong></td>
<td>$3,692,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>584,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
<td>$5,433,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Furnishings</strong></td>
<td>$8,792,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Paper Products</strong></td>
<td>$1,982,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Supplies and Equipment</strong></td>
<td>$5,643,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Utilities</strong></td>
<td>$9,098,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Wash</strong></td>
<td>$15,993,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance</strong></td>
<td>$1,136,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kitchen Furnishings</strong></td>
<td>$1,140,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linen</strong></td>
<td>$754,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notions</strong></td>
<td>$35,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pet Products</strong></td>
<td>$2,874,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publications</strong></td>
<td>$1,017,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sporting Goods, Bicycles, Toys</strong></td>
<td>$1,535,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stationery, Office Equipment</strong></td>
<td>$45,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Television, Radio, Phonograph, Musical Instruments</strong></td>
<td>$111,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trading Stamps</strong></td>
<td>$7,938,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tobacco Products and Supplies</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transportation and Travel</strong></td>
<td>$3,479,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watches, Jewelry, Cameras</strong></td>
<td>$425,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td>$1,984,000</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** $219,771,000
Give them a good product. They’ll give you results.

A sales organization such as Blair Television is only as good as its personnel, particularly its sales personnel. We know this. For years we’ve been selecting top-quality men and in that time we’ve come to recognize the characteristics that make them top-quality.

The truly outstanding salesman brings an enthusiasm to his work that is missing in lesser men. Partly because of his own personal incentives, partly because of the pride he must feel for the product he sells.

We’ve given Blair men a superior product to sell. They’ve given us results. They recognize and accept the fact that their job requires more than eight hours a day—it requires years to develop the knowledge and skill necessary to sell their product effectively and they give these years. (If you’ve worked with Blair Television, you know the permanence and stability of our personnel. Our turnover is the lowest in the industry.)

What do we give them in return? Once a Blair man chooses us and we choose him, he is made a stockholder in the company. His already strong incentive is boosted even more.

Perhaps the agencies and advertisers Blair Television serves don’t know about the incentives of John Blair men. But they do know their results. They know that the intimate knowledge Blair men have of their stations and markets will get them the information they want, get it quickly, and get it accurately.

These qualities and abilities of our sales organization, together with the tools with which they are supplied, have established our company as the outstanding one in our industry.
Commercials in production...

Listing includes new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive and production manager.

Pepper Sound Studios Inc., 2076 Union Avenue, Memphis 4.
De Falco's, one 60 for radio (jingle). Hub Atwood, production manager. Joe Warnhauer, consultant.
Nationwide Insurance, one 60 for radio (jingle). Ronnie Tutt, production manager. George H. Hunter, consultant.

WKOK

A New Voice in Pennsylvania
1070 on your AM dial.

After 30 years as a 250 watt AM broadcasting station, WKOK proudly announces its transformation to a:
10,000 watt clear channel outlet affiliate of CBS.
(night time—1000 watts.)

This new station supplies complete service to Central and North Pennsylvania. It gives continuous programming to statewide highway routes passing Sunbury where traffic count exceeds 15,000 cars daily. It will offer like coverage to a large part of the East-West shortway now being built across Pennsylvania. Weather and timely road condition reports feature WKOK programming.

This station is the sixth most powerful AM voice in Pennsylvania. WKOK offers keystone coverage of the Keystone state.

SUNBURY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
WKOK - AM - FM
1070 on your AM Dial
SUNBURY, PA.
Homer R. Smith, Manager

Crime sells in Houston

One of every three cars stolen in Houston is a Chevrolet, according to Houston Police Department statistics, and that fact was turned into a successful radio advertising campaign by The Berkley Agency Inc.

Ten spots trumpeting "a steal of a deal" and urging the purchase of a "get-away car" were created by Berkley on behalf of Joe Prichard's Courtesy Chevrolet, one of the agency's clients. The spots were run on three Houston radio stations simultaneously, and Berkley reported that the success of the announcements was assured by the addition of such sound effects as sirens and the pounding of the judge's gavel.

CBS Radio Spot Sales adds KTRH Houston

For the first time in nine years, CBS Radio Spot Sales is adding a non-CBS-owned station to the list it represents.

The station is KTRH Houston, a subsidiary of the Houston Chronicle. It operates with 50 kw on 740 kc and is a CBS Radio affiliate. Its appointment of the CBS Radio division's spot sales arm was announced last week, effective in October.

Spot sales representation firms affiliated with networks have tended over the past decade to cut back rather than increase the number of non-network-owned stations they represent. The FCC investigation which a few years ago required network-owned sales firms to stop representing non-network-owned TV stations started out in the late 1940's, as a radio proceeding. But by the time the FCC issued its order, television had become dominant and network representation of radio affiliates was permitted to continue.

CBS Radio Spot Sales currently represents three affiliates: Wcco Minneapolis and WTOP Washington, both of which were once owned by CBS, and KOIN Portland, Ore. KOIN was the last to join the list, in 1954.

CRSS spokesmen said last week the addition of KTRH does not signal the start of an expansion drive. They said that for several years CRSS has had a policy of screening prospects with the possibility of representation in mind, and that this policy will continue.

CBS Radio and NBC Radio both maintain spot sales organizations for their owned stations and a few affiliates. ABC-owned radio stations are repre
Mr. Frank Steltenkamp  
Sales Development Manager  
WWJ-AM  
622 West Lafayette  
Detroit 31, Michigan  

April 5, 1963  

Dear Frank:

Specializing in food products as we do, it's women we want to reach, and the women we want to reach are housewives. We must persuade them to buy our products at the grocers, or to ask for them when they aren't on grocers' shelves.

Here's what we did in the case of Progresso Foods.

We bought similar schedules from seven major Detroit stations, all in housewife time, and offered to save Mrs. Homemaker 60¢ on her next week's food bill if she would just send in her name and address. We explained that we'd send her six coupons...each good for 10¢-off on six different Progresso products. It was our feeling that by her active reply to our offer she was involving herself and would use the coupons as intended.

As soon as the mail started coming, it became evident that WWJ and stations A, B, and C were doing the biggest job in motivating housewives. We therefore added to the schedule and, as of this morning, here is the tabulation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>RETURNS</th>
<th>ANNOUNCEMENTS</th>
<th>RETURNS PER ANNOUNCEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWJ</td>
<td>2504</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Needless to say, we're gratified with this tremendous showing. Since WWJ pulled in over 60% of the returns with 23% of the total announcements, I feel you've got something to be proud of. Not only have you proved that WWJ's fine programming reaches women, but that women reach for WWJ. My congratulations to the programs and personalities who made this possible.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Garfield Advertising Associates, Inc.

SCG/a

Mail pull? Look what S. C. Garfield, president of Garfield Advertising Associates, says about his schedule for Progresso Foods on WWJ:

With 23% of the total announcement schedule, WWJ-Radio was responsible for 60% of the returns from seven Detroit-area stations.

WWJ's active audience will respond to your product-message, too.
sent by independent reps, supple-
mented in some cases by station sales-
men.

KTNH's appointment of CRSS was
announced by Frank Stewart, KTNH
general manager, who at the same time
announced the start of a new format
emphasizing "locally oriented informa-
tional programing."

The switch to more talk and less
music features a 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
information segment that includes a
block of CBS Radio programs; a panel
show of general interest to women;
news and listener comment on the day's
topics; a talk show about Houston and
similar programs.

Business briefly . . .

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co. will
sponsor Mutual Omaha's Wild King-
dom, a color TV series starring natural-
ist Martin Perkins and featuring films
of wild animals and primitive people,
on NBC-TV, Saturday, 5-5:30 p.m.
EDT, starting Oct. 20 through March
8, 1964. The series was on NBC-TV
for 13 weeks last season. Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha, is the agency.

Carling Brewing and R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco will sponsor the Sports Net-
work Inc. telecast of the Cleveland
Open golf tournament Saturday, June
29 (5-6 p.m. EDT) and Sunday, June
30 (5-6:30 p.m. EDT). A hookup of
157 television stations will carry the
event, and Sports Network said national
advertising spots are still available.

Philo Corp., Philadelphia, will spon-
sor a series of four one-hour special
film programs, titled Philco Presents
The World Over, on ABC-TV on vari-
ous dates in 1963, starting on Sept. 9.
The programs will cover such subjects
as the present and future of dethroned
royalty and the world-wide interna-

Procter & Gamble, through Leo Bur-
nett Co., will sponsor CBS-TV's The
Jo Stafford Show, an hour musical va-
rity special Sunday, Aug. 18 (9-10
p.m. EDT). Guests include singer
James Darren and Bob Hope, who ap-
ppears next fall on NBC-TV.

P. Lorillard (Newport and Kent cig-
aretes) through Lennen & Newell, New
York, will extend planned 19-week
schedule on six Los Angeles FM sta-
tions to 29 weeks. Renewal calls for
10 spots a week per station. Texaco
through Benton & Bowles will renew
FM group buy in Chicago and add FM
groups in Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, purchasing 14-week schedule on
total of 17 stations with average of 10
spots a week per station. Station groups
included in the Lorillard and Texaco
buys are represented by FM Group
Sales.

Agency appointments . . .

* Kraft Foods has named Clinton E.
Frank Inc., Chicago, as agency for un-
identified line of consumer convenience
products. Frank already handles adver-
tising for Kraft industrial products.
Kraft's other consumer product agen-
cies are not affected by the new assign-
ment. These include J. Walter Thomp-
son Co.; Needham, Louis & Borby,
and Foote, Cone & Belding.

* Commerce Drug Division of Maradel
Products has assigned Zotox, a poison
ivy remedy available in ointment and
new aerosol form, to Ted Gotthelf As-
sociates Ltd., New York.

* Louis M. Rubin Co. has appointed
Geyer, Morey, Ballard Inc., New York,
to handle its advertising. The company,
which builds and manages multiple-
unit apartment centers and mobile-
home parks, has not previously re-
tained an advertising agency.

Rep appointments . . .

* WGAN-AM-FM Cleveland: Blair Radio,
New York, as exclusive national repre-
sentative.

* Hometown Network and Stuart Sta-
tions: C. A. Larson as Omaha repre-
sentative effective July 1. Hometown
Network stations are KFOR Lincoln,
KRGY Grand Island, KODY North Platte,
KCSR Chadron, WJAG Norfolk, KOLT
Scottsbluff, KSVH Valentine, all Neb-
braska, and KMNS Sioux City, Iowa.
Stuart Stations are KFOR, KRGY, KODY,
KMNS, KSAL Salina, Kan., and KOEL
Oelwein, Iowa.

* WSGN Birmingham, Ala., and WTOD
Winston-Salem, N. C.: Robert East-
man, New York, as national representa-
tive.

Eight ABC-TV shows
bought by Mentholatum

Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, has pur-
chased sponsorship in six evening and
two daytime programs on ABC-TV dur-
ing 1963-1964 season.

Evening programs bought by the pat-
ient medicine company are Wagon Train,
Breaking Point, The Price Is Right, 77
Sunset Strip, Burke's Law and Pro
Bowlers Tour.

Mentholatum, in daytime, will spon-
sor The Price Is Right and Major
Account: Trailmaster Scatter-plan sched-
ule in several ABC-TV daytime series
also was purchased by the firm. Adver-
tising agency: J. Walter Thompson.

Beginning July 1, Abbott Labora-
tories, Chicago, will sponsor ABC-TV's
Ron Cochran with the News (6-6:15
p.m.) and Murphy Martin with the
News (11-11:10 p.m.). Advertising
agency: Tatham-Laird.
It's the right market, but the wrong way to reach it. How about your approach? Is your advertising plan aimed at your greatest market potential?

The profit squeeze in today's economy forces advertisers to put a premium on efficiency. With Spot TV you advertise where you want to and when you want to. Spot TV doesn't waste money because it can be made to match your individual marketing plan.

Spot TV is the versatile medium. It bolsters sales in one market, and meets the challenge of new competition in another. It enables you to test a program, a product, a merchandising idea. It's the most effective way to apply seasonal control or timing to your advertising.

TvAR, representing a select list of major market TV stations, can show you how to get more out of your advertising dollars by buying on a spot-your-market basis. TvAR's "Television Spot Test" enables an advertiser to document the effectiveness of Spot TV. TvAR's "Brand Comparisons" give the exact status of over 500 brands in our eight represented markets.

There are three simple steps to modern, specialized advertising. Spot your markets. Use the flexible medium, Spot TV. And call on the personalized service of TvAR.

Take the Santa Fe to Charlotte?

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

WBTV CHARLOTTE (JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING CO.) • WTOP-TV WASHINGTON AND WJXT JACKSONVILLE (POST-NEWSWEEK STATIONS)
WBZ-TV BOSTON, WJZ-TV BALTIMORE, KDKA-TV PITTSBURGH, KYW-TV CLEVELAND AND KPIX SAN FRANCISCO (WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY)
TvAR Offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Atlanta
DATA PROCESSING AT H-R IN '64

H-R Facts division formed to handle computer operation; television sales, development and research first objectives

An electronic data processing center is expected to be installed and fully operational at H-R Television and H-R Representatives by March 30, 1964.

The computer system will be operated by H-R Facts Inc., a new division being formed by the station representation firms.

Details of the new division and its operation of a computer system—heart of the new installation will be the No. 1401 International Business Machines computer—are being announced this week by Frank M. Headley, Frank E. Pellegrin and Dwight S. Reed, who are partners and principal officers of the H-R companies.

Agency Response * The H-R decision sparked favorable response of three leading agencies that have pioneered computer development in the advertising field (see opposite page).

H-R Facts initially will program the computer center to concentrate on television sales, related sales development and research. Also at the outset, data processing that can be applied to radio sales will be centered on the radio rep firm's group selling plan (H-R unit plan). In time, it was said, the 1401 will be programmed to handle a complete range of sales needs for both radio and television.

Essentially the electronic data processing center will be used to speed up and add flexibility to the time consuming paper work necessary in compiling spot availabilities, ratings information and other media data necessary in the time buying and selling function. It also will permit the handling of central billing for stations represented by H-R.

This is a more sophisticated system than the automated equipment a station representative—Peters, Griffin, Woodward—operated in late 1957 but aborted after a year or so. PGW's equipment, using the principles of Univac and featuring data processing (punch card), was similar to what stations use when they automate for billing purposes. The IBM process, using the computer, works on a theory of "random access" permitting a search for information at fantastic speeds. IBM notes the H-R system was not practical until developments just this year—IBM seeing "a significant breakthrough" in this respect.

The new installation will be housed in space to be acquired in the mid-Manhattan area. Completion of the first phase—installation—is expected by the end of this year.

The H-R team of specialists who will handle the new center has been enrolled at IBM's data processing school in New York for several-month instruction.

It is envisioned that the new computer system will be linked with stations represented by the firms by transmission units (1001 data transmission units) or by a teletype relay and translation of the information for the computer.

The Cost * Reportedly the annual investment to H-R firms will come to about $250,000, including equipment rental, costs of operating the new center, salaries and miscellaneous supplies.

H-R said the "hub" of H-R Facts will be the station reps' 22-man sales development team (includes "creative" sales, research, production, sales promotion and new business development).

The installation of the electronic equipment will boost the total force to an estimated 45 by adding a data processing manager, programers, console and key punch operators and research personnel.

The formation of the division came after 18 months of study and planning. The division will be headed by Avery Gibson, vice president in charge of sales development. She will be assisted by Martin E. Goldberg, who is research director at the rep firms.

Edward P. Shurick, senior vice president of H-R Television who is in charge of forward planning, will direct coordination with advertising agencies and the represented stations.

Philosophy * Mr. Headley, who is board chairman of H-R, and other associates involved in the formation and operation of H-R Facts have issued statements explaining the philosophy behind and the workings of the electronic data system in the selling of broadcast time (particularly spot TV). A summary:

Mr. Headley said more than 50% of the major advertising agencies are using or experimenting with computers in media evaluation and selection, billing and other aspects of advertising and marketing. "Proper and effective exchange of information" between rep and agency in the future, he said, will be possible only if the rep matches "computerization" with the agency.

Mr. Pellegrin, president of H-R Television, noted that the rep firm sees, in the move, a way of raising the level of "creative selling" by putting "salesmanship back into selling." The computer, he commented, will free salesmen from paperwork that has multiplied at "an alarming rate over the past few years."

Mr. Pellegrin predicted the repre-
sentative armed with electronic processed data, would be in a position to demonstrate the need for market lists to be extended, why one market compared to another may be better for a product or why a combination of markets may be better than others. He said the firm would be able to show "some real value of spot broadcasting over print media."

Sales Data Analyses = Mr. Reed, president of H-R Representatives, saw the computer as a source of more complete analyses of sales data and in terms of determining request percentages for a year and month as against past periods and the percentage of orders as against submissions.

In a matter of minutes, he said, the rep will be able to make sales forecasts and reports on revenue by share of market, while enabling the firm to handle central billing for stations (agencies will receive one bill).

Mr. Shurick asked other reps to take a careful look at H-R's concept and said his firm was encouraging the extension of electronic data processing throughout the representation business "so that we can further the efficiency, and sales results of spot advertising" for advertisers and agencies.

Miss Gibson pointed out that 10 years ago when she joined H-R two people handled the supply of research and promotion material for stations, agencies and salesmen but that the 22 man team now "pushes hard to keep up with the demand" and saw the computer revolutionizing this capability by taking over "routine drudge work" and freeing people for creative assignments.

At the same time, she said, the computer will enable the team to tackle important jobs considered "impractical" in the past.

Mr. Goldberg saw the computer's advantages in terms of effects in "interand-intra" market accumulation and a simplification of market lists as advertisers begin thinking of sales territory penetration by different market combinations in place of standard metro areas or TV market areas.

System's Innards = In addition to the central processing unit, the card-reach-punch unit, and 600-line-a-minute printer, the transistorized system incorporates four magnetic tape drives, and two of IBM's new 1311 "disk storage drives." Both magnetic and disk storage components will be used for storage as well as for inserting and retrieving data from the central processing unit.

In an announcement of its computer concept, H-R assembled comments from several stations it represents as indicative of favorable response. Among the executives quoted: C. Wrede Petersenmyer, president of Corintian Broadcasting Corp. and Don Kearney, Corintian's sales director; Ward D. Ingrim, KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco; Paul Peltason, KTVI(TV) St. Louis; Vance Eckersley, WTEV(TV) Providence, R.I.; Gordon Gray, WNTV(TV) Utica, N.Y., and George Kapel, WROT-TV Toledo.

Mr. E. Cash, president of Tele- vision Bureau of Advertising, in commenting on the move by the H-R companies, said it was significant "that the most modern medium, television, is embracing the most modern means of doing business." Mr. Cash stressed the speed computers will provide in serving clients, in increasing the rep's efficiency and reducing workloads.

AGENCIES PRAISE H-R MOVE

Pioneers in computer use hail company's plan as benefit to buyers and sellers of spot

The decision of the H-R companies to install a computer system is regarded by media executives at three major advertising agencies as a step forward and of promising benefit to the buyer as well as to the seller of spot.

The agencies—Young & Rubicam, BBDO and Leo Burnett—have been in the fore among agencies developing their own computer systems as aids to the media function.

H-R received formal reaction from Joseph St. Georges, vice president, manager and director of computer application at Y&R; Herb Maneloveg, vice president and media director of BBDO, and Dr. Seymour Banks, vice president of Leo Burnett.

Mr. St. Georges said he was "encouraged" by the development, felt it was a "sound business venture" and intimated that others in advertising, including more agencies, should enter into computer activity. Both Mr. Mane loveg and Dr. Banks noted that computer usage in the field would be "good" for the business of advertising placement.

Their statements in part:

Mr. St. Georges: "Computer efforts in this area are limited to just a few agencies, the dollars available are restricted, and equally serious, so are the number of talented people working on computer problems.

"... One of the most difficult problems we've had to face in this area has been the acute shortage of people who understand both computers and advertising. The fact that H-R will be adding to the industry's talent pool, particularly in the area of individuals who understand the complex problems of spot broadcasting, is very reassuring. For example, one of the problems which has not been completely resolved, due to its complexity, is the storage of rate card data. Hopefully, H-R's development work in this important area will result in a breakthrough.

"... There can be no question that H-R will make advances that will bene-
fit all of us. We hope that other rep firms will follow suit. The potential for combining agency use of computers in processing spot availabilities and purchases with computer programs operated by rep firms would appear to be almost limitless. The results should be greater efficiency, greater accuracy, and very importantly, greater speed in processing that highly perishable commodity—spot availabilities."

**Mr. Maneloveg:** "Too much emphasis has been put on the computer, rather than its uses. H-R computer usage should prove that electronic data processing is as important to the seller as it is to the buyer.

"Computerizing is good, sound business practice. H-R, in providing the agencies with the most accurate, up-to-date availabilities, coupled with the most complete data available on its stations, will free BBDO buyers to consider rather than calculate; and it will allow H-R salesmen to paint the broader spectrum of the non-quantitative aspects of the H-R station.

"In five years, computer usage will be as common to good business as the typewriter. Naturally, the new inventive leaders in the field will receive, as we did, negative reactions from their competitors at the outset. But, taking pot shots at innovation has always been a popular pastime; after all, it keeps you securely fastened to the past."

**Dr. Banks:** "This is obviously the most significant step forward in broadcast data processing since computers were introduced into the advertising business by those of us who have pioneered in the field.

"We have been waiting for support from the spot representative industry, and H-R's announcement is naturally good news. The addition of another member to the electronic data processing ranks—particularly one from the other side of the street—is an important breakthrough. Hopefully, it will only be a matter of time until we will be efficiently and effectively computerized on an industry-wide scale.

"The application of data processing is as perfectly natural and necessary to the future growth and well-being of the representative, as well as the stations it represents, as it is to the advertising agency. Currently, the whole subject continues to be one of substantial debate by some who have either failed to thoroughly investigate it in full perspective, or simply have not wished to. Just the same, the handwriting on the wall is clearly legible.

"The reason why this computer work is so important is not merely to save paperwork—although this is obviously important. The real value to clients is that we're regarding media as the means of reaching pre-designated marketing targets. We want to make clear that while we are interested in the markets made up by the viewers of TV programs, with data in considerable detail, this does not complete the picture.

"Once freed of the necessity for looking up figures and multiplying and dividing them, the agency timebuyers and the station representatives will be free to devote themselves to a discussion of the emotional values of the programs, listeners' respect and response to station personalities, etc.; in other words, the vital information we have not utilized as much as we would prefer because we were drowned in paperwork.

"Those who take a position of leadership in data processing quite frankly take some knocks doing so. That's the price of pioneering. But they will also be the first to realize the full benefits accruing from it. The plans which H-R is making for its system will substantially benefit both the H-R companies and their stations, and more important, it will benefit the entire industry. The application of the equipment to the processing of availabilities alone should be worth the price of admission. We look forward to the exchange of information, because eventually, I think it's very reasonable to assume that the rep and the agency will directly tie-in into another's installations in this and other areas. When we do arrive at that point, it will be through the pioneering reports of those such as H-R."

**wtn Radio offers the most efficient daytime ADULT listener buy in the Twin Cities market—nine a.m.-noon $1.13 CPM; noon-three p.m. $1.38.**

**As a matter of fact, wtn offers the best buy in the market—ALL ages—during these daytime hours. Call your nearest Katz office for details.**

*Source SRDS—January-February 1963 Pulse.
You're writing up $37 million in drug sales when you write it down like this

And you're writing "37th metropolitan television market" when you spell it out like that.
For when our transmitter goes on, Flint, Saginaw and Bay City all come together as a single advertising buy.
But it's not simply this that makes metropolitan FLINTSAGINAWBAYCITY so impressive for advertisers.
It's also that each household in this market spends about $275 more every year than the national average on retail goods. And that can add up to a lot of purchases at the corner drugstore.
Get the prescription for increased sales from Harrington, Righter & Parsons. Ring them up and ask for FLINTSAGINAWBAYCITY. WJRT/Channel 12/ABC Primary/Division: The Goodwill Stations, Inc.
SRDS-Data Inc. moves into computer age
NEW OPERATION WILL LINK AGENCIES VIA TELETYPE

An additional step into the computer age in advertising was unveiled last week by SRDS-Data Inc., New York, the research and data processing subsidiary of Standard Rate and Data Service Inc.

SRDS-Data demonstrated a data communications system which links a computer to a nationwide teletype network to permit agencies anywhere in the country to obtain immediate media, market research and other information.

Heart of the system is a Honeywell 400 computer.

The new service is called “Consumer-Audience Profile Service,” combining research data on the buying habits of media audiences with published media rates.

Various analyses were shown along with an actual transmission of a request for data (spot TV budget estimates as well as cost efficiency breakouts on combination spot buys).

Herbert Zeltner, senior vice president and media director of Lennen & Newell, took part in a demonstration of the use of the computer system for spot television. An associate at Lennen & Newell, located some distance away, requested coded information directly from the computer over the teletype network. The computer located and processed the information in about 15 seconds.

Also shown were high-speed computation of pertinent rate information and a print-out of a complete cost breakdown for each spot TV schedule.

In addition to L&N, Doyle Dane Bernbach and Geyer, Morey, Ballard are agency clients using the new service.

PROGRAMING

First-run features for TV planned

NBC-TV AND MCA WOULD SHOW FILMS ON TV FIRST, THEN IN THEATERS

NBC and MCA Inc. are collaborating on a far-flung TV project under which first-run feature films would be exhibited initially in the United States on NBC-TV and subsequently in theaters here.

The target date for this venture is the fall of 1964. Another significant aspect is that the feature films would be released for showing in theaters in foreign countries at the same time they are being shown on TV in the U.S. They would be shown in U.S. theaters on a second-run basis, a radical departure in the marketing of feature films.

Neither NBC nor MCA made an official announcement of this project, but a network executive confirmed last week that the venture is “taking shape” and the details of a proposed agreement will be revealed shortly. Present plans are to schedule a feature film produced by Universal Pictures, on NBC-TV each week in prime time during the 1964-65 season. Universal is a subsidiary of Decca Records, of which MCA is the controlling stockholder.

The NBC executive would not discuss the budgets for each feature or the types of films that might be produced. He pointed out this project is “extraordinary” and the stage of development at present is “still embryonic.”

He reported that the concept of producing features for TV exposure initially has been discussed over the past two years by Robert Kintner, NBC president, and Lew Wasserman, MCA president. Mr. Kintner has been in the vanguard of advancing the proposal.

Modest Budgets * It was believed that the proposed features, two hours in length, will be made on budgets that are considered modest in motion picture terms. It is probable that performers who have made their mark in TV but are not regarded as “stars” in the picture industry will be utilized. In this connection, it was pointed out, MCA recently announced a new talent program under which it signed more than 30 young performers to be used by Revue Studios in TV programs and by Universal Pictures in features.

One knowledgeable motion picture source said that it is conceivable that a feature could be produced for $600,000 to $800,000. On that budget it could make a profit from first-run TV and overseas theater exposure and second-run presentation in theaters here. He stressed that many features shown...
On top of Mt. Royal in Montreal, the Canadian Broadcasting Company is building a communications tower to support what is believed to be one of the most complex antenna systems in the world . . . to say nothing of the initials involved. It will meet the needs of five TV stations operating at maximum power, six FM stations, 18 VHF and UHF communications channels, and several microwave and miscellaneous channels. The 294-foot tower is the first application in a free-standing structure of the new USS “T-1” and “T-1” type A Steel quenched and tempered rolled structural shapes, plus three other USS structural steels, A441, A36, and A7.

These USS Steels have tensile strengths ranging from 33,000 to 100,000 psi, and possess individual physical properties that make each best suited for certain applications. By combining these different steels, using the properties and strength levels of each to best advantage in various parts of the tower, the designers were able to reduce the weight of the tower and cut fabrication and construction costs. This “combination of steels” concept is a new design idea that is gaining rapid acceptance in the construction of bridges, buildings and equipment. It permits stronger construction, frequently at less cost. It’s a good example of the way new ideas and new and better products from U. S. Steel are being put to use throughout America to improve all types of structures and equipment and make the dollars spent for them go farther. USS and “T-1” are registered trademarks.
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in the U. S. are made for $1 million or less but the public is made aware primarily of the expensively made productions.

Until two years ago, the showing of feature films on TV was restricted to local TV stations, except for occasional special films. In September 1961, NBC-TV introduced features on a network schedule in prime time, followed by ABC-TV in April 1962. This past winter, NBC-TV added a second feature film program and will continue with both these movie programs during 1963-64. On the other hand, ABC-TV has no plans to show feature films on the network next season.

Other networks declined to comment on the NBC move, but indicated there would be no interest in emulating NBC.

Loser to Von Nardroff belatedly seeks damages

Old scandals never die, and they don't even seem to fade away very gracefully. A suit seeking damages of over $500,000 was filed in the New York State Supreme Court last week by Joseph L. Morrison, one of the contestents on the rigged quiz show Twenty-One. He alleged that his opponent on the show, Elfrida Von Nardroff, who eventually amassed winnings totaling $220,500, was given advance answers to questions, hampering Mr. Morrison's chances of winning. The suit named as defendants Mrs. Von Nardroff, NBC, Barry-Enright Productions and the producers of the show.

Last week's court action comes in the midst of FCC contemplation of renewal of the license of WPGA Hollywood, Fla. (Broadcasting, May 6, At Deadline, June 10). The character qualifications of Jack Barry and Dan Enright, who own the station, is the question in the renewal proceedings.

Mr. Morrison, an associate professor of journalism at the University of North Carolina, was paid $1,500 for his part in Twenty-One.

TV show based on 'Life' issue to be on NBC-TV

A 90-minute show that will be based on the year-end "double issue" of Life magazine and devoted to the motion picture field will be on NBC-TV, March 20 (9:30-11 p.m.). The program will be produced by Sextant Inc., New York, in association with the editors of Life.

Sponsorship has also been arranged for Inside the Movie Kingdom—1964, Advertisers are Colgate-Palmolive Co., the Best Foods division of Corn Products Co. and P. Lorillard Co., all represented by Lennen & Newell, New York.

Sextant, an independent TV and motion picture production company, has an exclusive arrangement with Life that gives the company access to stories, story and film materials and sources and staff in exchange for a share in profits. Life also provides pre-sale and promotion.

The production company next spring will start filming "Young Cassidy," based on the autobiography of Sean O'Casey, as a motion picture. Sextant has completed 26 episodes of FDR for ABC-TV. Principals of the firm are Robert D. Graff, president; Robert Emmett Ginja and Milton A. Fruchtman, both vice presidents.

The double-issue of Life at the end of the year will be devoted to the world of motion pictures. Mr. Fruchtman will produce the special.

Liebman to produce syndicated series

With Max Liebman signed as producer, Harold Goldman, a founder of National Telefilm Associates and Hank Saperstein, motion picture and television packager-distributor, have joined forces to produce and syndicate a series of 39 90-minute programs titled This Is Vaudeville. The series will be sold in individual markets and is being produced specifically for Saturday night late showing.

The youth fund of the American Guild of Variety Artists will participate in the series which will enjoy the full cooperation of AGVA in terms of production. Messrs. Saperstein and Goldman revealed. First segment of the series is currently being taped at MGM Telestudios in New York. Larry Peerce is directing for producer Liebman, with Bernie Green as musical director. Among acts to be featured in the initial segment are Gene Krupa, Frank d'Rone, Willow Jackson, Steiner Brothers and Rosetta Shaw.

A talent pool of 90 acts have already been lined up with 500 acts to be employed during the first season's output. An average of 10 to 12 acts will be needed for each program according to the producers. A majority of the shows will be taped in New York and the remainder in Hollywood.

Messrs. Saperstein and Goldman are currently partners in the syndication of four TV series, Racket Squad, Telephone Time, Passport to Danger and Code Three.

Mars to syndicate Veeck radio show

Mars Broadcasting Inc., Stamford, Conn., announced last week it has purchased a new radio sports show, On Deck With Bill Veeck, for $100,000 from the sports personality and his associates and will syndicate the package nationally with a July 15 starting date.

The programs will star Mr. Veeck, former owner of the Chicago White Sox and syndicated columnist, who will comment on all sports as well as topical current events. Each program runs 1 minute 20 seconds. The package includes up to 10 programs daily, five days a week.

Mr. Veeck's associates include Chicago public relations counselor Aaron Cushman and Harriet (Sis) Atlass, daughter of the late H. Leslie Atlass, former CBS vice president. Mars Broadcasting's other properties include Demand Radio, Fun Test, Star Test and the recently introduced Dick Clark Show.

50 (Programming)
What Station Men are saying about
THE RCA "TRAVELING WAVE" ANTENNA

At WMTW-TV, Poland Springs, Me.
Parker Vincent, Chief Engineer, says:
"We decided on our Travelling Wave TV Antenna for the specific purpose of operation under the severe icing conditions we encounter on Mt. Washington (N.H.). We could not operate without it. Aside from the special properties of strength and ability to operate within a radome, the field of the antenna is very uniform."

At WLOS-TV, Asheville, Greenville, Spartansburg
Mitchell Wolfson, President, says:
"WLOS-TV is extremely well satisfied with the Travelling Wave Antenna installation. Physical and electrical advantages met every promise and the increased signal strength throughout the station's 82-county, 6 state area exceeded all expectations."

At KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn.
Robert W. Cross, Chief Engineer, says:
"During installation and erection of our Travelling Wave Antenna, I was most favorably impressed with the mechanical simplicity and ease of assembly. Subsequent electrical check-out of the antenna and its 1300-ft. transmission line proved it to have the lowest VSWR of any system encountered."

At KGIN-TV, Grand Island, Nebraska
D. Raymond Taylor, Chief Engineer, says:
"Field strength measurements show that the signal far exceeds the predictions of the FCC 50/50 Field Strength Curve. Reports from viewers on the fringe area substantiate these measurements. The standing wave ratio is very good and no ghosting is present."

At KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kansas
Leo S. Stafford, Chief Engineer, says:
"I have viewed KOAM-TV from some 85 miles away and was amazed at the picture quality. The antenna has increased our area coverage by 83 percent, while at the same time it gives us 316 ERP on less transmitter power. This reduces primary power requirements and increases tube life."

At KTSM-TV, El Paso, Texas
Karl O. Wyler, President, says:
"I believe that KTSM-TV was one of the first stations to order the RCA Travelling Wave Antenna. It has been in service on Range Peak since December 1959, and we are completely pleased with its performance. We like it because there is practically no maintenance, no bolts to tighten, and fewer inspections. Overall efficiency is very good."

Favorite Antenna of High-Band Stations!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH 7</th>
<th>CH 8</th>
<th>CH 9</th>
<th>CH 10</th>
<th>CH 11</th>
<th>CH 12</th>
<th>CH 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CJAY</td>
<td>KGHL</td>
<td>KLRN</td>
<td>KROC</td>
<td>CHCH</td>
<td>KCND</td>
<td>CKCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCMT</td>
<td>KWSW</td>
<td>KTCM</td>
<td>KXTV</td>
<td>KCBD</td>
<td>KEYC</td>
<td>KMSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOAM</td>
<td>WBKT</td>
<td>WAFB</td>
<td>WCBB</td>
<td>WGIH</td>
<td>KFSV</td>
<td>KOVR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNAC</td>
<td>WMTW</td>
<td>WBBN</td>
<td>WBBN</td>
<td>WBLA</td>
<td>KNMT</td>
<td>KSOO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPBN</td>
<td>WODD</td>
<td>WTTT</td>
<td>WTTT</td>
<td>WLOA</td>
<td>KTVH</td>
<td>WGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTRF</td>
<td>WQAD</td>
<td>WXGA</td>
<td>WXGA</td>
<td>WPTT</td>
<td>KVOR</td>
<td>WIBW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXYZ</td>
<td>WQAD</td>
<td>WXGA</td>
<td>WXGA</td>
<td>WXGA</td>
<td>WEAT</td>
<td>WJZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you want more facts about this VHF High-Band Antenna, your RCA Broadcast Representative can help you. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, New Jersey.
SAG wants pay TV clause in screen contract
WOULD REOPEN SUBJECT WHEN MEDIUM BECOMES REALITY

Officials of the Screen Actors Guild are adamant in their demand that a pay television clause be written into their new contract with the Association of Motion Picture Producers. They told a membership meeting on June 9 at the Hollywood Palladium that after a searching investigation, they are convinced that guild negotiators must insist in current negotiations on a protection clause and the right to reopen the subject when pay TV becomes reality.

President George Chandler, in making a report on current negotiations, asked the guild membership to give full support in two key measures:

1. The contract to provide that the producer give SAG the right to negotiate basic terms of employment for actors in a picture aimed primarily at the pay TV market—before any actor is employed in such a picture—and that the guild shall have the right to withhold the services of its members from any producer who does not negotiate before hiring actors for a picture made primarily for pay TV.

2. If after the present experimental era pay television is ended and commercial pay television has arrived, any theatrical picture made after Jan. 31, 1963, is released to pay television, the guild shall have the right to reopen its entire contract for the purpose of negotiating compensation for pay TV, and failing agreement, to strike if necessary.

Members were told that SAG and AMPP have agreed on a “non-discrimination” clause in the new contract; also that 3% of the 5% now contributed by producers to the pension and health-welfare fund henceforth go to the pension plan. SAG hopes to increase the amount of pensions paid and reduce qualifying standards so that more members may be eligible. There will be other modifications in the contract, tightening provisions for collection of pension and welfare payments. SAG, in its new contract with producers, wants talent credits listed at the end of each picture. AMPP has not agreed to this.

AFM convention hears progress report

A progress report given to members of the American Federation of Musicians’ convention in Miami last week reveals that virtually every significant TV producer today is party to an agreement that the soundtrack for domestically produced films shall be originated by live musicians in the U. S. and Canada.

President Herman Kenin also told the union’s 66th annual convention that the AFM has obtained increases in wages and fringe benefits in the fields of TV film production in agreements with networks and producers and in radio and TV film commercials under agreements with advertising agencies and their clients.

He also reported that the union operated “in the black” in 1962, and noted that its comparatively new pension fund has grown to $5.5 million.

Re-elected as AFM officers were Mr. Kenin; George Clancy, treasurer, and Stanley Ballard, secretary.

Writers win decision in Universal case

Writers Guild of America, West, won a sweeping arbitration decision June 10 in its dispute with Universal Pictures over a contract signed in 1960 on payments to writers for work on theatrical films sold to television.

The dispute agreement provides for a percentage of the gross for writers of post-1948 motion pictures sold to free TV and pay TV. It was signed when Universal withdrew from the Association of Motion Picture Producers during the long writers-actors strike which hit all the major companies in January 1960. Universal, at that time, independently signed an agreement with both WGA and the Screen Actors Guild.

The three-man panel assigned as arbitrators ruled 2-1 that the separate agreement which runs to February 1965 must remain in force and that Universal had elected in February 1960 to keep its own pact and not take the “favored nation” clause of the contract it had signed; that it had made its decision to keep the contract instead of taking one similar to that signed in June of that year by the guild and major studios.

The “favored nation” clause provided that Universal could go along with the same kind of agreement signed by the other majors when they and the guild eventually reached agreement.

Under the Universal contract writers will get a percentage of the gross receipts of post-1948 pictures going to free TV and pay TV. The agreement gives it 1.2% of the gross or 2% of 60%, the latter allowing for distribution costs and other expenses.

The WGA contract with other studios calls for a percentage of the take only of post-1960 movies going to TV. Under the Universal agreement, writers’ minimums are higher in comparison.
Mr. Broadcaster...

the quality of our product...

is heard in yours.

The sound of quality from Continental's 315B/316B 5/10 kw AM broadcast transmitter holds instant appeal for progressive broadcasters everywhere. The Regulinear® Screen Modulation system results in unusually low levels of distortion.

Frequency response between 30 and 15,000 cycles is within 1.5 db or less. Carrier shift is less than 1%. Performance is not limited by heavy iron core components in the modulation system. Transmitter can be continuously modulated 100% at any audio frequency without damaging components or sacrificing quality. "On-the-air" quality is comparable to that of F.M. To get more information about putting the sound of quality to work in your market, write or call:

Continental Electronics

MANUFACTURING COMPANY • MAILING ADDRESS: BOX 17040 • DALLAS 17, TEXAS
4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD. • EV 1-7161 • * SUBSIDIARY OF LIND-TEMCVOUGHT, INC.
Designers and Builders of the World's Most Powerful Radio Transmitters

*Pat. No. 2,918,631
with other theatrical film contracts, it was pointed out. When working there, writers fall under provisions of the old motion picture industry pension plan rather than under the separate writer-producer pension plan.

The arbitration board, which took the case under a federal court order, consisted of Lester Roth, impartial participant; Paul Selvin, named by WGA and Frank Ferguson, named by Universal, with the latter dissenting. The arbitration panel had been in session for about three months.

Joe Louis TV biography planned by Metropolitan

WNEW-TV New York will present a two-hour biography of former heavyweight boxing champion Joe Louis Sunday, July 21 (9-11 p.m. EDT) and will repeat the show July 22 (8-10 p.m. EDT), the evening of the heavyweight title fight between champion Sonny Liston and Floyd Patterson.

The biography, entitled In This Corner—Joe Louis, will also appear on Metropolitan Broadcasting's other TV stations—WTTG Washington; WTVH Peoria and WTVF Decatur, both Illinois; KOVR Stockton, Calif.; KTTV Los Angeles, and KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo.

The program will feature films of various Louis fights, still photos of all the boxers he fought and guest appearances from Mr. Louis and other former heavyweight fighters.

Space shots help sell UAA's science features

A United Artists Associated package of 60 science features has been sold to 31 TV stations in the first month of selling, and Erwin H. Ezzes, executive vice president of UAA, says the focus on scientific and technical developments, notably in space achievements, is largely responsible.

Among the stations buying the package are WBBQ-TV Chicago; WAGA-TV Atlanta; WATC-TV Minneapolis; WIOC (TV) Pittsburgh; WORR (TV) Rochester, N. Y.; WPRT (TV) Providence, R. I.; WDSU-TV New Orleans; WFAM-TV Dallas; KTRK-TV Houston, and KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.

Over 40 news specials set

NBC-TV's news and information programming for 1963-64 season will include over 40 hour-length nighttime specials covering topical events as well as varied educational subjects.

In an announcement last week, William R. McAndrew, executive vice president, NBC News, said these would be in addition to NBC Special News Reports and Instant Specials.

Film sales...


Bomb the Jungle Boy (Allied Artists TV): Sold to WSB-TV Atlanta; WMAR-TV Baltimore; KMRT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WNAC-TV Boston; WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.; WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis.; KAU-TV (TV) Portland, Ore.; KNTV (TV) Oklahoma City and WHER-TV Rochester, N. Y. Now sold in 79 markets.

ASCAP members suing KSGM

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers announced last week that 19 members have filed suit in the U. S. District Court at Ste. Genevieve, Mo., for copyright infringement against Elmer L. Donze and Donze Enterprises Inc., which operates KSGM Ste. Genevieve. Plaintiffs allege that their 26 copyrighted songs were performed by the radio station without authorization. Plaintiffs are seeking an injunction and damages of at least $250 for each unauthorized performance, plus costs and attorney's fees.
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Air Express is the faster way of sending and obtaining things by air...from anywhere to anywhere in the USA.

Only Air Express has scheduled service between 2,500 airport cities...plus scheduled surface express connections with another 21,000 off airline cities.
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preme Court to prevent the performer from working for any other company except Lancer. An answer to the motion is returnable by June 20.

Two stations buy Dick Clark - Mars Broadcasting Inc., Stamford, Conn., reports that two additional stations, WCBS Springfield, Ill., and WWO Terre Haute, Ind., have bought the Dick Clark Radio Show. The two-hour, daily syndicated program now is sold in 39 markets.

Big fight on pay TV - RKO General Phonevision Co. reports it has made arrangements to telecast the championship bout between Sonny Liston and Floyd Patterson over the company-owned subscription TV system in Hartford, Conn., on July 22. The rematch will be "blacked out" on commercial TV throughout the U. S.

Comedian signed - Dick Van Dyke, TV performer, has been signed by Master Artists Corp. of Hollywood to star in a series of 10-minute comedy shows on radio. In addition to Here's Dick Van Dyke, Master Artists has signed Louis Nye, Peter Lorre, Jimmie Rodgers, Mel Torme and Liberace for its Golden Age of Radio series.

Pilot for CBS-TV - Talks are underway between CBS-TV and Goodson-Todman Productions regarding a pilot film for a proposed 1964-65 situation comedy series, Halfway House. Scripts are being prepared by Elaine May, based on an idea by Harold M. Austin, Goodson-Todman vice president.

New role for 'Chester' - NBC-TV reports that Dennis Weaver, "Chester" of the Gunsmoke series, has been signed to star in the pilot of a new series titled Kentucky's Kid. The series will be the first venture of Felix Jackson since his promotion to vice president, NBC Productions, last month. The new series centers around a retired horse trainer and a Chinese boy.

UA-TV pilot for CBS-TV - United Artists Television and Rock Pony Productions will co-produce a pilot film for CBS-TV based on the life of a free lance journalist. Filming begins next month in New York City with tentative presentation planned for the 1964-65 season. Arthur Hill has signed to play the main character, a "new breed journalist."

Second time around - National Television Associates has put the last two series of The Third Man into rerun distribution, with WBTV- New York and KABC-TV Los Angeles among the stations now broadcasting the series for the second time. The series was sold in 146 markets for its first run, with Anheuser-Busch Brewing Co. sponsoring it in 80 cities for Budweiser.

New films added - Showcorporation has added six new films, five of them in color, to its New Million Dollar Movies series. The new color shows are "Mutiny," "Drums in the Deep South," "Carnival Story," "Gorgo" and "The Brave One." The new additions bring the series' roster to 42 films, 27 of which are in color.

Ziv-UA studio sold for $1 million

At a price of approximately $1 million, the four acre Ziv-United Artists studios lot at Santa Monica Boulevard, and Fuller Street in Hollywood, was sold last week to Ellis and Selden Ringer, investors. Adjacent to the Goldwyn Studios, the property will be razed shortly and a modern shopping center erected. Including property, the overall investment will be in the neighborhood of $4 million dollars, Selden Ringer said.

The property had been under long time lease to Ziv-TV, but subsequently United Artists absorbed the TV production firm and a policy change was made. Ziv withdrew from production with UA-TV expanding on an independent basis under the United Artists banner. UA had but recently acquired the acreage, although it had never actually been interested in owning the property. It had been acquired because of the Ziv lease.

This is the second Hollywood area studio lot to change hands in recent weeks, the old Hal Roach studios in Culver City having been sold at auction.

NBC-TV revamps its morning schedule

A reorganized weekday morning schedule for NBC-TV next fall was announced last week by Mort Werner, the network's programing vice president.

Among the changes is the return of Merv Griffin to the daytime schedule in an audience participation game show called Shopping Spree. Mr. Griffin, who had his own show on NBC-TV until last April, will be host of the new half-hour game show to be produced in color.

The Monday-Friday morning schedule (with starting dates): 10-10:25 Say When; 10:30-11 Shopping Spree (Sept. 30); 11:10-11:30 Concentration (replaces Price Is Right, Sept. 9); 11:30-12 Missing Links (Sept. 9).

wtn Radio offers the most efficient daytime ADULT listener buy in the Twin Cities market—nine a.m.-noon $1.13 CPM; noon-three p.m. $1.38.*

As a matter of fact, wtn offers the best buy in the market—ALL ages—during these daytime hours. Call your nearest Katz office for details.

Down with jacks and dirty hands and all that tire-changing jazz! On with new Amoco 120 Super Tires! You wanted a better tire—so we designed one strong enough for high-speed turnpike traveling and back-road thumping. We tested it in Texas heat at 120 mph. Other tires littered the landscape with thrown tread. This one kept coming back for more. The new Amoco 120 is as trouble-free as a tire can be. (Your next new car really deserves tires this good.) You expect more from American—and you get it.
The Congress and the FCC are taking advantage of the time between major elections to try to clear up some recurrent political broadcasting problems and to establish ground rules for 1964 contests.

Already the subject of one House hearing this spring, political broadcasting will be considered by the Senate Commerce Committee next week. Next month another House unit will go into a related area—political endorsements by licensees.

The House itself was scheduled to take up a resolution on Wednesday (June 19) which would suspend equal time requirements for presidential and vice presidential candidates in 1964.

Meanwhile, the FCC last week officially transmitted to the Senate Commerce Committee its report on 1962 political broadcasting activity (Broadcasting, June 10).

And there were these other developments last week:

Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) reintroduced a bill to repeal Section 315.

A top Republican leader told broadcasters that his party colleagues weren’t getting a fair amount of exposure on national television public affairs programs.

New York television stations answered a Democratic congressman’s charge that his colleagues weren't getting a fair shake on shows featuring New York political figures.

Rules Give Okay. The House Rules Committee last week cleared H.J. Res. 247—the equal time suspension proposal which would set up the same ground rules for the national races next year as prevailed in 1960—and sent it to the floor for an hour’s debate with an “open rule.” This means the resolution may be amended on the floor, something one of its key opponents hinted he will try to do.

Skillful and friendly handling of the legislation by Representative William H. Avery (R-Kan.), now a rules unit member but formerly on the Commerce Committee, smoothed its progress during a rules hearing Wednesday.

An ailing back also helped. Representative Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio), ranking Republican on the rules committee and at times a bitter foe of legislation which would give broadcasters greater freedom in handling controversial matters, was hospitalized for observation in Washington the day before the hearing and was not present Wednesday.

Another break for the legislation was the absence of any witness to oppose it. None of the four congressmen who signed minority views against the suspension showed up to explain their position. (Broadcasting, May 27).

Representative John Bell Williams (D-Miss.), one of the minority signatories, said Thursday (June 13) he would fight the suspension idea on the floor. “I’m going to do everything I can to kill it,” he said.

A last-minute campaign to defeat the bill was launched at week’s end by the American Civil Liberties Union, which opposed the legislation during a hearing in March.

In letters to all 435 members of the House, the union said, “We are unequivocally opposed to this measure because its effect will be to deny a hearing on the air to any minority parties which have legally qualified candidates for the presidency and vice presidency... The exact effect of the 1960 legislation...”

The ACLU urged Congress to consider instead its own proposal “of providing some time, although not necessarily equal time to all legally qualified candidates.” If that’s not adopted, the group proposes an amendment: “...a statutory requirement that some free time be accorded by the radio and TV networks and stations to all legally qualified candidates for public office.”

Repeal “and not just suspension” is the real goal of broadcasters, the union warned.

Henry Is First. The Senate Commerce Committee begins its consideration next week (June 26) by hearing FCC Chairman E. William Henry. The committee will have before it two proposals to suspend Section 315. One is similar to the House measure; the other would include congressional and gubernatorial races in a suspension of equal time requirements.

When the senators sit down to hear witnesses, however, they’ll be armed with a stack of statistics on what happened in political broadcasting last year (see tables, page 60 and 61). Gathered from practically all licensees (5,274), the document brings together for the first time statistical data on political broadcasting unaffected by either a suspension of the section or a presidential contest.

Aside from the campaign costs attributed to the electronic media ($20 million), the survey shows what was spent in each state—and how. It also reveals information available before only in the form of estimates—how much free time broadcasters provided for political candidates. The figures show that almost 5,300 stations carried paid political broadcasts, but only about 1,200 donated time. “Only about half” of the TV stations (284) gave time, the FCC said, and less than one-third of the AM’s (965).

315 Repeal. A member of the Senate commerce unit, Senator Hartke renewed his efforts to free broadcasters of equal time requirements by introducing S. 1696—a bill which would repeal Section 315. Offered unsuccessfully in the 87th Congress, the proposal is certain to be discussed in next week’s hearing.

“The station operators’ legal obligation to serve the public interest would continue to require presenting a fair cross-section of opinion in covering public affairs and controversial matters” if Section 315 were repealed, the senator commented.

“It is time we recognize maturity of the radio and television broadcasting industry and by repealing this provision, give it a vote of confidence,” he said. Made available for other senators to co-sponsor, the bill had no additional supporters by Thursday (June 13).

Too Few Republicans. Representative E. William Miller (R-N. Y.),
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How politicians spent $20 million in 1962

The FCC’s breakdown of how $20 million was spent on broadcasting time in 1962 elections not only shows how it was apportioned by party and state but also reflects appearances by candidates on programs with commercial sponsorship vs. those that were sustaining program and indicates the number of programs on which opposing candidates appeared together.

The commission’s survey of 1962 political activity in broadcasting is given for television, AM radio, FM stations associated with AM and independent FM stations.

An analysis of editorial endorsements of candidates in 1962 showed 148 stations took sides. Almost all who did said they had offered opportunities for “reply” statements.

The survey was contained in a comprehensive statistical report on 1962 political broadcasting compiled by the FCC staff at the request of Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee (BROADCASTING, June 10). He had requested the material last fall for use as background information.

What parties spent for radio-TV and where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total No.</th>
<th>Republican</th>
<th>Democratic</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>$712,715</td>
<td>$46,846</td>
<td>$661,447</td>
<td>$4,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>136,734</td>
<td>75,539</td>
<td>61,235</td>
<td>9,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>428,438</td>
<td>164,379</td>
<td>243,532</td>
<td>20,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>274,156</td>
<td>26,256</td>
<td>245,637</td>
<td>2,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2,243,066</td>
<td>814,643</td>
<td>1,151,389</td>
<td>75,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>212,205</td>
<td>117,759</td>
<td>89,245</td>
<td>5,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>236,728</td>
<td>115,365</td>
<td>117,353</td>
<td>3,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>11,942</td>
<td>6,130</td>
<td>5,610</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>144,347</td>
<td>27,959</td>
<td>115,384</td>
<td>20,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>671,494</td>
<td>79,481</td>
<td>574,001</td>
<td>17,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>427,088</td>
<td>25,511</td>
<td>397,397</td>
<td>1,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>320,216</td>
<td>184,189</td>
<td>135,827</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>170,713</td>
<td>94,442</td>
<td>75,440</td>
<td>831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>586,773</td>
<td>325,703</td>
<td>256,372</td>
<td>4,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>519,603</td>
<td>224,388</td>
<td>294,206</td>
<td>1,009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program time free of charge to candidates or supporters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of AM Stations</th>
<th>AM Time or No. of Programs</th>
<th>No. of AM-FM Stations</th>
<th>AM-FM Time or No. of Programs</th>
<th>No. of FM Stations</th>
<th>FM Time or No. of Programs</th>
<th>No. of TV Stations</th>
<th>TV Time or No. of Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>66,722</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8,979</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>965</td>
<td>152,937</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>31,516</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4,229</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>50,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>1,706</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>2,810</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>2,925</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Excludes data for 52 AM, 9 AM-FM, 2 FM, and 7 TV stations because of inconsistencies in their reports.
New York City Democratic delegation to discuss the problem.

And in a public statement he named WOR-TV and WNEW-TV as the subjects of an audit made on weekends during May which revealed that programs featuring congressional personalities gained Republicans 205 minutes of exposure compared to 60 minutes for Democrats.

Each of the six New York stations receiving the complaint indicated surprise at the congressman's public statement but expressed willingness to comply with the requests of his letter.

Robert Leder, general manager, WOR-TV said "Representative Carey is barking up a very strange tree." Mr. Leder termed the letter "polite," but said he represented the public release which "demonstrates a lack of understanding as to our allocation of programming." In grouping WOR-TV and WNEW-TV programming the congressman seemed to forget that each station licensee stands on its own record, said Mr. Leder.

"In coordinating congressional exposure we have dealt with Congressmen Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) and John V. Lindsay (R-N. Y.) for the past four years," he said. Referring to TV appearances of Republican Senators Kenneth B. Keating and Jacob K. Javis, Mr. Leder suggested that in the past it has been recognized that senators have been accorded the courtesy of more exposure than representatives.

Bennet Korn, president, Metropolitan Broadcasting Television (licensee of WNEW-TV) replied that "a review of our presentation of issues before Congress indicates that there is no imbalance as alleged in your letter."

Mr. Korn said that "as a station serving the Tri-State area, WNEW-TV, in accordance with its responsibilities as a licensee serves the entire area, consequently time is allotted to the New Jersey and Connecticut congressmen and senators, as well as the New York legislators." On this basis, Mr. Korn pointed to omissions in Representative Carey's survey, of appearances on the station by Senator Harrison Williams (D-N.J.) and Senators Thomas J. Dodd and Abraham A. Ribicoff of Connecticut, both Democrats.

Mr. Korn's letter also claims several instances in Representative Carey's public statement of erroneous mention of Republican appearances on the station.

The reply stated further that "on our Opinion in the Capital telecasts (Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m.), an analysis of the guests between May 5th and June 9th indicates a preponderance of Democrats."

One New York TV station official said the note from Representative Carey is not an unusual letter." He said similar requests are made year after year and "it has almost become a form letter." "The difference," he said, "is that this year it was accompanied by a public statement."

### Senate committee agrees on time uniformity bill

Convinced it should do something to provide uniformity for the nation's inconsistent time zone laws, the Senate Commerce Committee last week passed up a stronger measure and settled for one that provides a little gentler persuasion.

The passed bill says how and when daylight saving time should operate and sets up new time zones to include Alaska and Hawaii. Federal agencies and federally-regulated business, such as broadcasting, would be required to adhere to the bill's provisions, and the Interstate Commerce Commission would be authorized to make it work.

The committee considered several bills and agreed on a version of S. 1033, introduced by Senator Warren G. Magnuson, chairman. Hearings were held late in April (Broadcasting, May 6). The bill provides for new zones, including subzones within major zones which would observe daylight saving time between late April and the end of October; it includes public hearings, judicial review and enforcement procedures.

The committee pointed out that enactment of the bill would not increase federal expenditures and said witnesses had testified it would save upwards of $1 million a year in schedule publishing costs (for transportation businesses).

Measures rejected by the committee would have forced federal legal time standards on all states for all business and civil relations.

### Editorials for or against political candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stations reporting broadcast of editorials in support of or against any political candidate</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>AM-FM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Stations reporting broadcast of "reply" statements | 47 | 12 | 0 | 7 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Stations reporting no broadcast of "reply" statements but reporting efforts to encourage replies | 63 | 5 | 1 | 8 |
| Stations reporting no broadcast of "reply" statements and no efforts to encourage replies | 4 | 0 | 1 | 0 |

Total $20,194,982 $7,519,802 $11,981,754 $693,426
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CHURCHMEN TAKE SLAP AT RADIO-TV

National Council of Churches wants tighter FCC control

A proposal by the National Council of Churches for tighter government control of broadcasting was greeted favorably last week by FCC Chairman E. William Henry.

The proposal, passed by the general board of the council Saturday (June 8) in New York, called for FCC regulation of networks; FCC adoption of commercial limitations in the National Association of Broadcasters' television and radio codes; further FCC regional hearings for "reappraisal of performance" of local stations; a requirement that stations make periodic statements to the commission on community service, and action by the FCC and other agencies to insure "integrity of advertising on radio and television."

The proposal, however, failed in its attempt to dissuade the churchmen from taking action.

Speaking to the general board on Friday (June 7), Paul B. Comstock, NAB vice president, said "adoption of these recommendations would commit the national council to favor extreme changes in our system of government regulation of broadcasting. Some of these proposed innovations in the law would greatly increase federal control in the vital area of freedom of expression on the air."

In an attempt to have the proposal tabled, Mr. Comstock urged the board to "at least defer consideration" of the proposals until the NAB and the council could get together and review them.

Enforce The Act - However, the board passed the proposal 55-6.

Mr. Comstock's reference to increased federal control appeared to be directed at the board's resolution recommending "enforcement of the Federal Communications Act of 1934 to place networks under the oversight of the FCC."

The original proposal had recommended congressional "amendment" of the Communications Act to give the FCC power to control the networks. However, Orrin G. Judd, attorney for the FCC, said the commission already has the power, but has not implemented it. He advised changing "amendment" to "enforcement" before the document was read before the board.

Mr. Judd cited two statutes and a Supreme Court ruling, which he says gives the FCC its regulatory powers.

One statute, he said, "gives the commission the authority to make special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting."

Another statute, he added, contains "provisions limiting the duration of the net-

Minow's new job now official

Former FCC Chairman Newton Minow was officially appointed to the executive staff of the Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc. last week but he won't appear for work until July 8, the Chicago firm said Thursday. Mr. Minow resigned from the FCC effective June 1.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica board of directors Wednesday elected Mr. Minow executive vice president and a director. In the same action the board also appointed Mr. Minow as general counsel.

Maurice B. Mitchell, president, reported Mr. Minow will coordinate the firm's legal activities, "which now involve not only our various enterprises in the United States, but also to the rapidly growing Britannica affiliates in England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Europe and elsewhere in the world." Mr. Mitchell said that in addition Mr. Minow will be active once again in "new areas of investigation and activity" for the parent company and its subsidiaries.

Encyclopaedia Britannica presently has in syndication a series of 13 half-hour TV programs featuring Hans Conried which is based on one of the firm's literary products, a set of volumes called Great Books of the Western World.

The TV series is called Great Voices From Great Books and is distributed through Television Affiliates Corp. Local stations may obtain sponsors for the program but they must be prestige institutional accounts and not products. The series began Sunday on WSB(TV) Chicago, the 23d outlet to sign so far.
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work contract, limiting the amount of time for which a network may retain options, and limiting 'block booking,' but there is room for additional regulation in this field.'

Mr. Judd then referred to the 1956 Supreme Court case of the "United States vs. Storer Broadcasting," which, he said, approved "the multiple ownership rules, dealing with one feature of network operation."

The court statement reads: "The growing complexity of our economy induced the Congress to place regulation of business by communication in specialized agencies with broad powers. Courts are slow to interfere with their conclusions when reconcilable with statutory direction."

While Mr. Judd maintained the FCC has the power to regulate the networks, Chairman Henry said he thought "it desirable to have legislative authority to require furnishing of information to the FCC on a periodic or demand basis."

The Rev. Everett C. Parker, chairman of the subcommittee which drew up the pronouncement, admitted that the legality of the issue could be a matter of interpretations, "but I think the FCC should look into it, and then if the power is not there, it should take steps to have the legislation enacted."

The commission in the past has requested from Congress authority to regulate the networks.

Both Mr. Parker and Dr. Harry Spencer, chairman of the joint committee which presented the resolution, emphasized that the pronouncement was not intended primarily to increase government control of broadcasting.

Mr. Parker, a former broadcaster and author of several books on the church's relation to broadcasting, said churches "do want some kind of action on the part of the networks in diversification of programming and upgrading of quality." He called some network programming practices "immoral."

A further resolution in an earlier draft of the pronouncement calling for "divorcement of advertisers and their agents from control of program content," was stricken from the final draft. According to Dr. Spencer, the committee appeared satisfied with a statement by Chairman Henry that advertiser influence over what goes on in television is waning (BROADCASTING, June 10).

**FCC holds up AM processing**

The FCC last week agreed to hold up temporarily the processing of AM applications which may be in conflict with applicants seeking to have their applications accepted by the commission despite the AM freeze.

The commission's promise was made to the U. S. Court of Appeals which two weeks ago had issued a show cause order proposing to have the agency maintain the status quo pending resolution of litigation brought by nine would-be applicants whose applications were refused by the FCC (BROADCASTING, June 3, 10). All argued that the freeze deadline date, May 15, should not apply to them since they were following the FCC's regular cutoff date of May 25 announced by the commission when it issued its list of AM applications ready for processing.

In acceding to the court's request, the FCC urged that the order not force it to hold up processing of pending applications designated for action prior to May 11 (when the cutoff date list was issued).

**More opposition voiced to FCC commercial plan**

Broadcasters in Missouri and Oklahoma last week voiced opposition to the FCC's proposal to place limits on commercial time.

The Missouri Broadcasters Association told the commission that if the agency adopts arbitrary commercial time standards it will have a policy contrary to broadcasting's system of free enterprise, MBA said that it opposed the FCC's proposal to adopt the National Association of Broadcasters' radio and television code time standards as part of the commission's rules (BROADCASTING, May 20).

MBA said that it did not believe "there is any adequate basis for adoption" of the code standards. The association told the commission that enforcement of the code would require policing to such an extent that it would be harmful to the industry.

MBA concluded that the decision as to what amount of time will be used

---
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hands off programs

Gannett president says on-off switch best TV control

"One's own choice" is the best control over television programming and the FCC should keep hands off, according to Paul Miller, president of the Gannett newspapers and broadcast stations (WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, WNDR-AM-TV Binghamton, WENY Elmira, all New York, and WDAN Danville, Ill.) and president of the Associated Press.

Speaking last week before the Washington Professional Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, Mr. Miller praised newly appointed FCC Commissioner Lee Loewinger for his testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee on his confirmation a fortnight ago (Broadcasting, June 10). "He [Loewinger] was asked about the 'need' for more control over 'crime, shooting, and what-not on TV,' " Mr. Miller reported. "He said, 'my own private solution is just not to watch the darn things.'"

"The right to make one's own choice," Mr. Miller said, "whether to look at cowboys or panelists, whether to read editorials or Abbie Van Buren; whether to pour through Hotrod or Harpers—the right of personal choice still rules in this country, I hope.

"Turn the set off! Throw the paper down and write a letter cussing out the editor! Cancel the magazine subscription! In short, and again, just don't watch the darn things. . . ."

The Poor FCC • Referring specifically to the stresses in broadcasting Mr. Miller commented: "The FCC—and it has my sympathy—is under heavy pressure from many sources for even more program control.

"Only last weekend, the general board of the National Council of Churches, some of whose groups may want more prime time for religious programming, urged the commission to exercise greater control over networks under licensing powers that now apply only to individual stations (see story, page 62).

"Don't misunderstand me! Programming must continue to improve, as it assuredly has, and as it will continue to do with or without the FCC.

"There are always those who would tell us what to read, what to see, what to hear and what to think.

"Such people, however well-meaning, have the American public underrated. What I see and hear from readers, viewers and listeners makes clear that the public always has had far better taste than is has been given credit for.

"Moreover, and aside from the matter of taste, the public won't read, view or listen if it doesn't wish to. Specific availability doesn't guarantee specific attention. For example, no amount of prime-time TV religious programming will get a man to look—if he doesn't wish to look. Any more than having evening church services will get him into church if he doesn't wish to go."

Headlines And Routine • The commission's business procedures were also blasted by Mr. Miller. The FCC should "act with more dispatch on routine business affecting broadcasters," he said.

An application for a station transfer, Mr. Miller said, may lie before the FCC for months and "there seems to have been a back-up in the FCC's processing line while the commission has been making headlines over program control and burdened by man-made staff work."

Not only the FCC, but Congress and other government bureaus and agencies, Mr. Miller charged, "often seem impelled or compelled to be looking for anything to get into aside from the real work at hand."

Option time ruling is praised by Celler

Representative Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) commended the FCC last week for outlawing television network option time (Broadcasting, June 3).

In a letter to FCC Chairman E. William Henry, Representative Celler said "the commission's action constitutes a salutary step in the direction of one of the principal goals sought by the Congress when it passed the Communications Act of 1934—that of guarding against monopolistic control in the broadcasting field."

Representative Celler said the Antitrust Subcommittee, of which he is chairman, has been interested in option time practices since its 1956 hearing on the television industry. He noted that Government continues on page 119.
Suddenly the South is bustling and vital

EXPANDING INDUSTRY QUICKENS TEMPO OF DIXIE'S HISTORIC CITIES

The lazy, muddy Mississippi, winding hundreds of miles southward from Memphis, achieves two obvious results.

First, it provides the main transportation artery tying together a network of river waterways whose low-cost bulk transportation feeds the industry of inland America and takes much of its production to domestic and foreign markets.

Second, it is the relentlessly moving stream that takes over 300 billion daily gallons of surface water and silt from central United States to the Gulf of Mexico. The surface water is barely utilized; some of the silt has remained in extensive delta areas responsible for much of the Old South's agriculture.

Sometimes Old Man River has an unpleasant odor, sometimes it gets out of hand, pushing ceaselessly against levees and the concrete-asphalt liners that discourage it from eating up shore lines; sometimes it wanders from year to year and decade to decade, around a wide unsettled area of lakes, puddles, oxbow ponds and useless flatlands.

Partially tamed, the Mississippi's banks south of Memphis seldom reveal big riverside industries; they're often a few miles inland because industry simply can't cope with its ubiquitous eccentricities and the mucky flats.

Fortunately the extensive barge fleets that ply the river have learned to utilize this smooth, natural route leading to half of the American economy with the help of modern equipment and the regular channel checks made by federal engineering crews. These fleets moved around 44 million tons of cargo in 1962, double the 1952 figure.

The Old South * This is the romantic river that teems with legends of pirates, plantations, slaves, the stately balls of old Natchez, the capture of Vicksburg, the cotton docks at Memphis and other glories of the Old South.

But Old Man River's legends are fading as the New South develops. Rounding a 180-degree bend downbound into Baton Rouge, La., the swift towboat Patsy Chotin—one of scores that push quarter-mile long tows up and down the muddy waters—suddenly emerged after several days of plodding into a blaze of industrial glory. A few minutes earlier a towering refinery flare high over the flatland had tipped off what was to come.

The river was going all directions, all 300 billion gallons of it. First at the right, then the left as the Patsy Chotin followed the bends, were the glows of chemical, petroleum and metal plants that signified the approach of Baton Rouge. And then came the bridge that crosses the river, blazing at one end with the lights of Kaiser Aluminum, Humble's Esso refinery, Copolymer, Ethyl Corp., U. S. Rubber and others.

Suddenly the Old South became the New South. No industrial scene in America is more dramatic than the illuminated clusters of big industry that line the Mississippi's shores at Baton Rouge, whose 36-foot channel is a starting and ending point for worldwide shipping.

The Mark Twainish thoughts of a
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long 12-knot downriver trip were quickly forgotten. Huckleberry Finn never saw anything like this. Here was the Mid-South, mid-1963 version, producing the fuel that powers autos, the rubber that goes into tires, the metals that frame buildings and the surface of high-speed highways.

River Spectacle = The Baton Rouge spectacle was one of eight industrial centers in the area. Dozens of others now line the river all the way to New Orleans and on out along the Gulf Coast. Knoxville, Chattanooga and Memphis in Tennessee are now seaports; Ohio Valley industry is growing (see Ohio Valley story, BROADCASTING, March 18); Brownsville, Galveston, Houston and other cities on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway running east to Mobile, Ala., are connected; Birmingham in Alabama now has a seaport; Chicago, Minneapolis, Sioux City and Omaha are tied in; a new deep channel from the Mississippi will bring in Tulsa and Fort Smith and Little Rock in Arkansas; a Red River channel from Shreveport, La., is projected; cutoffs to save hours of river travel are now under way.

These are the transportation routes that take bauxite from Jamaica to Baton Rouge; petroleum from Texas and Lake Charles, La., to the refineries scattered around convenient barge routes; asphalt from Baton Rouge to Nashville; structural steel from Nashville to a Cape Canaveral missile facility; minerals from mines and fields to chemical plants.

For the New South is now getting deep in the cooking and fabricating business. The famed Space Crescent starting at Houston and reaching to Canaveral in Florida has its heart in the Mid-South at New Orleans, Southern Mississippi and Huntsville, Ala.

Five States = Five southern states in the Mid-South — Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee — are aggressively seeking, and getting, new industry. Tennessee has a flying start, having just observed the 30th anniversary of the Tennessee Valley Authority. This project, once the butt of scathing ridicule from those opposed to federal sponsorship of area reclamation, is now criss-crossed with waterways, has new highways and offers low-cost electricity to homes and industry.

The five states have a population of 15 million. Alabama has the booming Huntsville rocket center, the south's largest steel mill, producing industries, inland waterways, an active Gulf Coast around Mobile. Arkansas has the fastest income growth rate and an industry-getting state facility that is often called a model development agency. Those who still crack jokes about sleepy Arkansas had better do their economic homework. It's not sleepy any more.

Mississippi has the traditional, new $125 million Standard Oil refinery at Pascagoula, between Mobile and Biloxi, and it's only a few miles to one of the largest space-missile units, a huge test facility near Biloxi-Gulfport. Louisiana keeps alive its traditions and the New Orleans French quarter, but its cities are now more interested in the Michoud missile plant, chemical plants, world and national commerce and the inexorable modernization of slums and factories.

The Mid-South's transition to a combination of industry and agriculture has been rapid since the war. Its people make more money. They're better educated. They have, according to industrialists, a will to work and the skills to make the gadgetry of sophisticated scientific equipment.

Racial Tension = But the South, like the rest of the nation, is also deep in a social transition whose impact can't be measured at this date. Local racial disturbances are embarrassing to many but to many hard-core Southerners they're at least partly unnecessary and professionally agitated by outsiders and politicians.

Southerners are quite aware of the potential consequences of the suddenly growing move toward racial equality. Some are reconciled; some never will be because the prejudices and concepts are of long standing.

Whatever their attitude, they repeatedly make several points. First, the extent of agitation often is exaggerated by media in areas that have equally grave racial problems of their own. Second, the effect on current business conditions is temporary and business indices are cited to support this claim. Third, the Negro market is a good one for those who sell merchandise and services — often better than the white market in the same city for many items, particularly quality merchandise (see Negro market story, page 96).

In Birmingham, a recent 17% drop in downtown department store sales draws this explanation — yes, downtown shopping is hurt but the traffic count is up in suburban shopping centers.

What Southerners are saying is that business conditions are not directly

The month-long inspection included interviews with literally hundreds of businessmen and public officials. And it included a 1 1/2-hour towboat ride on the Patsy Chotin, down the muddy old Mississippi River from Memphis to Baton Rouge. The mid-April to mid-May trip touched at industries, universities, state agencies and other points of economic interest.

The industrial Mid-South, growing faster than the nation as a whole, must be seen, market by market, to be properly understood.

In its continuing series of regional economic studies, BROADCASTING sent J. Frank Beatty, senior editor, on a 5,000-mile series of inspections that started in eastern Tennessee, and criss-crossed this five-state region.

68 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE MID-SOUTH)
like looking for a needle in a haystack

That's what it's like looking for TV homes in the Chattanooga market that are not regular WRCB/TV viewers—we've got the market sewn up! The latest ARB (March '63) shows WRCB/TV winning 88% of the total quarter-hours measured from 6:00 p.m. 'til sign-off, Monday thru Friday, and "that ain't hay" for a three station market! And we're still raking in MORE homes! ARB also shows that since last November's survey, WRCB/TV's audience has increased 19%, while station B's increased only 4.5%, and station C's only 2.1%. For further information about WRCB/TV's outstanding dominance in this powerful industrial center of the South, contact your H-R man!

WRCB/TV

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Serving over 40 counties in Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina

RUST CRAFT BROADCASTING CO.

WSTV/TV-RADIO Steubenville, Ohio; WRCB/TV Chattanooga, Tenn. WRDW/TV Augusta, Ga.; WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa.; WSOI Tampa, Fla. WWOL Buffalo, N. Y.
Formerly a land-locked community, the city of Guntersville, Ala., now rests on a peninsula jutting into Guntersville Lake. A portion of the waterfront is zoned for recreation and other sections are reserved for industry. The Tennessee Valley Authority’s Guntersville Dam impounds the lake. TVA, Alabama and the city joined in developing the city plan.
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connected with the reportorial intensity of purported dog-biting, fire-hosing and police brutality incidents.

Some merchants who cut back their advertising in mid-May were back in air and print media the first week in June. Birmingham merchants said they were making up for whatever business had been lost during May disturbances.

Spot boycotts in both the North and South were factors and probably will continue to hurt individual firms. But business as usual was reported by those contacted in spring’s final weeks.

Long-Range Trends • Take a fast look at the longer-range trends in three basic indices—total income, per capita income and manufacturing:

• As a whole the five Mid-South states match the national average of 6% in total income gains between 1961 and 1962 and they’re ahead of the national 4% average increase in per capita income. Between 1950 and 1962 total income of the states rose at this rate — Louisiana 94.4%; Alabama 94.1%; Arkansas 82.4%; Mississippi 81.4% and Tennessee 85.4%.

• Arkansas topped all states (48 contiguous states) with its 91.1% increase in per capita income. Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee ran ahead of the national average of 58.1%. These income figures are from the U.S. Department of Commerce (1950-62).

• The federal agency’s latest data on value added by manufacturing shows these 1950-60 increases: Arkansas up 134.5%; Louisiana up 70.7%; Alabama up 89.7%; Mississippi up 150.1%; Tennessee up 118.9%.

A Mid-South banker, Nat S. Rogers, president of Deposit Guaranty Bank & Trust Co., Jackson, Miss., looked at that state’s situation this way. “The impetus of industrial development, which has been mounting in the state for some years, does not appear to have been significantly retarded by the unfortunate news treatment which most national media accorded the Meredith case at the University of Mississippi. The state enjoyed another good year in industrial expansion in 1962; 153 new plants and expansions were reported by the Mississippi Agricultural & Industrial Board during the year.”

A similar view was expressed by Leonard Beard, director of the Alabama Planning & Industrial Development Board. He said, “The impact of rioting and demonstrations has been exaggerated. Newspapers and magazine writers have made untrue statements. If outside agitators would leave us alone we could work out our problems. I see no evidence that agitation has hurt our industrial development.”

General Walter E. Todd, assistant director, added, “In my opinion the problem of race relations has no greater economic impact in Alabama than similar problems have in other sections —Chicago, Idaho, New York, Philadelphia, California, New Jersey, to
WVOK Radio, Birmingham, WBAM Radio, Montgomery, and WFLI Radio, Chattanooga, cover 1,880,670 Radio Homes.

Weekly penetration: 41% or 446,700 Radio Homes
Daily penetration: 28% or 303,710 Radio Homes

Coverage Data: NCS Number 3 - Fall - 1960
Estimated: .5 Mv

Other "BLUE CHIP STATION": WAPE, Jacksonville, Fla.
Represented by: STONE REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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mention a few cities and areas."

Mid-South Progress - A 5,000-mile tour through the Mid-South qualifies no observer to mount profound generalities about the moral and practical aspects of the race problem. The elements are deep-seated. But a month-long look around these five states reveals progress in the educational, financial and social side of the South—progress that often is ignored by casual observers.

The automation of agriculture has led Negro farm workers to nearby southern cities and often to the North in search of work. Job opportunity is less for the Negro, but Southerners see progress and hope for more. They point out that only 14% are employed in agriculture now; a quarter-century ago the figure was 47%.

Whatever the social changes, the Mid-South has absolutely unparalleled waterway, surface and ground water facilities. It can produce a tree crop in 10 to 20 years; forests are being grown twice as fast as they are cut for paper and Kraft materials. Highways are wider and faster. Railroads are becoming more efficient as freight haulers and they're in a hot fight with the waterways to get bulk traffic. Private enterprises—the Middle South Utilities group, for example—are telling their story of progress to the world.

Old Man River has stripped much of the North's soil, depositing it on southern deltas and plains that often raise two crops a year. Mineral resources abound and their use is a modern industrial miracle. Income is increasing; unemployment is declining in many areas.

The Mid-South is a quick, alert market that figures the trend of industrial and marketing growth will continue to move in its direction.

Tennessee: three decades of progress

TVA TURNS ONCE-BLEAK STATE INTO THRIVING INDUSTRIAL AREA

Tennessee is Nature plus. Eons of years before Daniel Boone, Davey Crockett and Sam Houston crossed the Smokies this verdant strip was over-blessed with mountains, valleys, rivers and fertile flatlands.

But within the memory of Tennessee's older parents and younger grandparents the state was studded with acreage bountiful of topsoil and frequently flooded as its roaring rivers spilled over their banks. Tennessee was the inspiration for hillfolk lore and many of our legends.

Taking a purely economic perspective, mid-1963 Tennessee is a living demonstration of the miracles that can be achieved by planned reclamation of a region that only three decades ago was a living demonstration of natural blessings abused by the greed and ineptitude of man.

Last May 19, Tennessee took a day off to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Tennessee Valley Authority. It honored the late Senator George Norris (R-Neb.) and Senator Lister Hill (D-Ala.), who led the spirited political drive that ram-rod through Congress a dam-building and river-harnessing project that has soaked up $1.2 billion of federal funds (eventually to be repaid).

30-Year Transition - In three decades Tennessee has experienced a transition from a half-starved farm state to an industrial economy. Rivers once useless for commerce now are carrying raw materials and industrial products to points all over the globe. One of the biggest industrial plants in the world sits in the rolling hills near Knoxville—the Oak Ridge plant of the Atomic Energy Commission, where the stuff that can shake the world with one pop is produced for military and civilian use.

The Tennessee River transports the engines that hurl rockets into space, the aluminum that frames the structure of motion industry and the essentials of a mechanized nation. The unspoiled mountains in the east enthrall millions of visitors every year; the harnessed rivers feed a controlled supply of water into the Mississippi Valley; their banks and 10,000 miles of lakeshore line provide sites for nearly $900 million invested in 175 waterfront industries; the Tennessee River's nine locks provide a route for 45 towboat operators; the dams back up the lakes and provide the energy that produces a third of the 12 million kilowatt generating capacity of TVA's power plants.

Tennessee's industry is diversified. It ranges from Alcoa's aluminum complex in the eastern hills to the fabricating mills of Memphis. Even recreation has become a major industry. Out of the land comes minerals, a dozen important crops and forests that cover half of the state.

Average income has doubled in the three decades of TVA. The area leads the world in residential use of electricity; hardly a farm can be found without electricity. Barge traffic was less than 33 million ton miles in 1933; now its over 2 billion ton miles. Fish and waterfowl thrive. Forage crops provide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livestock and Crops in Mid-South—1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cattle</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ala.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Leads all states

**Second ranking state**

Source—U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

---

**Growth of Per Capita Personal Income**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>$1,325</td>
<td>1957 to 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>$1,538</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
WORLD'S TALLEST TOWER* TO DELIVER LARGER AUDIENCE IN KNOXVILLE AREA!

* 1751 feet above ground
3049 feet above sea level

The Knoxville area is one of the growing markets in the dynamic southeast. WBIR-TV is one of the fastest growing stations in the southeast. The world's tallest tower*, now under construction, will project the powerful 316,000 watt channel-10 signal to a much larger area in Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and North Carolina. Get the facts from your Avery-Knodeh man.

WBIR-TV
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
CBS Channel 10

AFFILIATED WITH
THESE OTHER SOUTHEASTERN STATIONS
Represented Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

WFBC-TV
NBC CHANNEL 4
"The Giant of Southern Skies"
GREENVILLE, S. C.

SERVING THE
GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE MARKET

WMAZ-TV
CBS, NBC, ABC CHANNEL 13
MACON, GA.

SERVING THE
RICH MIDDLE
GEORGIA MARKET
WLCAC
RADIO
believes it would be more to the point to change the term "ratings" to
LISTENERS!

Every year for more than 10 years the postman has brought over
500,000 pieces of mail to
WLCAC
RADIO
50,000 WATTS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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pasture for once-eroded waste land. TVA employs 18,000 workers. Fertilizers produced at the dam turbines are used to boost crop yields. Pulp and paper mills crush and process logs cut where no forest existed in the 1930's.

Tennessee now has a population of 3.7 million, over half located in urban areas. Five main markets dominate the urban economy — Tri-Cities (Bristol-Kingsport-Johnson City) in the northeastern corner; Knoxville east of the Smokies; Chattanooga on the Georgia border; Nashville, the state capital, in mid-state and Memphis on the Mississippi River.

All are throbbing with the industrial spirit of the 1960's; all are located on rivers; all are overhauling their physical facilities to keep or lead the industrial pace of the times.

Progressive State = The story of agriculture and industry is progressive. Over $650 million a year is gained from livestock, grains, cotton, tobacco, poultry and other cash products of the land. Memphis is the top cotton market of the nation. Nashville is the second most important music center in the world (BROADCASTING, Jan. 28). Chattanooga has one of the most diversified industrial structures found anywhere. Knoxville has prettied up its downtown, is headquarters for TVA and reaps the benefits of nearby Oak Ridge. The Tri-Cities area has paper, furniture, chemicals, plastics, printing and tobacco.

Tennessee is the nation's No. 1 zinc, pyrites and marble producer. It's second in phosphate rock, copper, gold and silver; second in the South in output of Portland cement.

The state's hardwood timberlands are the flooring center of the nation, with 43 mills operating along with 10 plywood-veneer and 200 furniture plants. There are 43 colleges and universities; they supplement the research activities at Oak Ridge and the new Tullahoma space center where John Glenn's orbiting vehicle was tested in the elaborate wind-tunnel facilities.

The industrial payroll at 4,500 plants is $1.35 billion a year; $2.2 billion value is added by manufacture; personal income totals nearly $6 billion. Over 23 million tourists soak up the scenery and frollic in the lakes every year, providing $250 million income and supporting 73,000 employees.

Tennessee decided years ago to cash in on its TVA blessings by offering financial and tax inducements to industry. They've paid off, currently bringing over 20,000 new jobs a year. Now Tennesseans are contemplating the future benefits that can come from deepened waterways, new locks, more power plants and the proposed Tennessee-Tombigbee cutoff to the Gulf.

Upriver bound, a fully-loaded barge carrying petroleum and/or chemicals is headed to points north and is about to pass under the Mississippi bridge at Memphis. Beyond is the river bank and the skyline of downtown Memphis.
The silence of Memphis is deceiving

ITS ECONOMY HAS A LOUD VOICE THAT IS GETTING LOUDER

The city of Memphis must be heard to be appreciated but it's a negative sort of trait. Driving along Union Street, a main downtown artery, the stillness is startling to an auto passenger accustomed to the random, raucous blasts of soulless drivers, thanks to a local ordinance.

Life in Memphis is a versatile sort of existence, even to the visitor in search of the hard facts of markets and industry. The city is pocketbook-deep in a search for both money and good living.

Along the Mississippi the bluff area has been converted into an efficient park that also serves to keep the river out of the downtown streets. A drive around the suburbs passes through handsome residential districts—both white and Negro. One of the outstanding industrial parks of the South is located downriver a few miles.

An attractive new airport was dedicated in early June. It's dolled up in plantation pillars reminiscent of a belle all dressed for a ball. Every few blocks there's another hospital or college—26 hospitals, countless clinics and a dozen colleges and universities. And Memphis is maintaining a busy downtown retail center while adding multi-acre shopping parks in the suburbs.

There are several ways of learning about Memphis. First, of course, is a motor tour along the river park, down to Presidents Island industrial center, around the city's northern and eastern sections and finally across the Mississippi bridge. Or an air view is interesting. There's the sporty way—a water taxi from Frankie and Johnnie's boat store at the foot of the levee to board a moving towboat whose skipper has a specialized fund of facts about the port and riverside industries. But most informative is a series of talks with some of the local leaders who help keep the economy moving.

Here are some of the Memphis points mentioned most by local businessmen:

- Over 800 industries shipping products through elaborate transportation facilities to the whole nation.
- Center of a consumer area covering 76 counties; over 2½ million people with a $3 billion income within range of TV signals.
- South's largest producer of mixed feed and meat products.
- World's largest spot cotton market (third of U. S. cotton) and products center; largest inland hardwood lumber market and producer of hardwood flooring.
- Banking, brokerage, insurance, pharmaceutical and medical center.
- Second largest Mississippi River port; handles 6.5 million tons of cargo a year.

The market story comes out a lot different than some of the mossy tales centering around nearby cotton fields, cavorting on Beale Street and ballroom ceremonials. A blend of many Memphis attractions, practical and social, appears during the annual Cotton Carnival. But otherwise Memphis is a business community, the center of commercial and industrial firms serving the adjacent Southeast, Southwest and other markets within reach of air, surface and

... or any one of the other hundreds of Mid-South communities! It's a reputation hard-earned and jealously maintained. One built and based upon a constant program of public service, locally-produced programs of interest to this rich area.* We've been doing this for almost 15 years.

It takes ability plus genuine desire to build a reputation. We don't take ours for granted.

*NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER, AGRICULTURE, DOCUMENTARIES, RELIGIOUS, DISCUSSIONS, PUBLIC ISSUES, HIGH SCHOOL, CHILDREN'S, TALENT, COUNTRY AND WESTERN — ALL FROM WMCT STUDIOS!
water transportation facilities.

Memphis, the city, has a population of around 540,000, based on a mid-1963 estimate. Shelby county has around 675,000. Adding 21,000 in West Memphis, Ark., just across the river, brings the metropolitan population close to 700,000—the nation's 21st or 22d-ranking metropolitan area. Reaching out into the trade area starts the figures ballooning, and Memphis is the largest city between St. Louis-New Orleans and Birmingham-Dallas.

The list of industries includes such giants as Firestone 3,500 employees; International Harvester 2,500 employees; Kimberly-Clark 1,350 employees; Plough Inc., 1,050 employees and E. L. Bruce 1,100 employees.

Business Up - Practically all main business indicators for Memphis were up during the spring, with one happy exception—unemployment in April had dropped to 4% according to Federal Reserve figures. The extensive harbor and related industrial area are benefitting from a $50 million improvement project. Seven local banks have over $1 billion in resources, $900 million in deposits and 335,000 customers.

The story of Presidents Island involves local and area cooperation. Over 50 industries have picked sites since Sinclair Refining first set up a 9-acre warehouse in 1952. Total cost will involve $21.6 million federal and $28.6 million Memphis-Shelby county funds when the project is finally completed—in addition, of course, to the industrial installations.

There's still color in the Cotton Carnival and the cotton exchange on Front Street is informal in spots but essentially Memphis has chosen the prosperity of commerce and industry as its inspiration, mixing it with liberal amounts of the cultural and humane attributes of modern living, and matching the Egyptian word Memphis, meaning Place of Good Abode. Symbolizing the new Memphis is an 834,000 kilowatt plant of Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division, located at the harbor door. It's slated for expansion to 1,625,000 kilowatts.

A major Memphis pharmaceutical plant, Plough Inc., grew out of a back-room bottling plant (25 bottles a day) set up in 1908 by Abe Plough, who now heads a company with $50 million annual sales.

That's a capsule story of a city that was abandoned in the summer of 1878 during a yellow fever epidemic—a city that now ranks third in the U. S. in marketing and 11th in warehousing and distribution. It's being beautified as slums go down. The medical center is the South's largest; 26 hospitals have $150 million in facilities. The University of Tennessee has colleges of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and nursing.

Memphis likes to use the title, Capital of the Mid-South as it scans the 800 industries and civic facilities and gazes at Old Man River from the 100-foot Chicasaw Bluff where Hernando de Soto first viewed the river in 1514.

Nashville is a city of versatility

INDUSTRY, CULTURE AND GOVERNMENT ARE BIG BUSINESS

There's nothing like a gorgeous new airport to build up a city's image, Nashville has a $35 million aeronautic palace, complete with long runways for jets and older and slower prop jobs. Nashville also has a hybrid municipal decor—a combination of contemporary structures and handsome landscaping blended with older architecture of a past generation or two or more. Downtown Nashville has two eye-catching landmarks—the Life and Casualty Building just a few steps from the old site of historic Maxwell House and a Grecian Capitol surrounded by a half-circular park and driveway.

But Nashville offers interesting sights to the dollar-minded visitor in search of economic information. Its industries, financial houses, insurance companies, music industry and publishing firms provide a livelihood for a metropolitan area and adjacent communities with a population of 425,000 or nearly 600,000 within commuting range. And the state capitol, along with other state offices, provides a living for 5,000 employees who get about $15 million a year in pay.

Largest industries in the metropolitan area are Genesco (Johnson & Murphy, Jarman shoes, fourth largest U. S. shoemaker) 3,000 employees; Avco (components, appliances) 2,800 employees; Ford (glass) 2,300 employees; duPont (textiles, plastics) 2,300; Wether Bag 1,300; Methodist Publishing Co. 1,175; Newhoff Packing 700; Baird-Ward Printing 700; Nashville Bridge (barges, structural steel) 650; Aladdin (vacuum bottles, electronics) 590.

The assorted facets of Nashville's famed music center add around $45 million to the local economy (BROADCASTING, Jan. 28). Religious publish-
High Flying Memphis...

MID-SOUTH'S FIRST...NATION'S 26th TELEVISION MARKET

Yes, Memphis is growing, growing, growing... big so many ways... especially big when you measure it as a television market. On a total homes reached basis (A.R.B., January 1963), Memphis is the top TV market in the Mid-Southern states of Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee... 26th on your national list... truly a must-buy market! This is WREC-TV Land, where there's more to see on Channel 3... delivering an average of 44% of the total audience in a 3-station market... consistently first by every survey.
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ers (largest group in the nation) employ 2,000 who have a $57 million payroll. Last year 3,500 employees were added to the total city payroll. Unemployment ranges between 3% and 4%.

Industrial Activity - The Ford glass plant, with a $78 million operational cost, turns out enough auto glass every day to cover a 20-acre field. Often called the printing capital of the South, Nashville has 7,000 employees in 59 plants whose sales run $70 million and payroll $21 million a year. The Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention has a plant investment of over $9 million.

Industrial Nashville typifies many of the larger Southern cities. A local businessman, Gilbert M. Dorland, president of Nashville Bridge Co., put it this way, "Development of the South's water sources provides the key to the region's industrial boom. Here in Tennessee we see the outstanding example of the marriage of industry and water. Improved towboats and barges take advantage of the 12,000-mile waterway system." The company makes towboats, barges, barge gear, lock gates and structural steel. It produced steel for the first Saturn tower at Cape Canaveral.

The Cumberland River harbor is being improved at Nashville, where 27 barge lines haul commodities. The new Barkley Dam in Kentucky will speed up river traffic; its traffic facilities are to be ready next year. Lakes backed up by dams provide extensive tourism. Expressways are everywhere and the city is a rail center.

Urban renewal projects abound. The Capitol has lost its slummy surroundings and is now graced by the scenic semi-circular drive. A municipal auditorium has been completed. The 13 local colleges, headed by Vanderbilt University, comprise a major economic factor.

Nashville's insurance center is headed by National Life and Accident Insurance Co. and Life & Casualty Co. They have $10 billion life insurance in force and employ over 2,300. Commercial banking involves a total of 2,500 jobs and a $41 million payroll. The financial total business gives Memphis a race except when the latter city's cotton business is at a peak.

While Nashville has its share of suburban shopping centers, it has a new department store, Cain-Sloan, that cost $12 million. Harvey's department store has just made a major expansion. The East Nashville urban renewal project has been called the second largest in the nation.

**THE PROBLEMS WERE FACED**

Chattanooga's updating program for the '60's is a $250 million city-county project

A few years ago Chattanooga decided to face up to an unhappy situation.

Concededly its scenic charms were exceptional, especially the view from Lookout Mountain and nearby natural unbeavals. Man-made Lake Chickamauga, 59 miles long, was great for frolicking. Highways bringing in tourists from all directions were due for the latest in cloverleafs, right in the mid-city area. The General, famed old Civil War engine, proudly gleamed in its shiny brass. All these were good. So was the Tennessee River's barge facility except it wasn't realizing the predicted potential in local commerce. Industry was exceptionally diversified but there wasn't enough of it.

So Chattanooga reached a major decision. It decided to offer help to existing industries and make an active search for new ones.

Further, it decided to give itself a face-lifting. As a consequence Chattanoogans' Committee of 100 proudly states that it has led all Tennessee for four years in the number of new and expanding industries. Now the sweet clink of pay-window dollars provides an alluring background to the mountain waterfalls and the whistle of the winds through Lovers Leap and beyond into the seven-state panorama.

Tennessee River banks are housing new industries. In all, 500 metropolitan area plants produce 1,500 types of materials from nuclear reactors and nylon thread to boilers, valued at $850 million a year. The 1960's program in Chattanooga involves a quarter-billion dollars of new physical plant and elimination of old slum areas. Half of the sum is being spent inside the city and Hamilton county is getting its share of traffic and industrial projects. New areas such as the Golden Gateway urban renewal park are under way.

That's why Chattanoogans were extra happy earlier in the year when the city was one of 11 selected for the All America Cities Award of the National Municipal League and Look magazine (neighboring Knoxville was one of the others). They appreciated this tribute to the aggressive bootstrap lifting job done by civic leaders, including an outstanding desegregation campaign.

This city of 135,000 (nearly 300,000
A few media planners still suffer from a hangover of misinformation. They think of Nashville as a city of slightly over 400,000. Which is true . . . and slightly misleading. The Nashville television market numbers 2,052,300 people in 450,000 television homes. 98% of these homes depend on Nashville television stations for all network TV. 96% of them look to Nashville for all TV. So, while Nashville looks like America’s 65th city, it’s actually the nation’s 30th television market.* Sobering, isn’t it?

*ARB, March, 1962
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Grain plants and other industrial facilities are appearing along banks of the Tennessee River at Chattanooga. Typical is the Central Soya facility. Dixie Engineering and Farmers Chemical Association round out a partial list of larger industries. A farmer co-op is making fertilizer in an old arsenal. Under pressure, past generations of Chattanoogans would admit that northern money started the city's post-Civil War industry. But contemporary Chattanooga is doing its own rebuilding of processing, commercial and distribution facilities, with federal money helping out in highway expansion. The combined projects will bring closer the trade-tied communities in Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee.

Chattanooga is historic, interesting and a tourist attraction. Its combination of natural and man-made facilities promise to make this Tennessee city one of the finer communities in the South.

KNOXVILLE LOOKING AHEAD

City is making its outward appearance conform to a progressive economic attitude

The civic citations of Knoxville, Tenn., have gone all the way from nadir to zenith in a single decade. This river city, just beyond the western slope of the Smokies, had an attack of municipal jitters just a decade ago when a prolific writer and TV lecturer, John Gunther, experienced a shock as he took an owlish, peeves look at the antique Market Square with its gingerbreaded decor, enhanced by hordes of elderly jalopies parked by the farmers who dispensed fruits of the nearby soil.


Local irritation at the Gunther appllication subsided after a flurry of letters-to-the-editor and civic gripe sessions. It disappeared completely in a blaze of ecstasy just a few weeks ago when Knoxville learned that its drastic civic overhaul in recent years had won it the All-America City Award of the National Municipal League and Look magazine.

Knoxville, 1963 model, has two attractive retail attractions right in midcity—a Promenade and the Market Square Mall. The latter collection of shrubs, young trees, fountains, benches and ornamental concrete perimeter pillars and protective roofing might induce Mr. Gunther to eat his words or at least revise them drastically were he to conduct a 10-years-later tour. And a few years from now there will be such new attractions as a downtown loop; Gay Way, an overhauling of Gay Street, the main artery, complete with covered sidewalks; more annexed territory in

In Chattanooga, an industrial city in the heart of the South, the lunch box outnumbers the briefcase 6 to 1... with more than 500 manufacturers turning out a variety of over 1500 products. This means a huge year-round payroll... over a million people with money to spend... ready to buy your product in 200,000 plus TV homes reached by WTVC.

Call the man from ADAM YOUNG!

BRIEFCASE...
Chattanooga Style

Test Market of the South

WTVC
Channel 9 • ABC
Chattanooga, Tenn.

80 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE MID-SOUTH)
Nashville is ready to buy your product. It's the only major test market in the Southeast with local control of more than 90% of the area's retail food outlets... administration, buying, warehousing. Buying power tops $2,872,648,000. Over 96% of the area's 450,000 television homes are completely dependent on Nashville television stations. Next time you feel a test coming on, make a serious pass at Nashville. It's ready, ready, ready...
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NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
the suburbs and along expressways.

Its Surroundings - Knoxville is surrounded by big things, natural and man-made. The towering Smokies to the east draw more tourists than any other national park; Oak Ridge to the west has a $3.3 billion plant devoted to the coddling of atoms; Alcoa has big generators that feed a mile-long smelting plant and the place uses more electricity than the city of New York, according to local businessmen; Knoxville is headquarters for Tennessee Valley Authority, and finally the city is takeoff point for the Tennessee River and its system of lakes and locks leading to the Great Lakes, the Gulf of Mexico and points everywhere.

Nearly 500 manufacturing plants employ 40,000 in this metropolitan area of 275,000. The city has 180,000 population. Products include plastics, chemicals, textiles, garments, paper, marble, machinery, food, tobacco, cement, fertilizer aluminum—and of course the nuclear materials produced at Oak Ridge.

An industry-hunting drive brought three new plants and 27 expansions in 1961; eight plants and 10 expansions in 1962; two mergers, four new plants and three expansions thus far in 1963. Three industrial parks offer sites. Area research involves expenditure of an estimated $100 million (including Oak Ridge, University of Tennessee medical and TVA, among others). TVA does research in forestry, fish and hydraulics.

The university has more than 15,000 students and means big payrolls and expenditures, especially when the Vols tear up the stadium's autumn turf. Other educational facilities include Knoxville College, Tennessee School for the Deaf and the experimental station of the University of Tennessee College of Agriculture. The university's extensive medical facilities are the scene of isotopic research and work with radiation and cancer.

Oak Ridge has 16,000 employees in its nuclear activities. Their payroll is $112 million a year; about half the employees live in Knoxville or Knox county. All this has come out of the World War II Manhattan Project. The nuclear plant and its contractors are heavy buyers of local products.

Won't you come back, John Gunther? Knoxville is dressing up.

EXPANSION IN WIND

Tripartite metropolitan area has just begun to find wings

The three cities in the northeastern corner of Tennessee and southwestern corner of Virginia—Bristol, Johnson City and Kingsport—have everything that industry needs. They have water, forests, agriculture, adjacency to the TVA and transportation. Yet a few decades ago the tripartite metropolis was complaining that industry had over-
SIN

It's a sin for any media buyer or market planner not to know that the Nashville market holds buying power in excess of $2,872,648,000. The area is recession-proof, too. It's the commercial printing capital of the Southeast, the religious printing capital of the U.S., home of the largest shoe-apparel manufacturing corporation in the world, the second largest investment banking house in America, two of the nation's leading insurance companies, and quite a few others. Pick Nashville... salvation for many a marketing problem.

WSM-TV  WSIX-TV  WLAC-TV
NBC-TV Channel 4  ABC-TV Channel 8  CBS-TV Channel 5

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
The beautiful lakes in back of Tennessee Valley dams have a significant economic effect. More than 42 million person-day visits a year are made by vacationers, especially fishermen. Good fishing is reported throughout the year in the valley. Tennessee Valley Authority estimates over 15 million pounds of game and commercial fish are taken from the lakes each year. Spring and autumn are considered the best months for fishing in TVA lakes, particularly the large storage lakes on tributary rivers. Scenery from the Smokies is outstanding, finally tapering off into gentle, rolling hills. Impoundment of the lakes has given the nation one of its finest recreational areas.

shot it on the way south and west, landing in Knoxville, Nashville and other markets.

Now the cities have an important industrial structure, and the way things are going the isolated airport, 14 miles from all three, will be city-surrounded right up to the runways. At least that's the feeling around Bristol, Johnson City and Kingsport. Depending on how big a chunk of the two-state area is counted, the metropolitan area comprises from 100,000 to 130,000 people; a four-county tab will run up the figure to 185,000 and 300,000 live within commuting distance, according to local estimates.

Many of the large industries in this rich triangle are expanding. In Kingsport, Tennessee Eastman, a huge complex with 8,500 employees, recently rerouted the Holston River to make way for expansion. American Saint-Gobain is among the nation's largest glass plants, turning out continuous sheets. J. P. Stevens, Mead Corp., Penn-Dixie cement and Kingsport Press, a gigantic printing plant, are also there. Kingsport has 36,000 people.

Bristol (Va. and Tenn.) is split right down the main street by the Tennessee and Virginia border but otherwise it's a compact community. Industries include Monroe Calculating Machine, Raytheon, Sperry Farragut, Bristol Steel & Iron, Universal Moulded Fiber and S. E. Massengale. Population by late estimate is 39,000.

Johnson City has 35,000 people. Plants include garment mills, Magnavox furniture, Artcraft, Pharmaseal Labs (hospital supplies) and an array of other furniture plants that take advantage of the timber supplies.

An aid to retailing is the single credit card good at major stores in the tricity area which, for those interested in geographic tidbits, is farther from Memphis (537 highway miles) than the distance from Boston to Washington.

The agriculture is good in this hilly country, including dairy products, beef...
sell me!

You’ve got something to sell? So sell me! There are lots of young housewives just like me in the greater Tri-Cities area. (It’s the 19th largest market in the Southeast.) All of us buy, when we’re sold. How are we sold? Ask Meeker or Jim Ayers. They know. And they have a booklet that gives you the facts briefly on the 22 largest markets in the Southeast, Tri-Cities included. If you’ve got something to sell, listen: Tri-Cities offers you (1) good size, (2) low entry cost, (3) dominant TV, (4) lots of gals like me who like to be sold. So sell me! Sell us all on WCYB-TV

Offices and Studio: Bristol, Tenn.-Va.

This is the booklet mentioned. Write for it today.
The 1963 National Headliner Medal for outstanding local coverage of news events: awarded to WMPS

1963 marks the 30th Annual Headliner Award given for outstanding efforts in the entire news disseminating industry. WMPS was specifically honored for its coverage of the Mississippi University campus riots last fall. This kind of recognition is a tribute to WMPS' thorough, accurate and immediate coverage of the news. It is also a measure of WMPS' programming with a purpose.

RADIO MEMPHIS WMPS
THE Plough STATIONS
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BROADCASTING, June 17, 1963
Alabama resources—rich and abundant

WEALTH OF BLACK SOIL, PLENTIFUL WATER PLUS IRON, OTHER MINERALS

The state of Alabama, taking a long-range view, boasts proudly that its natural blessings are unsurpassed among the 50 states.

In the north are modest mountains and a chain of man-made lakes belonging to the Tennessee Valley Authority's facilities. There is the man-made Space Capital of the Universe, at Huntsville—zenith of the famed Space Crescent ranging from Houston on the west to Cape Canaveral on the east.

Through one of Mother Nature’s freaks, northern Alabama's Tennessee River flows north and west to join the Ohio at Paducah, Ky., in a roundabout but low-cost transport facility. On the other hand the south-flowing Coosa River is underdeveloped as a deep-channel barge route from Rome, Ga., to Montgomery, Alabama's central-state capital, on into its Gulf-bound Alabama River.

The natural mixup becomes even more intricate at the state's largest city, Birmingham, located between Montgomery and the northern tier. Birmingham is a few miles east of the Warrior River, which has a 9-foot barge trough tying the city with the Tombigbee, southbound to Mobile, where ocean freighters come from the Gulf of Mexico.

Many Resources – Alabama has rivers everywhere plus underground water, iron ore, magnesium, limestone, coal and a center-state belt of luxurious black mud that supports a rich agricultural economy. Onward and southward, Alabama has forests (lumber, paper and pulp), more rivers, a Gulf coast and salt.

Alabama has all this, yet its mid-1963 blessings were haunted by social problems that supplied portents of trouble—temporary, it was hoped—and by the longtime need for sympathetic understanding among racial groups. It hopes that its April and May racial disturbances won't leave serious economic scars.

But much of the thinking of those having the state's future at heart is centered around efforts to solidify local economic gains surpassing the growth rate of the nation as a whole.

Alabamians think of the $16.5 billion worth of goods manufactured in a decade; of third rank in poultry production; of the nation's third greatest rate of increase in median family income (up 116.3% in a decade). All this, and more, on the plus side.

Alabama's recent growth factors include these symbols of the state's industrial speedup:

- Its $81.2 million National Aeronautics & Space Administration allotment is second only to California; Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville is NASA's largest facility.
- Industrial activity in 1962 was up 10% over 1961 compared to 7% for the U. S. as a whole.
- Retail sales in 1962 up 10% to all-time record.
- Coal output up 13%; unemployment fell from 7.5% to just under 6%.
- Bank debits and other finance indexes up 5% to 20%; farm receipts up 5% (cotton 10%); industrial energy consumption up 10%.

The indexes were compiled by the Bureau of Business Research, University of Alabama. Of 29 economic barometers, only three showed declines—cement consumption, trade employment and Birmingham department store sales.

Around the state business activity was good in such markets as Birmingham, Anniston, Dothan, Gadsden, Decatur, Huntsville, Mobile, Montgomery, Selma, Florence (Tri-Cities area) and Tuscaloosa.

Walter Bouldin, president of Alabama Power Co., said 450 large new industries have located in its service area in a decade, with capital investment of $420 million and 45,000 new jobs. He predicted even faster growth in the next 10 years. In 1962 the company saw $133 million in new and expanded industry in its area.

In the first quarter of 1963, according to Governor George C. Wallace, nearly $100 million in new plant investment was reported, twice as much as the entire first half of 1962. Republic Steel announced a $20 million modernization project in Gadsden, joining the Tennessee Coal & Iron at Birmingham in put-
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a whopping

69%

increase in
three years

WTVY's total homes reached from 6 P.M. to 10 P.M. has increased steadily each year as shown in the following figures taken from the year-end ARB Reports.

25,500 in 1962
20,000 in 1961
17,800 in 1960
15,100 in 1959

WTVY operates on Channel 4 at full power from Alabama's tallest tower, 1549 feet above sea level.

WTVY serves nearly 200,000 homes in three states with the best CBS, ABC and local programming.
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WTVY

DOTHAN, ALA.

then call:

THE MEEKER CO., National Reps, SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVES, Southern Rep; or F. E. BUSBY at 205 SY 2-3195.

ALABAMA RESOURCES—RICH AND PLENTIFUL continued

Alabama's rivers became one of the busiest in the Southeast, with over 6 million tons a year moving over its 463-mile route from Birmingham to Mobile. Expressed in ton-mile terms, the figure is 1,561 million. This is more than all the traffic on the nine other inland river systems that flow into the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf from Savannah River, Georgia, in the east to Pearl River, Mississippi, in the west. At its southernmost point, the Warrior-Tombigbee connects with the Mobile ship channel and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. Mobile port handles 16 million tons of commerce every year.

A state-prepared industrial location map shows 67 major plants that located along Alabama's rivers because of the waterways.

The state's drainage system comprises 26 rivers and a web of smaller streams plus enormous underground water supplies. The river system is next only to the Mississippi-Missouri network, with 1,500 miles of navigable or potentially-navigable waterways. When the Coosa-
NO OTHER STATION CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT
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has averaged 50% or more share of audience in every March ARB measurement since 1959, from 9 a.m. to midnight.*
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Mr. Taylor said. "Some of our adverse letters came from northern industries who said they wouldn't consider Birmingham after the agitation, but curiously some of these came from cities where similar racial demonstrations were occurring."

"Dozens of major factors influence an industry's selection of a site," Mr. Taylor explained. One of them, of course, is local racial disturbance. But the Committee of 100 didn't stop. It stayed hot on the trail of new electronics and metal-processing plants that had been looking favorably on the city, believing the late April and May troubles were temporary and wouldn't seriously impede the city's efforts to diversify and expand industry to support its steel, mining and fabricating structure.

Many of the members of the committee and the related chamber of commerce noted that most business was proceeding as usual and that life in Birmingham hadn't changed except for disturbances confined to a limited area. They observed there had been no violence between races and many felt journalistic accounts of police tactics had been exaggerated. Finally, they said, that while downtown retailing had suffered, much of the slack had been taken up in the big suburban shopping centers.

Suburban Shopping Good • The June 1 index of the Atlanta Federal Reserve Board showed sales of selected department stores were down 17% from the same week in 1962. Atlanta was down 10%, New Orleans 3% and Mobile 2%; Miami and Jacksonville, Fla., were up 10% and Tampa-St. Petersburg 18%, at the other extreme. But in Birmingham they contended the department store index did not reflect total sales and they said that business generally was not seriously affected; people still went about their business as usual and suburban shopping, not truly reflected in the index, was described as increasing. The city's department stores showed a decline last year from 1961.

While living in the national spotlight, Birmingham was working on its civic problems. A newly elected city council of nine members took office at the end of May, replacing a former three-man ruling body. Two of the 18 candidates for nine posts were Negroes who were defeated. New housing projects have been going up for Negro groups. Recent expenditures for Negro schools total $11.8 million compared to $13 million for white schools (47.5% of school building funds for 44% of the school population). Negroes comprise two-fifths of the local population, many having migrated northward in the last two decades.

As in other southern cities, Birmingham civic leaders plead for moderation in solving a long-standing problem. The city already is planning for its centennial in 1971. Its greeting to the rest of the world at the airport and in promotion material, reads "It's nice to have you in Birmingham."

The excitement over racial problems tends to outweigh in some economic minds the city's important market traits. City population is roughly 345,000; the metropolitan area totals around 660,000 as of mid-1963 with an income of over $1 billion a year that accounts for 24% of Alabama's retail sales, according to local sources. Incidentally, retail sales went up 55% in the 1950-61 period.

A new $22 million water system takes advantage of the network of rivers that criss-crosses the state. This water source is often called Alabama's greatest natural blessing. Combined with local iron ore, coal and limestone, Birmingham naturally developed the biggest iron-steel complex south of Maryland. Tennessee Coal & Iron, a U.S. Steel division, is the largest private employer.
Many national accounts swear by WSFA-TV...and with its coverage area and spending market, it's no wonder, 212,900 TV households with a population of 787,600 in 25 Alabama counties and 50% to 100% viewing weekly. Who'd think of passing up a buy like this in Alabama...that's the reason we say, "You haven't bought Alabama...'til you buy WSFA-TV."

(sources: TV Factbook, S.R.D.S.)

NBC—Montgomery, Alabama • Carter Hardwick, Managing Director / A Station of The Broadcasting Company of the South G. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice-President
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in Alabama and one of the largest in the South.

TCI has 22,000 employees. Other large Birmingham industries—Hayes International (aeronautics, space) 5,000; U. S. Pipe & Foundry 3,800; Woodward Iron Co. 1,600; American Cast Iron Pipe 1,100; Stockham Valves & Fittings 1,100; Pullman Standard Car, 900. The University of Alabama medical complex employs 3,800.

Fine Record In a 12-year period the Committee of 100 was active in acquisition of 180 new firms (employing nearly 20,000) having a $142 million capital investment. Expansions included 193 plants employing 9,600 with investment of $118 million. This program, led by transportation equipment, was helpful in meeting the general downward trend in the steel industry.

Birmingham's labor force consists of 250,000, with 57,000 employed in industry. The Warrior coal fields have a 66 billion ton supply. The trade area has a half-billion dollar agricultural income. A 467-mile 9-foot channel in the Warrior-Tombigbee rivers puts Birmingham in direct contact with Mobile, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and the whole national waterways system. The Warrior-Tombigbee naturally is the route used for much of Birmingham's consumption and production of heavy materials (the city is the world's largest producer of cast iron pipe).

From Alabama's steel mills, including TCI, Republic and others, come byproducts such as chemicals and soil-building materials. Steel furnaces are being modernized and capacity increased. The Committee of 100 is shooting for a minimum of 8,000 new industrial jobs a year but would be happier with 10,000 in its second decade. It's a job first undertaken more than a decade ago (see Mid-Gulf Story, BROADCASTING, June 27, 1955).

Symbol of City This hill-bordered city is best viewed from atop Red Mountain—or Big Red as it's often dubbed. Birmingham natives and their visiting friends get the full impact from The Club, perched near the famed Vulcan statue that symbolizes the steel industry. The night view from The Club is one of the South's spectacular sights. Old Vulcan, 55 feet tall on a 124-foot pedestal, is the largest iron figure ever cast. With torch in outstretched hand, Vulcan has watched over Birmingham since the 1904 world's fair at St. Louis where it was a city exhibit.

**MOBILE GETS ECONOMIC LIFT**

Growing portion of Gulf commerce shifting eastward to add to port city's prosperity

The eastward shift of new Gulf Coast industry to the New Orleans-Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula-Mobile strip is giving the Mobile metropolitan area another economic lift. Petroleum, chemicals, primary metals, shipping, waterways and new highways are responsible for the freshest outlook it has enjoyed since Fort Louis de la Mobile was built on a Mobile Bay site in 1702.

Mobile has nearly every physical facility a market can use except a snow-capped mountain and ski lift. It's on Mobile Bay with protected docks serving ocean-going and inland waterways traffic. Rainfall is good, surface water is all around and the ground water (deep well) supply seems inexhaustible.

There's Spanish moss dangling from Mobile's old trees, giving the city an aura of antiquity and charm, but there's no moss on the economic structure.

Transportation and heavy industries are basic. A quarter billion dollars in new plants appeared during the last decade, providing jobs for 10,000. Many are fabricating plants. The area's paper industry is growing fast, supported by a good lumber supply. Agricultural products abound. Like many other southern markets Mobile is drawing closer to major consuming regions to the north as its transport facilities improve.

The main mineral resource is the Citronelle oil field, producing two-thirds of Alabama's oil; 21,000 barrels are pumped daily from 350 active wells. Less than 40 miles away Standard Oil (Kentucky) is completing a $125 million refinery, which Mobile figures will join salt deposits in giving a boost to its own chemical industry.

Ship Channel With the Alabama State Docks as a major facility, the Mobile ship channel is being deepened from 36 to 40 feet. Present port tonnage is over 15 million tons a year. The state docks rate among the nation's best and a terminal railroad ties into rail lines. Over 100 ship lines serve the port and barge traffic moves over the Warrior-Tombigbee system and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. New river projects include eventual service to Rome, Ga., along the Coosa-Alabama route and the Tennessee-Tombigbee shortcut from Florence, Ala. Thus Mobile is a key interchange point.

Among major plant investments since early 1955 are International Paper (newspoint) $20 million; Scott Paper $18 million; Alabama Power $30 million at Barry steam plant; Olin Mathieson Chemical $8 million; Alabama Power expansion at Barry $11.8 million, and Scott Paper another $20 million, both in 1959; another Scott project in 1961 totaling $4.5 million; Henderson Sugar Refinery $12 million; Diamond Alkali (chlorine and caustic) $5 million; Stauffer Chemical $2 million, and International Paper $4.5 million. In addition Brookley Air Force Base had several major projects and a number of chemical and cement plants were enlarged.

Alcoa's alumina plant is called the largest on the North American continent; capacity is 5 million pounds a day. If smelled, this could be rolled into enough 12-inch household foil to reach over twice around the world.

Mobile's trade area reaches into southern Alabama, southeastern Mississippi and northwestern Florida. A "Let's Build Southwest Alabama" program has been started. Shipbuilding and ship repair are big industries. Interstate highway links are being built. Drydocks are called the largest south of Newport News, Va. A medical center is being enlarged, serving a wide area. A new $2 million Mobile College is being constructed and the University of Alabama's center in Mobile will move into new quarters.

Brookley Air Force Base employs over 16,000. It has its own navy and docks, serving two aircraft carriers and
numerous other assorted ships.

Population Booms - The population of Mobile (city) aided by annexations, went up 57% from 1950 to 1960, according to the U. S. Census, bringing it over the 200,000 mark. Currently the city's total is estimated over 226,000 and growing. It's about one-third Negro. The census showed a 36% increase for Mobile County from 1950 to 1960, reaching 314,000 (currently 338,000). Some 50-odd miles to the east is Pensacola, Fla., another important market. From a TV service standpoint the Mobile-Pensacola area provides an area of over a million people and is a distribution point for 2 million.

The Mobile visitor with an eye for tourist charm is quickly involved in a maze of historic spots and gorgeous gardens.

But Mobile to the marketer is a growing industrial and transportation community with an air base that feeds $100 million yearly on top of the civil economy through payrolls and base expenditures. A new auditorium will open next year, joining Mobile College in new cultural facilities. Lying four miles out in the Gulf and 30 miles to the south is Dauphin Island, offering resort and residential facilities. Acutely needed is a proposed second tunnel under the Mobile River.

**Space is Huntsville's not-so-secret weapon**

The most exciting business community in all the land could be the miracle city of Huntsville, tucked up in the northeastern corner of Alabama within reach of the Tennessee Valley waterways system.

Huntsville is like no other American city. Once it boasted of its gushing spring, emerging from a cliff in the heart of the city under the First National Bank. Local citizens used to talk about faintly recalled episodes involving the James Boys, who frequented the city in connection with financial forays or perhaps to stand trial before a packed jury. And they spoke with equal reverence of the time John Hunt came south out of Tennessee in 1805, slaked his thirst at the pool and built a log house that spawned a town within a few years.

Now Huntsville is talking about the present and future—the present and future of space exploration. For Huntsville has adopted a label, "Space Center of the Universe." Its recent population growth, due to the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, is almost too much to record on an old-fashioned adding machine—from 13,000 to 90,000 in 20 years. And public utility officials, who keep a household count,
said the figure passed the 100,000 mark June 1.

Local businessmen spoke glibly in terms of billions of dollars as they contemplated the excitement at the Redstone Arsenal's 45,000-acre satellite and missile center. Even school kids knew that Saturn I (No. 7) engine was on the racks in the building where these monsters are assembled.

Really it's hard to keep up to date at Huntsville. A $60 million expansion is planned at the arsenal; total investment is over $100 million; 7,000 persons with a $60 million payroll work at the center, largest installation of National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Its job is to provide the giant rockets that will take man to the moon as Dr. Wernher von Braun and his cohorts figure out ways of exploring space.

Space Age Relatives • In all, there are 25,000 people at Redstone, NASA and the Army missile school. And around Huntsville are related projects such as a new University of Alabama research center; an adjacent Research Park where 2,500 are eventually expected to work on Redstone contracts; an industrial center, with 4,000 employees and a $28 million payroll.

Huntsville combines the sophisticated facilities of the space era and the elderly facade of a once sleepy town. Across the street from the old court house are stores painted gaudily with promotional messages typical of a past century. Obviously Huntsville has outgrown its britches but the local folk are working on a $6 million urban renewal program plus a new court house and city hall, another $5 million.

The Tennessee River is 11 miles to the south, providing a smooth barge ride for finished rockets enroute to Cape Canaveral, Fla. Huntsville is the northernmost point in the Houston-Canaaveral space crescent.

Among major local employers are Boeing 750, Brown Engineering 2,500, Chrysler 1,900, General Electric 450, Hayes International 700, Huntsville Manufacturing 1,200, Safety First Shoes 725 and Thiokol Chemical 2,000.

Iron and steel provide the heart of Birmingham's economy and have held this rank many decades. But fabricating of steel is becoming more important. Here is a view of a new finishing and packing facility recently installed at U. S. Steel's Tennessee Coal & Iron Division wire plant. Nails are automatically cleaned and packaged, moving along the conveyor to a device that seals cartons and prints the identification of type and size on each package. All types of steel products are fabricated in Birmingham.

MILITARY COMPLEX AIDS MONTGOMERY

Millions are added to state capital's growing economy

Eventually most discussions of the Montgomery economy get around to one of its major components—the Maxwell and Gunter complex operated by the Air Force. The luncheon chats of businessmen symbolize the community by their range from the historic, including the inauguration of Jefferson Davis as Confederacy president and the sacking of the city by the Yankees, to the latest in aeronautic and sophisticated missile weaponry.

Alabama's capital, with a metropolitan area population of 181,000 (Montgomery county), gets its income from the military, other federal government agencies, the state and local governments, and some 200 industries whose output includes 80% of all Victorian reproduction furniture made in this country.

The state government's growth has forced some of the staff into available buildings beyond walking distance from the Capitol itself. And the Capitol has been a center of excitement as racial tensions mount with an assist from the militant Governor George C. Wallace.

Originally Maxwell Field flight school was founded shortly after the turn of the century by the Wright Brothers. It now represents an investment of $114 million with total annual operating costs of $79 million. The latter figure means that a third-of-a-million dollars is poured every day into Montgomery's economy from this one source.

Air Force Impact • One of every 16 employed civilians in the area works at the base; one in seven families is an Air Force family, military or civilian; 6,700 families live off the base, of
which 43% own their homes; 5,600 people live on the base. Maxwell-Gunter personnel own and operate 12,500 automobiles.

The early history of Montgomery starts with its founding on the Alabama River in 1819 followed by an 1837 charter. It was picked as state capital in 1846. After the Civil War—pardon please, War Between the States—the cotton market was inactive. Things began to pick up in the 1870s and again Montgomery was a cotton trading center as business and industry recovered. The first electric street car rattled down the city's muddy arteries in 1885 and the first cotton mill was set up in 1881.

Modern Montgomery is a city of 149,000, the trading center for a 13-county area of nearly a half-million people and is the largest Central Alabama city. Retail sales this year are expected to exceed $225 million. The 230 square miles of business area hire 7,000 people and have a payroll of $24.5 million. The metropolitan population is nearly two-thirds white.

Steamboats once rounded the Alabama River's bends. There's still important barge traffic with Mobile but the river is less than the 9-foot depth of the Warrior-Tombigbee channel. There is a plan pending to build a channel up the Coosa River to Rome, Ga. This would provide a diagonal waterway across the state, northeast-southwest, and provide a shortcut from northwestern Georgia to the Gulf.

Meat, Too • Montgomery county is an important livestock area, with the city as marketing center moving a quarter-million head a year. Processing plants must import some of their fed cattle. Cash farm income for the county was $13.4 million last year, headed by beef cattle $4.5 million, dairy cattle $4.2 million, poultry $1.6 million and cotton $1.5 million. Livestock and horse shows are important events. A year end feature is the Blue Gray football game.

Educational facilities include Huntington College, 1,000; Alabama State College for Negroes, 1,700; University of Alabama, Montgomery Center, 600; Alabama Christian College, 200.

Other markets have shared industrial boom

DOTHAN, MUSCLE SHOALS AREA MOVING FORWARD

One of the major economic uplift achievements of the century, the Tennessee Valley Authority development, provided a setting for the tri-city market of Florence, Sheffield and Tuscumbia in the northwestern corner of Alabama known as Muscle Shoals. Northern Alabama cities were floundering in economic stagnation prior to TVA. The mid-1963 version of this market shows a busy navigable channel dotted with barges and towboats, large and small industries and a series of enticing lakes.

New Florence and its sister cities are the center of a five-county population estimated at 360,000. Cheap power is available, making the area one of the high per-capita users of electricity. Reynolds aluminum is one of many plants in the area. River traffic moves through the locks and 9-foot channel from Knoxville to Paducah and the Mississippi River at the rate of 2 billion tons a year. Wilson Dam supports a lake 16 miles long. Wheeler Dam backs up another lake 74 miles and Guntersville Dam impounds another lake. These supplanted the plunging rapids that once dropped 135 feet in 40 miles. Total shoreline in the area is 1,700 miles.

Florence is the main shopping and distribution area in the tri-cities section. The town of Muscle Shoals is a small community. Besides aluminum and electricity the area is an important producer of textiles, meat, fertilizer, frozen food, lumber and dairy products. Educational facilities include Florence State College with 1,500 students.

Tuscaloosa

Tuscaloosa has refineries, cotton and lumber mills, fabricating and chemical plants, a tire factory and a cotton mill. It is the home of University of Alabama, with an enrollment of 14,000. Stillman College is a Negro institution.
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NEGRO IMPACT ON MARKET
Their place in the economy is virile and vital; they're willing to spend to get good quality

It's time to apply a discriminating sense of values to one key aspect of the racial situation—the growth of the Negro market.

While agitators protest lack of equality and current historians report in dramatic detail the fire-hosing of demonstrators, barking of police dogs, the rise of the southern Negro's economic status is submerged if not absolutely ignored in journalism of the day.

Putting it quickly, the Negro—
- Has doubled total personal income in a little over a decade.
- Enjoys faster integration progress in the marketplace than elsewhere in the community.
- Has spendable or discretionary income equal to a white buying unit with a 50% higher financial intake.
- Often buys higher-priced brands of food, garments and nonessentials than white people.
- Does above-average radio listening and TV viewing, and responds to well-conceived advertising messages.

The northern observer who spends a month in the Mid-South talking to businessmen, civic leaders, cab drivers, store clerks and career salesmen who work the region will return with the conviction that day-to-day portrayals of the integration problem fail to report or to understand the economy of the southern Negro.

And many southern white people contend few of the current reports and commentaries attempt to equate the drama of mob demonstrations with the social progress of the last decade, perceiving to emphasize the negative by focusing on equality yet to be attained and the spreading sweep of the integration movement.

The social and moral problems involved in integration are intricate and solemn; by comparison the study of the Negro as a market is simple and encouraging to those who start out with this widely accepted buying factor:
- 20 million Negroes, one-ninth of the population, account for 10% of total U.S. buying.

With this in mind, the blanket grouping of the Negro as a low-income customer shows a serious failure to understand what happens to the household dollar. And it obviously ignores studies showing from 40% to 60% of more Negro families own homes and autos, depending on the southern community.

Serious analyses of the southern Negro market ascribes the higher ratio of uncommitted family income to less spending for recreation such as country clubs, home swimming pools and flossy resort hotels, naturally due to limited opportunities. Housing, too, takes less of the family income. Instead the money goes for quality foods, expensive shoes and autos.

Actual demonstrations in southern cities usually involve relatively few Negroes—a few hundred, say, in a community with 100,000 or more residents. During the agitation Negroes continue to buy at the normal rate; they may change shopping areas or boycott a particular product, but they keep on buying.

Most broadcasters contacted in the Mid-South said they had not lost business to any serious extent during periods of agitation, with the exception of some retail.

Those who would sell to the Negro must recognize basic living habits. Many Negro homes are matriarchal, a trait that has existed since the slave days. The mother or grandmother strongly influences spending at the grocery store or haberdashery and often dominates the family. Nearly half of Negro women work in many cities, leaving the grandmother to take charge of child-rearing.

An interesting and effective approach to the national Negro buyer has been made by Pet Milk Co. with its Showcase transcribed radio series in 30 top markets, divided about evenly between North and South. "Surveys show Negroes not only listen to Showcase but recall program content," said Robert W. Vannesse, product advertising specialist at Pet Milk (Garner Advertising Co., is agency).

The program consists of good music, entertainment and interviews with prominent Negroes. "This type of program is appropriate to the Negro market," Mr. Vannesse said. "It provides the proper environment for the commercial message." He said the company, which recently renewed Showcase for another year, just hasn't given much thought to local agitation in such cities as Birmingham, Chicago, Greensboro, New York and other areas. "We think Showcase is good for us, for Negro radio and for communities," he said. The commercials are not unusual except that a Negro voice is used. Emphasis is placed on use of Pet evaporated milk for infant feeding and table use.

Numerous studies have been done about Negro buying habits. All emphasize brand loyalty (Maxwell House coffee is a favorite) and point to the need for a study of the family characteristics, food preferences and the increases in personal income. One study shows 4.4 persons per Negro family compared to the over-all national average of 3.6.

An estimated 70 radio stations specialize in serving the Negro market. They stress the need for an understanding of the Negro.

What's coming in the national move to raise the Negro's equality can't be predicted. Integration progress is spotty but gains have been made in recent years all around the South. At the moment it would appear that the Negro will continue to equal and often outspend the average white family at the store unless an economic holocaust develops out of the present touchy situation.

The marketing lessons are obvious. Negroes are attaining highest economic levels as their social status improves and as they benefit from moves to provide them with equal job opportunity.

As the cotton-picking image of the southern Negro disappears, more and better media campaigns will be directed to this specialized market. The Negro's pride in his race and his particular preferences in food, clothing and other commodities must be understood by those who allocate marketing money.
Mississippi outgrows poor-folk economy

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH HAS SET BUSINESS INDICATORS SOARING

An economic observer who tours the state of Mississippi in 1963 is confronted with an industrial transformation that is pushing business indicators upward at a pace far above the national average.

The state is fast getting the processing and fabricating facilities that mark modern prosperity. A half-billion dollars will be spent for a Saturn rocket test facility just off the Gulf coast. The biggest refinery ever built at one time has gone into production at Pascagoula, on the Gulf, and Ingalls shipyard turns out atomic submarines and cargo ships.

Jackson, the capital, is rebuilding its downtown and is getting a jet-age airport; the old one will be turned into an industrial park. Old Natchez, historic Vicksburg and Greenville are taking advantage of Mississippi River barge routes. Gulfport has improved port facilities; Biloxi, biggest city on the coast, is surrounded by wealth-producing industrial, waterway, food and defense installations.

The 2,200,000 people are enjoying a fast-rising average income as more industries appear and the state moves out of the poor-folk economy of a quarter-century back. Cotton is still important; once it was dominant but now it's one of many crops. Little farms are being blended into big ones as automation takes over agriculture.

Natural Resources: Mississippi is one of the top 10 oil and gas states, a resource that has helped attract industry along with salt domes and other mineral deposits, mild climate, forests, nine major rivers, lakes, the Gulf of Mexico, unlimited ground water and water transportation. A newer industry of importance is the growing tourist business.

Looking ahead, Mississippi contemplates better waterways, new routes such as the proposed Tennessee Tombigbee cutoff, local industrial parks and the statewide appreciation of the need to continue aggressive promotion of new industry.

Business people like to quote an economic quip that goes like this—cattle and chemicals are moving east, cotton west, Negroes north, money and industry south.

The symptoms are apparent around the state. Last year was the best in history from an economic standpoint. Racial incidents at Oxford, where the University of Mississippi is located, and recent demonstrations in Jackson are deeply regretted because of the effect elsewhere on the state's image. But businessmen, keenly aware of the social issues, insist the overall impact on the economy had not been of major importance up to early June. They add that the economic level of the Negro is moving skyward and point out new schools and colleges in discussing cultural progress (see Negro market story, page 96).

Business Indicators: If business in Mississippi suffered because of the Meredith incident at Oxford, key indicators don't show it. Here are examples taken from the statewide business review compiled and published by Mississippi State University:

Retail sales—October 1962 (peak of the crisis) $237 million; October 1961 $224 million; November 1962 $242 million, 13% above November 1961 when total was $214 million; December 1962 $287 million; December 1961 $261 million.

Sales tax collections—October, 1962 up 24% over October 1961; November 1962, 5.9% over November 1961; December 1962, 4.5% over December 1961.

Much has happened in the state in recent decades that lies behind the comparatively smooth transition toward a balanced economy. Mississippians were naturally embarrassed in the 1930s as the nation started emerging slowly from the depression. The state was dependent on cotton, other crops mostly from small farms, service industries, a group of cities and towns and scattered small sawmills and other plants. The wooded counties were studded with little sawmills—Peckerwood sawmills they were called at the time.

The land was fertile, especially the rich Delta and other soils. A flood in...
A Pascagoula-built nuclear submarine, the Sculpin, submerges. The big ships of the 1920's had ravished Mississippi River areas but the federal government was solving that problem. With the Mississippi River on the west, the Gulf on the south and ample water supplies and mineral resources, the state had what industry needs but was lagging in industrial development.

The Big Hunt • In 1936 the break came in the decision to go out hunting for industry. "Balance Agriculture With Industry" was the name given to the move, which has been imitated in various ways by many states and cities. In essence BAWI allowed communities and other political subdivisions to finance plant sites and put up buildings through bond issues approved by the voters, with the sites and buildings to be rented to industries.

Results were encouraging until World War II provided a new stimulus. The state then formed an agricultural-industrial board to administer BAWI and related programs. And in 1960 the plan was broadened by adoption of a bill of rights for business and industry and a graduated reduction of the state income tax. Gov. Ross Barnett has beat a path around the nation to sell industrialists on the state's merits, traveling 36,000 miles on sales missions. The state constitution has a right-to-work clause.

BAWI gets much of the credit for an increase in manufacturing employment from 59,200 in 1939 to 127,500 at the end of 1962—9,000 new jobs coming in 1962 alone. Over $100 million in bond issues has been approved by the public. BAWI has been gathering new momentum in the present decade as many industrial bond issues have been approved.

In mid-1963 manufacturing employment has passed the 130,000 mark. Ingalls shipyard has a new contract to build two more nuclear subs.

Agriculture still employs 170,000 but the industrial ratio is improving. The newer big industries and space project on the Gulf will add to employment and training facilities are being emphasized around the state.

New Plants • Capital investment in new Mississippi industry is $300 million. A number of big plants such as the Standard Oil refinery now being completed at Pascagoula, Ingalls Shipbuilding in the same city, Armstrong Tire at Natchez, American Bosch Armas at Columbus, Reliance Manufacturing at Hattiesburg—the list is growing every year—have been attracted by BAWI.

The economy reflects the impact as wages, finance, general business and industry are increasing at a pace that exceeds the national pace. Probably the star achievement of BAWI is the Standard Oil refinery. A special act of the legislature cleared up problems of site acquisition and financing details.

Mississippi is looking forward. The recent growth and future prospects are illustrated by the modern markets distributed around a state that once started running out of economic bragging material after the cotton crop had been duly eulogized.

AIRPORT TO INDUSTRY

Jackson finds the road to economic acceleration; new jet-age field one of many projects underway

What do you do with a used airport? Mississippi's capital city, caught in the delightful squeeze of economic acceleration, saw this problem coming up as it undertook the building of a facility to handle jet-age traffic.

The new $11 million airport was nearing the ready stage in the late spring. When it's finished the Chamber of Commerce will operate the old airport as an industrial park—1,200 flat acres for industry with a network of surface transport facilities. It's located close to downtown. A runway or two may be retained for private use.

That's the sort of thing that's going on around Jackson, a metropolitan area of 200,000 whose elder citizens remember when it was a crossroads town of 7,000. Only 7,000 in 1900, a century after it had been founded as Le Fleur's Bluff, a Pearl River trading post. After World War II Jackson helped lead the New South movement by taking advantage of its central location in Mississippi and the South plus the river and other natural gifts.

Reservoir Project • Another major Jackson project is the Pearl River Valley Reservoir. Jackson is proud that the $25 million reservoir required no federal funds. Ultimately it will cover 43,000 acres, providing industrial sites, homes and recreational facilities for the Middle South. Most important it will provide Jackson with all the water it can use until the year 2,000, when population is expected to be over the half-million figure.

Most everything in Jackson is some kind of a center. The city is in the geographic center of the state and the south. It's a financial center for the state. It's a rail and highway crossroads; an education center, a distribution center, a livestock marketing center, a poultry center and a petroleum center.

Retail business in Jackson has increased 75% in a decade and is over the $300 million mark; wholesale business is up 50%. The Jackson wholesale area fans out to over 100 counties. Over 300 industries turn out 400 products. The work force is near 90,000, with over 11,000 directly employed in metal, missile, electronic, lumber, food, garment, appliance, heavy machinery and other plants. Such names as Continental Can, Vickers, General Electric, Armstrong Cork, Blaw-Knox, Borden, Knox Glass, Pet Milk, Swift and Ralston-Purina.

Down Town Reshaped • New buildings and traffic arteries are reshaping the downtown. New medical facilities are valued at $33 million, including a veterans hospital and University of Mississippi center. With less than 7% of the state's population, Jackson does one-
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fifth of the state's merchandising business. The rate of increase in retail sales is in the first ten in the nation and both per capita and family income are high. Jackson boasts its retail gain exceeded the national average for six of eight quarters in a two-year period. Family income is estimated to surpass 30 other metropolitan markets in the Southeast, local business sources explain. Auto sales per household lead the South.

A number of oil companies headquarters in Jackson, handy to over 3,000 producing wells within 100 miles. The Mississippi oil production is ninth in the nation.

Cultural and educational facilities include four senior colleges in the city and several nearby. They have over 6,000 students. Three of the colleges are for Negroes. The city has a symphony orchestra and opera guild. A modern $4 million coliseum will seat 10,000.

Jackson is focal point for Mississippi and the middle point of the Mid-South.

**GULF COAST TEEMS WITH INDUSTRY**

Canneries, factories and space preparations contribute

One of the brightest spots, if not the brightest, along the nation's southern border is the Mississippi Gulf Coast, a three-county strip that is becoming intensely industrialized.

Three principal markets are Biloxi in the center, contiguous Gulfport to the west and Pascagoula to the east. The three coastal counties have a total population of 205,000, not including an estimated 5 million tourists who come in all during the year to spend $100 million around the wide 27-mile beach and parkway built a few years ago.

Coastal people talk in terms of Saturn moon shots, fission tests, air defense, food processing, shipbuilding and plain ordinary world commerce in products such as bananas, fertilizer and chemicals. The biggest economic unit in the area presently is Keesler Air Force Base, with 25,000 on duty and an immense hospital facility. Payroll runs $77 million a year. But more exciting is the development of a half-billion dollar rocket testing base.

**Canneries Busy -** Biloxi is a seafood center with around 1,800 boats based in the area. Seafood canning employs 12,000; half the oysters and a fourth of the canned shrimp in the U. S. come out of Biloxi canneries. A colorful fete, the Blessing of the Fleet and Marine Show, takes place each June. City population of Biloxi is 46,000. It's studded with fancy and moderately priced resort hotels. The city's port potential is exciting as the coastal economy sets a fast pace.

Together Biloxi and Gulfport, which is an important seaport, have a population of 78,000. Both blend the recreational charm of the seaside with business and industrial centers located a short distance inland. The waterfront port is state-owned and a $10 million improvement project is under way. This will include more warehousing and a banana terminal. Jute, cotton bagging and fertilizer are among products sent all over the world.

One of the important aids to economic growth is the Harrison county inland industrial channel running 12 miles from St. Louis Bay to Biloxi Bay, connecting with the intracoastal waterway. At first the channel will be 12 feet deep; later it will be cut to 30 feet for ocean traffic. The channel will offer industrial sites and complete transportation facilities.

**Pascagoula Area -** The dominant industrial section of Mississippi's Gulf Coast is located at Pascagoula. Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp. (Litton Industries)
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has 5,000 workers who turn out nuclear submarines and tenders, cargo and passenger ships, barges and other products. Quaker Oats, Continental Can, BVD, Coastal Chemical and H. K. Porter are among other local industries. Ingalls was reported to have picked up $150 million in new business in a recent 13-month period. Once it had 21 ships on the ways.

Newest Pascagoula installation is the $125 million Standard Oil (Ky.) refinery, a mid-1963 addition to the coastal area. It's called the biggest refinery ever built at one time and is expected to attract other industries. Pascagoula's port improvement program is under way. Estimated 1963 tonnage is placed at 3½ million.

The westernmost coastal county, Hancock, is the site of the rocket test unit. A substantial hunk of Southern Mississippi will be reshaped for the estimated $500 million space test operation. The Pearl River will be deepened and straightened so moon-shot boosters can be barged on the intracoastal waterway from New Orleans and routed to the test site, 35 miles away. Work on the $200-million first stage of the test facility, slated to use a peak of 3,000 workers, will take two years.

The 13,500-acre test site near Picayune is surrounded by a 128,000-acre buffer zone (25,000 acres are in Louisiana). All residents will be moved out of the area, with five communities affected. The noisy rocket tests will make the area uninhabitable. A 15-mile network of barges will permit delivery of rocket stages right up to the test stands.

One of the main benefits of all this construction and the ensuing rocket testing will be the service industries that will be attracted to South Mississippi and the Gulf communities. Motels, gas stations—all the facilities of modern living will spring up and will expand the economy of the region.

A 10-mile railroad track was completed in May to serve the rocket center. It's the first trackage for the 2¼-century old community of Gainesville.

**Meridian's industry undergoing expansion**

One of the South's intensive concentrations of industry is found in Meridian, 90 miles east of Jackson near the Alabama boundary. Lauderdale County, the metropolitan area, has a population that's nearing the 70,000 mark but the trade area includes 300,000 people.

As a rail and interstate highway center, Meridian is enlarging its industrial park facilities serving millwork, creosote, plastic, clay pipe and textile interests.

Important among local plants are Flintkote Co., insulating board, 450 employees; Brunley shirt, 365 employees; Meridian Manufacturing, men's clothing, 265 employees; General Box, 250 employees; Acme millwork, 230 employees; Aiden Mills, hosiery, 180 employees and W. S. Dickey, clay pipe, 175 employees. Eastern and southern Mississippi is lush timber country and the forest resources are important in the regional economy.

Livestock and poultry production is growing. A naval air station centers around a $60 million plant. Steel fabricating and construction materials are found along with mineral resources.

**Hattiesburg-Laurel trade area prospers**

A cohesive market of more than 115,000 plus interlocked communities are centered in the neighboring cities of Hattiesburg and Laurel, in the southeastern part of the state. A fast interstate highway has cut the 28-mile separation of these two markets to a 28-minute drive.

Hattiesburg has 37,000 in the city but Forrest county has 55,000 people. Laurel is a community of 29,000, with 60,000 in Jones county. The trade area ranges out close to 100 miles.

The two markets have forestry prod-
uct industries along with naval stores, textiles, oil field equipment, appliances, tools and textiles. The big Masonite plant (Presdwood) at Laurel is one of the largest if not the largest employer in the state.

At Hattiesburg Hercules Powder has 1,000 employees and Reliance Manufacturing (apparel) 1,100 employees along with Pontiac Eastern Refinery and other industries. The market is excited about an Atomic Energy Commission center employing several hundred people. There's some mystery about it all, but locally it's understood the AEC is planning a test project in one of the nearby salt domes. "The AEC sure will have plenty of salt," one local resident observed.

Other thriving markets throughout the state

Operation, building and servicing of barges and towboats is one of Green ville's main industries. Located in the center of the fertile delta area, Greenville has a population of 44,000 with 82,000 in Washington county. The port has been operating since 1958 and a channel deepening project will insure a 12-foot depth. Main industries include Mohasco Industries (carpets), Chicago Mill & Lumber, Atkins Saw, Aeronautics and Space installation located at Michoud, New Orleans.


Natchez and its impressive historic background is now known for its industrial and growing waterway industries. Once a victim of Mississippi floods, the city is now protected by levees. Local population of the market, founded in 1716 by Bienville, French explorer, is 25,000. Industries include Armstrong Tire, 1,000 employees; International Paper, 1,800 employees. Mississippi Power & Light has a big facility. Other local plants include Cargill grain elevator and California Co. petroleum installations.

Vicksburg prefers to think of its port and industrial parks instead of the War Between the States, when it yielded to northern gunnery. The rail bridge is the only one between Memphis and Baton Rouge. The Yazoo Canal connects the Mississippi with Yazoo, Greenwood and Belzoni on the Yazoo River. Westinghouse, LeTourneau and Anderson Tully hardwood are among local plants.

Clarksdale, 22,000 population and located just east of the Mississippi River, has American Hardware along with rubber and food processing plants. It's the northernmost community near the river.
Over eight full years have passed since the state of Arkansas formally proclaimed a state of economic emergency.

That was the day—March 5, 1955—the legislature decided something desperate had to be done if Arkansas, a poor farm state, was to avoid getting lost in the national upswing.

Something was done. A lot was done—so much that Arkansas can boast of a self-development record that matches or even surpasses any other reconstruction achievement in recent American history.

For today’s Arkansas is a blend of natural and man-made facilities that should be inspected by all who pretend to economic sophistication. The state by sheer energy and guts has built up its industrial structure at a faster rate than any of the other 49, judging by a close look at the record.

It’s easy to recall the vaudeville and radio jokes of past decades; the drawling, bucolic derogations of comedian Bob Burns, a Van Buren native, and the historic impact of a novel, Slow Train Through Arkansas.

Image Trouble • For sheer image misery, Arkansas had no peer among the states. It had to face up to the fact that the natives were steadily migrating to more active areas—400,000 in the post-war decade. Per capita income was $1,062 against the 1955 national average of $1,847. Mechanized agriculture, especially cotton, was letting workers go and when they left the farms they often left Arkansas.

A look around the nation showed how other areas were providing jobs for displaced workers in new and expanded industry. Arkansas was an agricultural state; like neighboring industry it recognized the need to shore up existing industry and bring in new plants.

Soon the Arkansas Industrial Development Commission was in operation, with a transplanted easterner, Winthrop Rockefeller, as chairman. Mr. Rockefeller had moved to Arkansas in 1953, setting up headquarters on a 7,500-acre ranch on Petit Jean mountain 45 miles northwest of Little Rock. The ranch, now famed as Winrock Farms, became a world-famed center of soil conservation practices and restoration of depleted land. In addition Mr. Rockefeller bought Santa Gertrudis cattle and his annual May auction brings prices above $30,000 for a bull as cattlemen come from many nations.

Selection of Mr. Rockefeller, a Republican, shocked some of the politically-minded element in this Democrat-dominated state. But an emergency existed and the selection was generally popular. He soon had the aid of the University of Arkansas industrial research center, a citizens panel and a system of financing plant construction.

Promotion First • First off, the dedicated commission staff set out on one of the biggest promotional jobs within memory of observers, who watched in sheer amazement. The staff started out on the first page of the Dun & Bradstreet corporation catalog and began calling every industrial corporation with a rating of “B” or better. That meant 30,000 telephone contacts. The calls began to bring in nibbles and a list of live prospects was developed after follow-up calls.

This was only part of the program. The staff hit the road and everyone on the commission became an efficient missionary spreading the tidings about a state with tremendous water supplies and rivers, mountains, forests, minerals, fertile delta soil and a good labor supply.

After a year AIDC announced a 150% increase in new manufacturing jobs over any of the previous years. Not sensational yet satisfying because it meant $31 million in industry payrolls—a lot of money for Arkansas at that time.

Thus the inferiority complex began to dissipate. The industrial missionaries had something tangible to talk about. They’ve been talking ever since and the results are conspicuous. Every community in the state has its own development agency. Media have cooperated actively in the continuing campaign.

Commenting on the 30,000 industrial contacts, Mr. Rockefeller said, “The proof of success in the AIDC approach is found in the fact that 523 new plants have located in Arkansas in the last seven years; general and special state revenues have increased 50% in six years; our per capita income has risen sharply. Arkansas leads the South and is second in the nation in the ratio of new industry jobs per capita of population between 1955 and 1961.”

Craig M. Smith, senior administrator of AIDC, added, “Arkansas is in a front position to take advantage of this general situation. We are at the crossroads of consumer markets in the Midwest and Southwest. The build-up for new industry is leading to new and exciting heights.” The 30,000 list has now been whittled down to 6,000 firms that are classed as good prospects.

After the years of effort, Arkansas now has an industrial directory that includes dozens of blue-chip corporations.
that have installed plants in the state. Last year was tops with 13,385 new jobs announced in the first three quarters. The value of manufactured goods now exceeds agriculture's contribution to the economy.

Growing Now - The out-migration has been slowed down and the population has been increasing since 1956 (from 1.7 million to 1.83 million). Per capita personal income rose 8% in 1961, 10% in 1962 and is still rising. Wages are higher. The economic picture is cheerful and so are Arkansans.

New, modern industries have required higher skills and Arkansas has met the demand. It's developing advanced technical and scientific training to supply needs of the space age.

Agriculture has done well, bringing in $800 million in 1962. Principal crops are soybeans, cotton, rice, livestock and poultry. The state plans to take advantage of its fertile eastern plains by developing food crops for processing. It will encourage livestock, poultry and fruit production. The forestry industries promise future growth.

Arkansas Power & Light, member of a Mid-South promotional group, has a $21 million 1963 construction program. Arkansas Louisiana Gas plans to spend $13 million for pipeline facilities alone. Southwestern Bell plans to spend $17.5 million this year. In all, private construction may exceed $300 million.

Arkansas Rural Electric is starting a $22.6 million plant. New highways are appearing—and they're needed; others are on the boards.

An exciting project that will give all Arkansas a lift is the Arkansas River seaway. The present construction pace indicates a $1.2 billion federal outlay will tie Tulsa, Okla., Fort Smith and Pine Bluff into the national waterways system by 1970. This 500-mile, starting at Catoosa, Okla., 15 miles east of Tulsa, will give the vast Arkansas River Basin (8 million people) a 9-foot channel to the Mississippi and the entire national waterways system.

The waterway, with its lakes and dams, was pushed through Congress by the late Senator Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.). Its potential is exciting to those who have watched areas grow after waterways were built. And federal engineers are now studying a proposal to run a 9-foot channel to Oklahoma City. Promises held forth by Senator Kerr include a saving of $10 a ton on steel sent to Tulsa from Pittsburgh; $2 a ton saving on fertilizer; 13 cents a bushel on wheat; flood control and big lakes.

Already a number of industries have picked sites in anticipation of the new waterway and others are keeping the area in mind for future projects.

That's the new look in Arkansas, once a poor farm state.
LITTLE ROCK: NERVE CENTER

Construction is booming in city; downtown area draws bulk of trade with six department stores

About 2½ centuries after the founding of Little Rock in 1722 by Bernard de la Harpe and his fellow French explorers the metropolis, currently populated by 265,000 people, will celebrate two major civic events.

First, Little Rock will become a seaport as the 9-foot waterway in the Arkansas River reaches the center en route to Tulsa, Okla., where it will be opened in 1970 under the present schedule. With its new waterway, Little Rock will tie directly into the Mississippi in southeastern Arkansas, possibly by 1968.

Next, Little Rock will be nearing completion of a series of extensive downtown improvement projects, known as Main Street 1969. The whole improvement program includes removal of a half-dozen slums, dolling up of the downtown, modern housing projects and a developing industrial park, Little Rock Industrial District, on the outskirts of the city.

The acreage of downtown Little Rock is extensive, with plenty of room for development. Tall, modern structures are bunched within a few blocks some distance from the State Capitol. The new Tower Building is a break away from most modern skyscrapers and the interior shows ingenuity and charm in its decor.

Downtown Prospers ★ While there are attractive suburbs scattered around the adjacent hills, Little Rock remains downtown-minded. North Little Rock, across the river, and Jacksonville are growing but the central city still is the nerve center and its quota of six major department stores is double or triple the usual quota for markets this size.

Newest on the scene is National Bellas Hess, a $1 million discount-type department store.

Bernard de la Harpe was a disillusioned and discouraged explorer when he camped at the site in 1722. He had been paddling up the Arkansas in search of an enormous rock of solid emerald. All he found was a little limestone formation which he or one of his followers dubbed La Petite Roche, which is French for the little rock.

The metropolitan area combines industry, government, distribution, and military elements whose influence fans out to a trading area embracing three-quarters of a million people.

Over 300 Little Rock industries employ 15,500 people in processing and manufacturing, up 23% in a five-year period; annual industrial payroll $55 million; total employment by all industries averages 83,000. Industrial use of electrical power has zoomed. Largest local industry is U. S. Time Corp., where 2,000 employes make Polaroid cameras and Timex watches. Newest local industries are Jacuzzi Bros., 400 employes; pumps; Orbit Valve and Dow Smith (plastic pipe).

State, local and federal governments provide employment for 17,300. Education is a major employer, including such University of Arkansas facilities as a developing $18 million medical center, graduate technical training that’s expected to attract modern industries, and the industrial-research-extension center. Little Rock University has 1,780 students. Other institutions include Arkansas Law School, Arkansas Baptist College, Shorter College, Philander Smith College. Among cultural attractions is a million-dollar art center. A huge coliseum and an auditorium round out this aspect of Little Rock.

Military Complex ★ The military entity is built around a Strategic Air Command base and an $80 million cluster of Titan II intercontinental missile silos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bank Checks, Six Cities</th>
<th>Retail and Use Taxes</th>
<th>Life Insurance Sales</th>
<th>Industrial Electric Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

means a $43 million annual payroll. Wholesale and retail distribution services supply much of Arkansas. Little Rock naturally is an outlet for much of the rice, soybeans and other crops as well as livestock and cotton. It is located at the western edge of Eastern Arkansas' extensive delta. A substantial amount of cotton moves to Memphis, nearby cotton market.

Construction activity is intense, including a $9-million federal office building, college improvements, a $6-million state hospital project and a $1-million junior high school.

Little Rock has expanded in the last decade. It suffered double image trouble in 1957 when it was the scene of school integration disturbances piled on top of its longtime label of a poor capital of a poor state. A few industrial prospects backed off from the city in 1957 but local businessmen say the trouble was temporary.

Now the drive for industry has a momentum of several years and results are showing. New bridges and highway facilities are being built. Shuns are disappearing. Little Rock looks ahead to its new channel to the Mississippi waterway system and the Gulf. By that time much of the urban renewal work will have been completed. Little Rock is tooling up for the future.

Fort Smith gains industrial importance

FORT CHAFFEE AND BIG NEW PLANTS ADD PAYROLL

Maybe it's stubborn ancestry or just plain leave-us-alone philosophy familiar to the South. Whatever the reason, the 66,000 residents of this Arkansas River market at the Oklahoma border told the federalists to go to and stay put when they approached the community leaders with offers of money tied to a “depressed area” tag.

A temporary closing of Fort Chaffee had cost the market quite a few jobs before Washington had a change of mind and reopened the facility. Sure, Chaffee had been buttoned up for a while. But meantime Fort Smith had acquired a $20 million Norge Division of Borg-Warner Corp., employing 2,400 in refrigeration production—describedColor as the largest plant built in the nation in 1961-62 (24 acres under one roof). So Fort Smith was happy to bust the report that its hand was out for federal aid, preferring the private help of the state's industrial development unit, the University of Arkansas and other facilities.

Emerging from the Arkansas lakes and hills, a motorist is apt to be astonished at Fort Smith's industrial complement. Ohio Rubber has a new $3 million plant; Dixie Cup (American Can) has enlarged its plant. Arkansas timber provides the raw material for major furniture production. Gerber picked the city for a $10 million baby food plant. Population ranks second in the state. About 170 plants employ 10,000 workers with one-third working at furniture plants.

Like Texarkana on the Arkansas-Texas line, Fort Smith has a split geographical personality—part South and part Southwestern. Its ties to Oklahoma and the West are close, and when the 9-foot Arkansas River channel is cut through about 1970, it will be half brother of Tulsa and Little Rock. New federal and state highways, will strengthen these commercial links and the distribution of livestock and crops.

Between the benefits to come when the fast interstate highway is opened and the 9-foot channel goes into operation, Fort Smith feels it will be in a strategic industrial spot. Meantime, the city is working on its self-financed plan to update facilities for the commerce of future decades.

ARKANSAS' PER CAPITA INCOME GROWTH RANKS 2nd AMONG 50 STATES

During the period of 1957 through 1962, Arkansas' per capita income showed an increase of 34% — second largest growth rate among the 50 states. (Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, April 1963 Survey of Current Business.)

KARK-TV CONSISTENTLY DOMINATES THE GROWING ARKANSAS MARKET

For example: 8,900 more net weekly circulation than Station B; 28,300 more than Station C; 12,800 more prime time homes than B; 17,700 more than C (ARB Television Market Analysis) . . . For complete details, call KARK-TV (Area Code 501, FR 6-2481), or your Petry man.
Thriving smaller cities dot Arkansas's map

HOT SPRINGS HAS NEARLY TWO MILLION VISITORS IN YEAR

Outside Arkansas the most discussed city in the state is Hot Springs. A local promotion piece terms it "more than another health and pleasure resort." This could be the civic understatement of the era. An inquiring stranger was told by a knowledgeable gasoline dispenser, "You can do about anything you're man enough to do." Which accounts for at least some of the 1,874,043 visitors who went to Hot Springs last year in search of health and/or pleasure.

The health attributes of this mountain city are well known. Judging by a fast check of license auto plates at the Vapors, a night club that was doing a flourishing business at 4 p.m., the pleasure side of Hot Springs draws lovers of craps and slot machines from hundreds, even thousands, of miles, especially when Oaklawn Park Jockey Club is engaged in seasonal improvement of the breed.

Hot Springs National Park is justifiably famed for its springs and they have a daily flow of a million gallons of 143-degree water. A fast dual highway links the area with Little Rock. The healing waters attract the sick and the physically handicapped from all over the world. The city of Hot Springs has a population of 30,000 (48,000 in Garland county). The motels, hotels, rest homes and hospitals can accommodate 30,000 patrons at a time. With all these facilities, the area naturally is a favorite convention spot.

Jonesboro, in the heart of the vast delta, has one of the two top rice mills in the world. Cotton and rice are the principal crops. Arkansas State College has an enrollment of 3,000. The city has a population of 22,000. Main industries include Arkansas Rice Growers Association, Crane Co., (brass fittings, 400 employees), Frolic Footwear (750 employees) and General Electric (motors, 580 employees).

Waterway's Influence - The industrial city of Pine Bluff, like Little Rock, figures the Arkansas Waterway will stimulate its growing economy. International Paper is a top industry, with a $40-million plant whose 1,100 employees produce 400 tons of paper a day. It's located 44 miles to the southeast of Little Rock. Population is 45,000, largest in southeastern Arkansas where new industries are starting to reshape the area. When the deep-channel waterway is opened, Pine Bluff will be perhaps 70 miles from the Mississippi River.

Helena, to the east, is close to the Mississippi. Industries include a Mohawk Rubber plant with 400 employees and there's a new Mississippi bridge. Stuttgart has rice mills and is happy to proclaim its location on a migratory bird flyway, which is great for mallard shooting in poinoak timber and around stump-studded reservoirs. The University of Arkansas is located at Fayetteville, in the northwestern part of the state. Croset is getting a new George-Pacific plant in 1964. It will make facial, toilet and napkin tissues.

The geographic schizophrenia of Texarkana is forgotten when the business figures are perused. The city has a population of 93,000—two-thirds in Bowie county, Texas and the rest in Miller county, Arkansas. Among facilities are a $5-million expansion at North American Car Corp. and an announced $11-million Cooper Tire & Rubber plant. New roads are appearing and three large shopping centers are on the way. Red River Arsenal is the largest industry, supported by wood products, government, agriculture, tourism and distribution. The central city is split by State Line, the main street. Lake Texarkana, biggest in Texas, is 15 minutes away. Historic lore traces back to frontier days when Jim Bowie invented the Bowie knife and provided a name for the western side of the market. A large statue of Bowie is complete with Bowie knife and rifle. Texarkana is trading center for a three-state area (Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana).

El Dorado, a market of 50,000 (Union county), spreads its trade influence southward into Louisiana and eastward to and across the Mississippi River— an area of three-quarters of a million people. Within the general area are five International Paper mills and other large industries. Largest employer is Monsanta (fertilizer, Lion Oil), 1,100. Murphy Oil, American Oil, Columbia Carbon and Prescolite Lamps are large employers. The American Oil plant has over 500 employees. There are five colleges in the area. The city is west of the cotton and rice-growing plains. Sport fishing is important.

From Fayetteville to Texarkana to Blytheville to Crossett—all across and up and down the state can be seen the signs of industrial vigor. That's why those who are inspiring and observing the growth are firm optimists.

"With its timber, delta soil, rivers and ground water, bauxite and coal, improving transportation, advanced educational resources and aggressive industrial development program, Arkansas has sound reasons to anticipate future growth," said Dr. Ethel B. Jones, of the University of Arkansas industrial research-extension unit in Little Rock.
Industry takes over land of Evangeline

PROUD LIST OF NATIONAL FIRSTS, SECONDS PROVE LOUISIANA IMPORTANCE

Within two decades the mossy bayous, rivers and plains of old Louisiana and the land of Evangeline have exploded into a collection of chemical, petrochemical, fabricating and space-age facilities that are reshaping its economy.

Refineries glow at night along the rivers and shorelines. Long tow moves up and down across the 8,600 miles of waterways. Ships from all over the world enter and leave the inland ports of New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Lake Charles. Timber areas feed lumber industries.

Offshore platforms mark the sites of underwater oil wells. Broad fields yield crops of rice, sweet potatoes and sugar. Fishing fleets ply the Gulf of Mexico and individuals draw food supplies from the lakes, rivers and bayous. Around populous centers new highways, bridges and industrial plants are hastening the industrialization that broadens Louisiana's economic base.

Statistics - Louisiana and its 3.4 million citizens cite a series of national ratings that show the state's growing importance in the national scene:

First in U. S. - salt, alumina (partially refined bauxite), sugarcane, strawberries, fur pelts, sweet potatoes.

Second - crude oil, natural gas, sulphur, rice, hardwood timber, clam and oyster shells for industry and construction.

Third - seafood.

Petroleum reserves are estimated to be one-sixth of the nation's total, natural gas one-fourth. Since 1953, state records show, three-fourths of all the new oil and gas discoveries in the nation have been in Louisiana and its offshore areas. One estimate of offshore oil alone is 100 million barrels, and there's a big reserve of natural gas.

Last year was a busy one in Louisiana. The reactivated Michoud missile assembly plant employs 5,000 and is expected to double by 1964 when it will have a $700 million payroll. The year brought $157 million in new manufacturing construction, state officials report. This included $86 million invested in 16 parishes. Among industrial lines projected during the year were metal $27 million; electric power $20 million; paper products $12 million; food products $10 million. The combined facilities will mean 7,618 permanent jobs.

Petrochemical Migration - Just a decade ago the South's petrochemical industry was concentrated along the Texas Gulf coast and inland to Houston. Now the growth trend is eastward along the Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama coastlines, fanning out in all directions from New Orleans. Production of ethylene, the building block of petrochemistry, is increasing.

Between New Orleans and Baton Rouge the Mississippi's banks are lined by $2 billion plus worth of modern chemical and other industries. The spectacle is awe-inspiring to the northerner who still thinks of the Mid-South in terms of cotton bales and Spanish moss. The rapid development of the area is attracting satellite processing industries and plants that serve space-age industries.

The land of Evangeline, immortalized by Longfellow, is still a recreational haven and scene of charm. "They who dwell here have named it the Eden of Louisiana," Longfellow wrote of the short notice can supply the makings for even more pulp and paper plants. A valuation of $6 billion has been placed on the forests; annual production is rated at $500 million.

Louisiana is a state of diversification. The southern portion is flat and subtropical. To the west are Lafayette and Lake Charles, once smallish towns but now substantial industrial markets. North of Baton Rouge the flats develop a roll. Monroe is growing and Shreveport in the northwest talks in terms of the Southwest, Texas being only 30 miles away.

Looking into the '60s, Louisiana and other southern areas base their admittedly bright prospects on a number of elements, according to Ties, published by the Southern Railway system. They are: raw materials close at hand, labor supply, markets, water supply, electric power, fuel and transportation. "These and others will be considered by each new industry in the light of its own peculiar needs," Ties noted, recalling the key role railroads played in linking the manufacturing North to the raw materials South.

Now Louisiana and its neighboring Mid-South states are providing industry with favorable sites, productive labor and needed materials.

Sites Available - Louisiana's markets match, and often excel, northern cities, in availability of good plant sites, favorable labor, expanding consumer mar-
This New Orleans Television Coverage Map is obsolete — because
by September WWL-TV, already No. 1 in Metro*, will deliver additional homes and viewers by the thousands, and scores of new cities and towns with its new 1049 ft. tower. ASK KATZ, THEY'LL SHOW YOU!

WSMB, New Orleans' No. 1 Good Music station all thru the day, now No. 1 above all others, including rock and roll, 7 a.m.-12 Noon, Mon-Fri.

(C. E. Hooper, New Orleans Radio Audience Index, April-May, 1963)

WSMB has become the most talked about radio station in the New Orleans market and the most listened to by adults and mature young people.

WSMB maintains a team of professional, dedicated people second to none in New Orleans to give its listeners every good reason to keep listening.

For other good reasons why WSMB is New Orleans' best buy, our national representative, George P. Hollenberg Co., is ready and willing.

NEW ORLEANS NEAR MILLION

Big port at mouth of Mississippi business hub; strategic position in space age crescent important

New Orleans is going through an upheaval. Its once-shabby downtown is dotted with modern buildings and more are rising. There's a new city hall, state office and other civic buildings. Big hospitals are expanding the medical complex. Commerce facilities are larger. Colleges are full. Luckily for tourists not much is new in the French Quarter, with the exception of the Royal Orleans Hotel which melts into the Old Europe decor.

But New Orleans has a new goal. It's getting ready to join the ranks of million-population metropolitan areas. A good guess would place the mid-1963 population (four parishes) at 925,000. Payrolls this year are expected to exceed $1.5 billion. At the present rate of expansion, the goal should be reached in three or four years and New Orleans will then be a member of the select one-million markets.

Visitors who remember the sleepy pace of pre-war New Orleans are astounded at what they see in 1963. It now is a business hub of the Mid-South from which commerce radiates in all directions. It's a leading business, financial and industrial market, a wholesale-retail market, a convention city and a tourist's delight.

The port itself is worthy of another glance, for those who haven't been there for few years. It handles 26% more foreign commerce than any Gulf competitor, running $1.7 billion. As a natural gateway for the mid-continental area, it is focal point for thousands of miles of waterway and a transshipment point for commerce that reaches over the entire world. It is gateway for 55% of the total continental United States, two-fifths of the population, 38% of retail sales, 31% of manufactured goods, 63% of farm produce and 62% of mined minerals. And a 10-year port improvement program involves an expenditure of $128 million.

Talk Of Commerce * When New Orleans businessmen get into a discussion of local conditions the subject inevitably turns to commerce—domestic and foreign, ocean-going and barge. "Gateway to the World" is a favorite description as commerce moves over the 2,470 miles of the Mississippi River Valley and 6,000 miles of inland waterways. The port facilities run along a 25-mile strip and branch out into adjacent canals. And a long-range $125 million expansion program will be completed in 1971. Over 130 steamship lines make regular calls at the Crescent City.

Star-gazing with commercial deliberation into the future, the Crescent City likes to contemplate its strategic position in the famed Space Crescent collection of space-age facilities running from Houston on the West to Huntsville and Cape Canaveral.

Many of the $2 billion plus collection of industrial plants lining the Mississippi River between New Orleans and Baton Rouge will be involved in growth of the space-missile industry. At New Orleans the Michoud plant, 2 million square feet, has been picked for assembly of Saturn boosters that will be the first stage of moon shots and outer space exploration. Nearby is a new computer facility. The 10,000 eventual employees at Michoud will give the economy a big boost as around 45 boosters are built. And an hour or less away by road will be the new test facility at Picayune, Miss.

Trading Area * The basic trading area of New Orleans comprises 14 parishes in Louisiana and five counties in Mississippi with a population of 1.5 million and retail sales of $1.7 billion. Within a 300-mile radius are nearly 9 million people.

All the attention devoted to New Or-
leans' new construction, its rank as second U.S. port and the balmy seductiveness of the French Quarter often ignore the fact that the city has 900 plants employing 45,000 people who get paid $235 million a year. Postwar investment in plants has exceeded $1.2 billion, a figure many northern metropolises would love to claim.

While the industrial complex is highly diversified—everything from aluminum to food and wallboard—New Orleans is especially happy about the eastward shift of the petrochemical industry from Texas.

The water supply moving past the foot of Canal Street equals total daily consumption of water in the nation. The river is 2,200 feet wide at that point, has a bankside depth of 30 to 60 feet and mid-stream depth that goes down as far as 180 feet. An interim channel has been dredged to take traffic to the Gulf, avoiding the winding delta waters. By 1967 it will be widened to permit two-way traffic all the way.

International Flavor • Among New Orleans projects is an International Center, to be built at river side. Meantime International House and International Trade Mart are providing education and service facilities for foreign businessmen and all dealing in foreign trade.

The city has several advanced educational institutions—Tulane and Loyola University, Louisiana State University in New Orleans, H. Sophie Newcomb College for women and St. Mary's Dominican College. Louisiana State and Tulane have medical schools in the city.

Dillard, Xavier and Southern Universities provide education for Negroes. New Orleans is profiting from the developing petroleum industries. Old New Orleans isn't old any more.

**BATON ROUGE INDUSTRIAL CENTER**

### Rail, barge, ocean commerce carry oil, chemicals

Baton Rouge has transportation coming out of its ears. Facilities for ocean ships, barge lines, rail cargoes and highways abound and the transfer of cargoes from one to another is big business in the capital of Louisiana.

It's where the sea starts. Big freighters ply the 200-plus mile route from the Gulf of Mexico to tie up at Port Allen or some of the private industrial ports. They feed or draw from the industries that line the river. Locally, it's pointed out, the port is the ninth largest in the nation.

A network of railroads accounted in a recent month for 8,000 carloadings, exceeded in the state only by New Orleans. The port has 12 miles of terminal trackage. But ocean ships, barge lines and highways all participate in handling the raw materials used and materials produced at any one site.

Main port facilities are located just south of Port Allen, across the Mississippi from downtown Baton Rouge.

There's a general cargo dock, grain elevator and wharf. Less spectacular are the tieup points for the fleets of barges that move up and down the river, and into the short-cut channel leading to Morgan City on the Gulf, Intracoastal Waterway, west of New Orleans—a saving of 165 miles of twisting river. At the foot of the steep levee, lying right under the Capitol House hotel and across the riverside Louisville & Nashville Railroad tracks, is the Chitin barge line repair facility and docks.

Any direction you look in Baton Rouge there's a new industry. And up and down river there are such new giants as the $55-million Ormet Corp. aluminum refinery.

Borden, Morton Chemical, Revere, Allied Chemical—the names are legion.

Market influence is spreading to 350,000 households, among the first 50 markets in the nation.

**More Transit Facilities** • Tied closely

---

Radio registers best of all media at New Orleans check-out counters . . .

and what radio does best in New Orleans . . .

**WTIX does better**

Why? Because WTIX is a STORZ station, with Storz Station ideas, news concepts, features, entertainment and community service, all custom-tailored to the special needs of the more than 2,500,000 people of the WTIX area. Proof of the pudding? Pulse* shows WTIX first in the morning; tied for first in the afternoon. Hooper** shows WTIX first morning and afternoon. Let your Eastman man show you why you get more of what you buy radio for with

**WTIX**

The STORZ Station in New Orleans. 5,000 watts on 690 kc. Represented by: Robert Eastman & Co.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliated with:</th>
<th>WHB</th>
<th>WDGY</th>
<th>WQAM</th>
<th>KOMA</th>
<th>KKOK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* New Orleans Metropolitan Area, 6 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., Jan.-Feb., 1963
** New Orleans Radio Audience Index, 7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., Apr.-May, 1963

BROADCASTING, June 17, 1963
AMERICA'S 70TH TV MARKET AS DELIVERED BY WBRZ, BATON ROUGE


22 Counties with over 50% Coverage
Most recent NCS establishes WBRZ's 44-county total coverage area. Night-time penetration extends into 22 Louisiana and Mississippi counties with 50% or better coverage. It serves an additional seven counties with 25-50% coverage.

Prime Time Audience
Average evening homes delivered, 6:30-10 P.M., Monday - Sunday (64,400 homes) (Feb. - Mar. '63 ABC report).

Highest Income, Sales in Louisiana
The Baton Rouge metro CSI/HH—$6,782—is 26% above the state average; Retail Sales/HH—$4,463—is 22% overall average. Both figures are the highest in Louisiana. WBRZ's total market includes 1,850,500 people who spend over $1.4 billion.
Source: SRDS CM Data May '63

Lowest Cost-Per-Thousand in Louisiana
WBRZ continues to deliver Louisiana's lowest cost/M—$2.64—for one minute, prime time, 6:30-10:00 P.M. Monday - Sunday. . . 16% to 28% lower than the leading New Orleans stations . . . 19% lower than the leading Shreveport station (Feb. - Mar. '63 ABC report; rates—SRDS April '63).

Call Hollingbery or WBRZ Channel 2
Baton Rouge, La.
The SPACE AGE has come to the Mid-South and BATON ROUGE is in the middle of it all!

- The Capital City of Louisiana
- The Chemical Center of the South
- The World's Most Complete Oil Center
- The Farthest Inland Deep-water Port on the Mississippi River
- A Center of Education
- and Now...

SPACE AGE DEVELOPMENT!

Join the excitement of the expanding commerce and heavy industry that lights the deep south sky by floating your message on the 316,000 watt Channel 9 beam into more than 348,180 television homes.

Retail Sales upward of $1,392,397,000 in Louisiana's Spendingest Market!

- WAFB-TV—The First in Baton Rouge
- with—The Best of CBS
- and—The Pick of ABC

(*Source—SRDS)
OIL IN SHREVEPORT

City looks west for much of its commerce

Two summers ago a daring Texan set out to prove that he could haul a cargo from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Denison, Tex., navigating the Red River for the first time since steamboat captain Henry Miller Shreve cleared a log jam in 1833 and pulled up at the site of what is now Shreveport.

Now there's an active organization promoting a major project similar to the Arkansas River deepening. It would be costly and take years. But it would tie eastern Texas to the national waterway system and open the last undeveloped river in the nation, providing lakes and flood control. Engineering studies are under way.

Look to the West. Shreveport is technically in Louisiana and the South but much of its commerce and thinking is directed to Texas, 30 miles to the west, and the Southwest. Census figures show it is Louisiana's second city. Its mid-1963 metropolitan population is figured at 300,000, a year away from the 300,000 figure. Shreveport also calls itself the capital and distribution center of Ark-La-Tex, a separate economic area embracing the area where the three states of Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas meet.

The biggest business in the Shreveport metropolitan area is Barksdale Air Base, across the river at Bossier. This vast facility pours $3.5 million a month into the metropolitan area's annual net income of a half-billion dollars.

Shreveport has nearly 400 manufacturing plants turning out 1,000 products. Largest new industry is the $9.8 million AMF Beaird plant in Slack Industrial Park, one of several parks in the city. Beaird turns out heavy metal products.

Pipeline Capital. The city is often called the nation's pipeline capital. Ark-La-Tex is one of the great oil and gas centers, owing much of its development to these resources. Four-hundred separate fields produce up to 150 million barrels of oil yearly; reserves are a tenth of the nation's total.

Three gas transmission companies handle a fifth of the nation's natural gas. Fifteen refineries have a capacity near 200,000 barrels a day.

Larger Shreveport industries include glass, millwork plants, refineries, roofing, garments, oilfield equipment, paper, steel castings and food.

If the proposed 12-foot channel is dredged to the Mississippi, Ark-La-Tex will be neighbors with Pittsburgh, Knoxville, Canaveral, New Orleans and the Texas Gulf Coast.
"Jethro, Whut in Tarnation is a ARB?"

JETHRO: Not "arb," Uncle Jed, it's A-R-B . . . a TV ratin' that sez how many folks are watchin' us on TV.

GRANNY: You mean we'uns is bein' spied on!

JETHRO: Yes ma'am and the ARB'book says over 342,000 folks watch us every week down in Ark-La-Tex on just only KSLA-TV.

JED: Wal now, ain't that nice.
But jest what is a Ark-La-Tex?

(Let us answer that one)

Ark-La-Tex is where the folks in 367,000 TV homes turn to KSLA-TV for 5 of the top 10 shows; 11 of the top 20; and in daytime, 9 of the top Daily Dozen. On local news — way ahead; on national news — same story. Smart folks in the Ark-La-Tex!

Ask our reps, Harrington, Righter and Parsons for the full story. Ratings aren't everything, but we agree with Jed, "Now, ain't that nice."

KSLA-TV
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

Broadcasting, June 17, 1963
LAFAYETTE

Prosperity, legends abound in Lafayette

A visitor in Lafayette is in for several surprises when he tunes on a radio or television set. For this is Evangeline country, and there's apt to be a French coffee or beer commercial or Cajun music from time to time. The Cajun patois, which can't be written, is strongly French.

The local residents—53,000 in the city and 68,000 in Lafayette parish—are lovers of fetes. Rice at Crowley, sweet potatoes at Opelousas, dairying at Abbeville and sugar cane at New Iberia inspire festivals. The Lafayette Mardi Gras, local folk boast, is better than the one at New Orleans and draws 100,000 people. Most any unusual event can trigger a wingding. The Cajun food is a culinary treat.

Cajun legends abound. But Cajuns long ago started leaving the bayous and their income is equal to or above the general average. While Lafayette isn't a basic industrial city, it is surrounded by agricultural communities that process the crops. More than 600 concerns in the oil industry have offices and warehouses in Lafayette.

Besides rice, sugar cane, cotton and sweet potatoes, the area produces corn, truck crops, dairy foods, poultry and cattle. Lafayette is a key business center. Crowley is called the rice capital of the nation. Many of the industries are in the construction field. Three large salt mines are located nearby. The bayous support trapping.

University of Southwest Louisiana has 6,000 students. The city is becoming a leading medical center.

Lake Charles hub of coast oil region

Of the three major Louisiana seaports, Lake Charles is nearest to the Gulf—34 miles distant. Over 18 million tons of cargo traverse the channel in a year; a new 40-foot channel will accommodate the largest tankers.

With its strategic location, Lake Charles has two-score manufacturing plants valued at over $1 billion and more are under construction. After all, Lake Charles's 34-mile route to the Gulf compares with 107 for New Orleans and Baton Rouge's 237 miles.

As hub of the coastal oil region, Lake Charles and Calcasieu parish have over 60 producing fields with an output of 75,000 barrels a day. Pipelines reach out in all directions. Refineries and chemical plants are hinged to oil and gas.

Major industries in the area include Cities Service and Continental refineries, total of 3,100 employees; Firestone synthetic rubber, 725 employees; Gulf States Utilities, 350 employees; W. R. Grace & Co. (Davison Chemical), 175 employees; Hercules Powder, 150 employees; Lone Star Cement; Louisiana State Rice Milling; Olin Mathieson Chemical, 730 employees; Pittsburgh Plate Glass (chemical division) 530 employees; Petroleum Chemicals, 770 employees. The total industrial payroll is $43 million.

Mid-1963 population of the city is 68,800; Calcasieu parish totals 160,000. Chennault Air Force Base is a major element in the economy.

75 industrial plants in Alexandria-Pineville

The dual market of Alexandria and Pineville, its sister city across the Red River, provides a trade area for 12 parishes in the exact center of Louisiana. The two cities are contiguous except for bureaucratic maneuvering and have a mid-1963 population of 117,000 (Rapides parish). The 12-parish trade area includes 355,000 people who spend a quarter-billion dollars at stores.

The 75 Alexandria-Pineville industrial plants turn out wood flooring, food, valves, pulp, petroleum and natural gas, cottonseed oil, cane products, naval stores and carbon black. Crops include rice, soybeans, cotton and cane. Federal, state and other public agencies and private welfare institutions employ 9,000 with a payroll of $28 million, and the veterans hospital, with a staff of 580, has a $3.3 million payroll.

A third year of operation has just been completed by Louisiana State University at Alexandria, which has a complete program of studies.

Major gas fields in northeast Louisiana

The twin cities of northeast Louisiana, Monroe and West Monroe, are trade center for 375,000 people. Their industries draw from the forests, farms and underground riches of the area. Monroe has a 57,000 population, West Monroe 17,000 and Ouachita parish 110,000. The trade influence extends into Arkansas.

This gas-producing area is one of the major fields in the nation. Pipelines of large diameter radiate around the nation, fed by over 2,000 gas wells that supply 225 million cubic feet daily. It's claimed locally that Monroe is the "Crossroads of Pipelines" because more of them converge at the spot than anywhere else.

Industries include Olin Mathieson's kraft paper and bag plant: Commercial Solvents; Thermatic Carbon, carbon black: United Gas; Selig Manufacturing Co., furniture: along with other chemical, furniture and lumber plants.
the subcommittee's report concluded that network option time practices could curtail a station licensee from selecting programing "believed best suited to the needs of the community."

The report further stated that it could give the networks control of prime hours and network advertisers an advantage over non-network advertisers.

"I am therefore gratified," Representative Celler wrote, that the commission "has evolved from the initial limited restriction on television time optioning—from 3 to 2½ hours—announced in September of 1960, to the incisive and final disposition" of the practice.

**Court orders hearing on WKIP 1 kw request**

A federal court in Washington has told the FCC it must hold a hearing on the request of fulltime Class IV \( \text{wk}\) Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for a boost in power from 250 kw to 1 kw and to move its antenna about 2½ miles from its present "rooftop" site.

The unanimous three-judge U. S. Court of Appeals panel said the FCC must hear objections by \( \text{weok} \), also Poughkeepsie, charging increased overlap between \( \text{wk} \) and commonly owned \( \text{wny} \) Newburgh, N. Y., about 15 miles away. Both stations are owned by George W. Bingham.

The FCC noted the overlap but approved the \( \text{wk} \) application on the ground it met policy permitting Class IV stations to increase daytime power to 1 kw unless disqualifying factors were raised.

In the decision by Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright, for himself and Chief Judge David L. Bazelon and Judge Warren E. Burger, the court said that the antenna move and the resulting overlap increase (to 570 square miles and 80,646 people, approximately double the existing overlap) made it necessary to hold a hearing.

The court also said the FCC made no findings of fact in disposing of the \( \text{weok} \) petition for a hearing on the \( \text{wk} \) application.

**FCC grants Pape request**

A request by Pape Television Inc., licensee of \( \text{waltam-tv} \) Mobile, Ala., was granted last Wednesday (June 11) by the FCC. The revocation hearing on the stations' licenses was stopped until the commission acts on Pape's petition for reconsideration of the show cause order (Broadcasting, June 3, May 20, March 11).

 Commissioners Cox and Loewinger did not participate.

**GAB opposes FCC fee on mobile radio units**

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters last week told the FCC that the $30 filing fee for applications for mobile units will discriminate against the smaller stations in that state. There were also a number of opposing comments from nonbroadcasters.

The commission adopted the filing fees, which range up to $100, last month (Broadcasting, May 13). The commission has indicated that the fees will enable it to recover about one-fourth of its $14.5 million appropriation for the 1963 fiscal year.

GAB said that one station in Georgia has 16 mobile units and would have to pay $30 per unit in filing fees. But a large construction firm in the same city would only have to pay $100 dollars to maintain a much larger fleet of mobile units, GAB said.

The association said that the filing fees could damage news coverage and could curtail local programing if the number of mobile units operated by a station is decreased.

Among the non-broadcasters opposing the filing fees were the National Aviation Trades Association and the American Petroleum Institute.

**Dual role for the newest commissioner**

Lee Loewinger, former assistant attorney general, was sworn in Tuesday (June 11) as a member of the FCC. The oath was administered by Supreme Court Justice Byron R. White, a former colleague of Mr. Loewinger's at the Justice Department.

Commissioner Loewinger, appointed to serve the five years remaining of former Chairman Newton N. Minow's term, retains one of the posts he filled as chief of the Justice Department's antitrust division. He will continue as a delegate of the U. S. and vice chairman of the Restrictive Business Practices Committee of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

Attorney General Robert Kennedy announced this last week in naming Commissioner Loewinger a special assistant to deal with restrictive business practices affecting international trade.

Justice White (l) and Commissioner Loewinger
Newest FCC member is sworn in
PHILOSOPHY VS. REALITY

Two communications lawyers argue pros and cons of FCC's right to control radio-TV programing

Two Washington communications lawyers debated the FCC's right to look at programing last week in Washington, and the end result of their exchange was summed up by a third lawyer in the audience as:

"An argument between philosophy and reality."

The debaters were W. Theodore Pierson, of Pierson, Ball & Dowd, and Harry M. Plotkin, former FCC associate general counsel, now with Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn.

The debate took place before a luncheon meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Association.

Mr. Pierson took the affirmative of the resolution: "Resolved that the FCC should have no regulatory control over program content in radio and television." Mr. Plotkin argued for the negative.

Mr. Pierson maintained that although the weight of 36 years of broadcasting regulation could be used to affirm the FCC's right to look into programing, basically the commission should not have anything to do with the content of programs. Mr. Pierson is the author of a monograph written for a special FCBA committee on the "no censorship" provision of the Communications Act (Section 326), in which he recommended that it be revised by Congress explicitly to prohibit the FCC from considering programing at all.

Mr. Plotkin argued not only that the FCC has the authority to look at programing from an overall viewpoint, but that it should have this authority. He warned however that the bar must be alert to keep the commission away from the content of specific programs.

The debate:

Legality Aside * Mr. Pierson started off by declaring he was not going to present a legal argument. After 36 years of FCC rulings, and with the acquiescence of most broadcasters (and in some cases where they have even urged it), it would be "fruitless" he said, to attempt a legal argument against the FCC's activity.

The progress of society, Mr. Pierson said, is dependent on the freedom of the people to think, to create and to communicate. In the field of thought, he declared, there should be the lightest counterbalance to this freedom.

In this light, the broadcaster is no different from a newspaper, magazine or book publisher or a movie producer or educators or lecturers, he said. The broadcaster's function is like that of a newspaper editor; he must be a moderat to determine what goes on the air and what does not, he said.

"The central issue," Mr. Pierson said, "is many moderators or one. The former is the way of diversity and creativity. The latter is the way of conformity and non-creativity."

It is beyond the capacity of any man or group of men to understand the complex needs and desires of our pluralistic society sufficiently to evaluate the performance of 5,000 stations in 1,500 communities who each broadcast from 10 to 24 hours every day, he noted.

Whatever dissatisfaction there is with radio and TV programs, Mr. Pierson stated, can be laid partly at the door of the commission.

"Like a jealous parent," Mr. Pierson concluded, "the commission can prevent the broadcaster from ever maturing by continuing to treat him as a helpless and irresponsible child—all the while carefully avoiding a real court test of its powers."

No Question * Mr. Plotkin maintained that the commission's power in the field of programing is beyond doubt.

"I just do not see how any objective person can read the opinions of the courts, the relevant legislative history, the consistent administrative practice and come to any conclusion other than that the commission has extensive authority in the programing field," he said.

After listing congressional bipartisan support for this view, Mr. Plotkin expressed his own attitude: "I believe it is desirable for the commission to have such power."

Broadcasting stations, it has been determined Mr. Plotkin said, should be privately owned "with a concomitant obligation on the part of the private

Mr. Plotkin (l) vs. Mr. Pierson
Debate FCC's role in programing
operators to utilize the facilities in the public interest." He then continued:

"Government supervision is necessary to make sure that this objective is met. The profit system is geared to make profit. There is nothing wrong with profits, but public service and profits are not necessarily the same."

The commission does and should have, Mr. Plotkin stated, the authority to prescribe standards of quality to be met by broadcasters. But, he warned: "While the commission has authority and responsibility in this field, I do think the exercise of the authority must be scrutinized with great care at all times... It is important that the commission processes not have a dampening or stifling effect on communications.

To overcome ill effects on stations where complaints about programs are filed with the FCC, Mr. Plotkin suggested a revision in the procedures now used (the FCC sends a copy of the complaint to the station asking for comments, the station submits its comments on the complaint and the FCC finally makes a determination)—all the while holding up the station's applications for renewal, facilities changes or ownership transfers.

Mr. Plotkin's recommendations:

- The FCC should first make a determination whether there is any basis for the complaint and if not so notify the complainant with a copy to the station.
- If a prima facie case seems to have been made the commission should not only send the complaint to the station but should indicate its area of concern.
- All complaints and commission correspondence with the station and vice versa should be made part of the public files.
- The commission should act expeditiously on complaints and should notify the station of its decision.

Double Exam - A feature of the debate was a cross-examination of each of the principal speakers by the other.

In response to Mr. Pieper's questions, Mr. Plotkin contended that the government should require "communicators" to serve the public interest if it has the constitutional basis to do so. For broadcasting, the government has this power, he noted. It even has some authority over newspapers and magazines, he added; the second class mailing privilege requires no more than a certain percentage of commercial matter in each publication.

On the return cross examination by Mr. Plotkin, Mr. Pieper maintained that broadcasters must be considered responsible citizens (otherwise they shouldn't have been licensed) and that the FCC must go no further than examining the effort made by a station to get both sides of an issue.

ARE JOINT RATES BEING USED?

FCC looking into common ownership fiscal, personnel ties

The FCC is making a concerted effort to determine whether broadcasting stations and newspapers under common ownership in the same communities employ joint rates. The commission also wants to know if stations and newspapers use the same staffs.

Letters requesting this information are being sent to newspaper-connected radio and television stations as their licenses come up for renewal. The first inquiries went to affected stations whose renewal date was June 1—those in New York and New Jersey.

The letters are a direct outgrowth of the House Antitrust Subcommittee hearing on the concentration of ownership of news media (BROADCASTING, March 18, et seq.).

Thus far, the replies to the letters have not resulted in the deferral of any license renewal. In fact, one staff member said he believes that no instance of joint rates has been uncovered.

He also said it was uncertain what the commission's reaction would be if a station reported it engaged in the practice. "It would depend on the fact situation," he said.

The commission, however, would be concerned about situations in which joint rates were used to restrain competition—particularly when the competition being restrained was another commission licensee.

An Old Worry • FCC officials said last week that, because of the implications of anticompetitive practices involved, the commission has long been concerned about newspaper-connected stations employing joint rates.

However, the commission in the past had inquired about the practice only after receiving complaints. It decided to raise the question routinely after the subcommittee asked what information the agency had on use of joint rates.

"We found we didn't have a consistent practice for determining this," one FCC official said. "So we thought we ought to have some means of keeping current on newspaper licensees."

The proposal to send the letters was initiated by the staff. Some commissioners last week said they were unaware that inquiries were being sent routinely. Staff members, however, said the commission was informed of the plan to send them at the time it approved the statement to be delivered at the subcommittee hearing.

wtcn Radio offers the most efficient daytime ADULT listener buy in the Twin Cities market—nine a.m.-noon $1.13 CPM; noon-three p.m. $1.38.*

As a matter of fact, wtcn offers the best buy in the market—ALL ages—during these daytime hours. Call your nearest Katz office for details.

REVISED FORM IN SIGHT

Proposed typical week and composite week may be eliminated in new TV program reporting form

FCC adoption of a revised program reporting form for television stations finally appeared to be in sight last week, three years after the commission began the task of reworking the document to bring it in line with its 1960 statement on programing policy.

This became the general view when it was learned that a special committee of three commissioners has made consider able progress in its efforts to resolve outstanding differences over the form. The committee—Frederick W. Ford, Robert T. Bartley and Kenneth A. Cox—still have a number of details to iron out before they can submit their version to the full commission. But the major portion of their work is said to be behind them.

One major change reportedly agreed on calls for the elimination of the proposed typical week and composite week, along with the requirement that applicants report percentages of various types of programing.

Instead, the applicants would report, in two tables, actual programs proposed and those that were carried. These would be identified by title, source, time-slot and frequency, and would be broken down according to the 14 categories the 1960 policy statement said were "usually necessary" to satisfy community interests and needs.

These include opportunities for local self-expression; use of local talent, children, religious, educational, public affairs, agricultural, news and sports programs; editorials; political broadcasts; weather and market reports; service to minority groups, and entertainment.

Annual Reports • The committee is also understood to have agreed that the reporting form should be completed annually instead of every three years at renewal time, as at present. The feeling is that broadcasters cannot be expected to anticipate their programing plans three years in advance.

Other reporting-form elements on which basic agreement has been reached would require an applicant to:

• Submit a statement on what he has done to survey audience needs in terms of the 14 categories and on how he has determined that those needs should be met.

• List special programs proposed (both local and network), by types.

• Explain differences between programs proposed and those actually carried.

• Report commercial continuity, in a proposed and composite week, on the basis of percentages of total broadcast time.

Agreement on these elements reflects a successful melding of the originally divergent views of the three committee members. Commissioner Ford had favored a form stressing a narrative statement by the applicant on his survey of community needs, his evaluation of those needs and on programing proposed to meet them.

Bartley Wanted Details • Commissioner Bartley wanted specific questions to elicit detailed answers. And Commissioner Cox, reflecting the views of the staff, favored retaining the typical and composite weeks. He had also suggested that the programing reported on be broken down according to the 14 categories.

Adoption of a revised form is a high-priority item with the commission. Members are hopeful that, by providing data not readily available from the present form, it will eliminate the need for letters to applicants seeking additional information—particularly those dealing with local live programing.

There is a strong possibility that once the commission adopts a revised form, it will publish the instructions it gives the staff on how to evaluate applications—something it has never done. Former Chairman Newton N. Minow said last January this would be done (Broadcasting, Feb. 4). No final decision has been made, but a number of commissioners feel broadcasters should know the standards being used by the commission to review their applications.

Another question remaining is whether the broadcasting industry will be invited to comment on what, in effect, will be a revision of a revised form. The form, as originally revised, was the subject of a proposed rulemaking proceeding in July 1961. There was no unanimity last week on whether the form, in view of the additional working over it is receiving, should be put out for further comments.

A solution for the regulatory headache?

WITNESSES ENDORSE PERMANENT ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP

A Senate judiciary subcommittee last week trotted out one of the Kennedy administration's favorite ideas for revamping and improving the regulatory agencies as the Permanent Judicial Conference has been to the Nation's court system.

The measure is one of three reform bills offered in the Senate this month (Broadcasting, June 10). None of these, all referred to this subcommittee, would approach the proposal of former FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow to revamp the FCC by dividing its functions.

Although the administrative conference bill (S. 1664) is a Kennedy administration measure, no partisan opposition to it was raised.

Spokesmen for executive agencies and men who had worked with the temporary conference in 1961-62
of the bill conveyed the commission's endorsement and would need forms needed for agencies and view the admin-istrative agency for purposes of regula-tion; this legislation would not be purely recommendatory.

He hoped the commission would adopt the rulemaking to adopt the NAB code on commercial time standards as an FCC rule, Chairman Henry said the agency is only studying the matter. But he, said he didn’t think the commission could adopt the same standards for all stations “unless it’s a floor all can live with.”

“Just my view,” he added, “we won’t put anyone out of business.”

In another interview last week—

Henry on time standards: ‘just studying’

FCC Chairman E. William Henry said last week the commission won’t adopt a rule on commercial time standards that would “put anyone out of business.”

The new chairman sought to reassure broadcasters on this point in an interview with Linton Wells, Washington correspondant for the Storer Stations.

 Asked about the commission’s proposed rulemaking to adopt the NAB code on commercial time standards as an FCC rule, Chairman Henry said the agency is only studying the matter.

But he, said he didn’t think the commission could adopt the same standards for all stations “unless it’s a floor all can live with.”

“In my view,” he added, “we won’t put anyone out of business.”

In another interview last week—

with Martin Agronsky on NBC’s Today show Tuesday (June 11)—the new chairman indicated again he would work for additional regulation of the broadcasting industry as a means of providing programing to serve minority tastes.

The chairman stressed—as he has in the past—his view that broadcasters are unduly concerned with catering to a mass audience. He said he hoped the commission would adopt rules “to require more diversi-ty in programing, more public serv-ice programing, more programing which prevailed” and served as a cat-alyst for fresh perspectives before “is perhaps the most important benefit” a permanent conference could produce.

Webster F. Maxson, Department of Justice, pointed out that the earlier conference produced information which showed that “there were pending before 32 federal agencies . . . a total of 93,473 formal administrative proceedings” during fiscal 1962.

Who short spaces whom

In a story on WTN(TV) Albany’s going on the air at short spacing, BROADCASTING mistakenly identified the short-spaced channel 10 outlet as WHEC-TV Rochester, N. Y. The correct station is WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., some 150 miles away. WTN is protecting WJAR-TV by suppressing radiation in the direction of the Providence station.
Is CATV ‘subservient’ to broadcasters?

LAWYERS TELL NCTA THAT IS EFFECT OF CARTER MOUNTAIN DECISION

“Carter Mountain is here to stay and you’d better learn to live with it” was the gloomy message the National Community Antenna Association received from a panel of attorneys last week at the 12th annual NCTA convention, held June 10-14 at the Olympic hotel in Seattle, Wash.

The lawyers seemed stunned by the court decision upholding the right of the FCC to use its regulatory powers over microwave relay systems to prevent a community antenna system from using its microwave service to invade the area served by a television station if the commission feels this would result in economic hardship for the broadcaster and degraded service to the public (BROADCASTING, May 27). Jack Cole noted that the decision described the interests of the listening-viewing public as “paramount” and observed that this “dramatic departure from precedent” means that the formerly equal communication services are now “subservient to the broadcast services.”

Mr. Cole said it is impossible to say whether the commission will take the Carter Mountain decision as a signal to try to regulate all community television antenna operations directly. He added, “but I believe the FCC will be encouraged to make this effort.” The commission might argue, he said, that to regulate television broadcasting properly it also needs the power to regulate CATV.

He urged the community antenna operators to take every step to overturn the decision, noting that it will probably have to be done through legislation.

NCTA President William Dalton, in his annual report to the membership, pledged that the organization would continue to fight to protect the interests of CATV against “a dedicated attempt of government to regulate this industry.”

Mr. Dalton called for a five-year plan for NCTA, which has the responsibility of planning for the whole CATV industry, “so that we can decide in what direction we want to go and to grow.” NCTA must carry on regardless of the cost, he declared, “for if we fail apart there’ll be no one else to pick up the pieces.”

A Feeling Of Shock • The atmosphere of the convention—the shocked feeling of businessmen who suddenly find themselves under attack when all they are trying to do is fulfill a community need and make a dollar or two in the process, the “why don’t they go away and leave us alone?” attitude, but also the determination to fight for their rights against the government or anyone else—reminded old time broadcasters of the NAB conventions of 30 years ago. “This is where I came in,” one veteran of radio and television who is now guiding his company’s entry into the CATV field said.

Right now, Mr. Cole stated, the Carter Mountain decision gives any television station the means to block any proposed CATV microwave operation in its service area by complaining about “economic impact and degradation of service to the public.” There will be a hearing, he said, “and you’ll be involved in a lot of legal and engineering expense and have your operation delayed for a year or two, if you win,” he declared.

Jack Matthews described the two kinds of microwave service: common carrier, which requires that half of the users be firms not connected with the operator at renewal time, and private, which can be used exclusively for the operator’s own purposes. He pointed out, however, that the FCC has ruled that a CATV microwave service inside the grade A contour of a TV station must not duplicate by bringing in from outside any program also broadcast by that station within a 30-day period before or after the local broadcast. He advised that the safest plan for the operation would be to add that station’s programming to the CATV service, giving added circulation to the station’s programs and commercials.

Mr. Dalton called the decision proof that the Circuit Court of Appeals will “accept no evidence as sufficient if the FCC reaches a judgment that a local TV station may be affected.” The case was “lost by us and lost by the nation as an active step in creeping socialism,” he declared.

Good And Bad • Glenn H. Flinn, concluding his term as national chairman of the NCTA, reported that the year had been good in that it had seen improved relations between the community antenna operators and the broadcasters, but bad because of increased regulation and legislation. “I put regulation first,” he commented, “because of backdoor government attempts to regulate us, with or without legislation.”

In the past two years, the NCTA has grown from 433 member systems and 17 associates, with 517,000 subscribers, to 532 systems and 36 associates, with 700,000 subscribers, Mr. Flinn reported. James Lanahan, membership committee chairman, said that in the past fiscal year between June 1, 1962 and May 31, 1963, the association had gained 64 systems with 34,346 subscribers but had lost 40 systems with 69,255 subscribers (including the 16 H & B American systems with 32,855 subscribers). Growth of the other member systems, he said, produced a gain of 50,457 subscribers for the year. Jack Crosby, treasurer, said that dues had been $422,688 for the year, an appreciable gain from the anticipated $370,000. (NCTA dues are 5 cents a subscriber per month.)

“Do your customers need and want you or are you in the buggywhip business, offering an outdated service of
little value today?” Frank H. Nowaczek, director of research, asked the CATV operators. Noting that television programming is only one kind of information that can be offered and that the 12 VHF channels occupy only 30% of CATV facilities, he counseled his audience to “throw in a new service.” This might be weather-time-news, he said, and a panel reported on possible techniques.

ETV On CATV – Educational television is a wide open field for CATV to serve, Mr. Nowaczek stated, both in-school and in-home instruction. Gene W. Schneider, Caspar, Wyo., described his cooperation with the local school system which started three years ago when he fed a daily half-hour from a Denver ETV station to 10 school rooms. Today, 140 classrooms in 25 schools are getting 2½ hours of daily instruction via CATV and some of the lessons, such as elementary Spanish and French, are repeated in the evening hours for the home audience.

Canadian CATV operators are faced with problems of government regulation on the provincial as well as the national level, that are as serious as those confronting the industry in the United States, Kenneth J. Easton, secretary of the National Community Antenna Television Association of Canada, reported. Classified as an electronic system, Canadian CATV is regulated by the Department of Transport, which forbids any use of micro-wave equipment by a CATV system within the reach of a TV station. But the proposal has been made that since CATV transmits programs to the public, it should be classed as a broadcast service and, like the broadcasters, be put under the rules of the Bureau of Broadcast Governors.

Problems of obtaining franchises and franchise renewals, of operating with or without microwave links and of selling their cable service to more and more customers occupied business sessions of the four-day meeting, but the director talk was mainly of who’d bought what and at what price. The brokers reported little business, however, “Everybody wants to buy; no one wants to sell,” was one broker’s summary of the situation.

The official figures showed registration of 550 delegates, guests and wives, not counting 23 children and 98 exhibitors. Loren B. Stone, manager of Seattle ETV station KCST-TV, was honored as NCTA’s “man of the year” and presented with a plaque. The organization’s “halo” award trophies for outstanding achievement were given to Carlsbad (N.M.) Cablevision in the community relations category and also for the best broadcast relations. The Pennsylvania Community Antenna Television Association won a “halo” for the best single special project, and the Community Television Systems of Wyoming got one for the best advertising and promotion.

Planning pays off for Tuscaloosa stations

INTEGRATION COVERAGE POOLED BY FIVE STATIONS

The five commercial radio stations of Tuscaloosa, Ala., were commended last week for the important role they played in the orderly integration of the University of Alabama.

In a coordinated attempt to provide “factual and responsible coverage of an important event,” the stations brought in outside help and pooled their news coverage of the enrollment of two Negro students at the university on Tuesday (June 11).

The result was “the best example of public service broadcasting that I have ever seen,” said Tuscaloosa Mayor George Van Tassel.

A spokesman for the stations, WACT, WJRD, WNPT, WTBC and Negro-programmed WTUG, said the stations agreed to pool their news operations so the listeners “regardless of what happened would receive this story unvarnished by sensationalism and inaccurate reporting.”

The need for such reporting was brought home by a survey made by Tuscaloosa business and civic leaders of other southern cities, where recent educational integration had taken place.

To implement their plan, the stations brought in Starr Smith, a public relations consultant from Montgomery, to coordinate and produce the news broadcasts. Mr. Smith was a special NBC correspondent in the mid-'50's.

Assisting him were Joe Langston, WACT, and Ray Butts, wcov Montgomery.

The Tuscaloosa Radio News Headquarters was established on the university campus two blocks from Foster Auditorium, where Governor George C. Wallace first refused admittance to the two students and later allowed them to pass after federal intervention.

Network Operation – Reporters from all of the stations covered the city and campus and phoned reports to the news headquarters. The reports were then fed over direct lines to the five stations simultaneously.

Taped promotional spots, telling of the news coverage plans, were used by the stations Sunday and Monday. The Sunday edition of the Tuscaloosa News carried a front page story of the
The Monday edition of the News, in a lead editorial written by its Pulitzer Prize-winning editor-publisher, Buford Boone, said, "The stations have agreed among themselves to handle news announcements in 'low key,' meaning without effort to excite or stimulate. The effort will be to inform promptly and accurately. Their policy and procedure are most commendable."

Following the Tuesday coverage, which ended when the students entered their dormitories for the night, other laudatory comments were received from state and university officials.

Womens clubs' panel discusses UHF TV

The future of UHF became a major point in a panel session on television presented Wednesday (June 12) at the annual convention of the General Federation of Women's Clubs in Milwaukee.

The topic, "Television Meeting Its Cultural Responsibilities," was discussed by Robert L. Foreman, executive vice president, BBDO; Sylvester L. Weaver, chairman of the board, McCann-Erickson International; Cleveland Amory, author-critic, and actor Robert Young. The moderator was James T. Quirk, publisher of TV Guide.

UHF, said Mr. Weaver, provides a new chance to modify the structure of the whole medium. When cities like Cleveland, Milwaukee and Cincinnati become six or eight-station markets, he noted, there will be a great broadening in the scope of TV.

Both Messrs. Weaver and Foreman predicted commercial support for UHF. Advocating UHF additions to present three and four channel markets, they said agencies and advertisers would make the new outlets profitable and enable the UHF's to concentrate on programing designed for their individual communities.

The FCC's network option time ruling (Broadcasting, June 3) was also seen by Mr. Foreman as a blessing to stations, which will be able to use prime time to program on a local basis.

A pessimistic note on the needs of new stations was offered by Mr. Young. He claimed Hollywood does not have enough creative talent to provide programing (such as today's) for all the new stations which will require it.

Mr. Amory lashed out at news coverage today and offered comments on commercial content and direction.

He said it's "appalling" what's not being done on radio and television. Some newscasts are repeated all day, he charged, with no additions or editorial comment.

On the subject of commercials, he did not mention a particular industry, but said certain habits should be directed toward moderation and not toward youth.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED  The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

- WISH-AM-FM Indianapolis—Sold by Corinithian Broadcasting to Don W. Burden for $1,250,000. Mr. Burden owns KOIL and KICN-FM Omaha and KISN Portland, Ore.

In announcing the sale, Robert B. McConnell, vice president and general manager of the stations, said: "Our company is primarily a television-oriented company operating television stations in five major markets. We are getting ready to erect a new TV studio building . . . and we determined we could best serve the public of central Indiana by concentrating all our efforts toward the operation of its leading television station."


Corinthian bought the Indianapolis stations, including wish-AM and the Fort Wayne outlets in 1956 for $10 million from C. Bruce McConnell and associates. wish, founded in 1941, operates fulltime on 1310 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night. It is affiliated with CBS. wish-FM, beginning in 1961, operates on 107.9 mc with 41 kw.


- WXYJ Jamestown, N. Y.: 87 1/2 %
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sold by Mark Taylor and Keith Horton to Lowell W. Paxson for $185,000. Burton Waterman, chief engineer of station retains his 12¼% interest. Mr. Paxson is program director of WACK Newark, N. Y. wxxj, which began operating in 1948, is a fulltime 250-kw outlet on 1340 kc. Broker: Paul Chapman & Co.

APPROVED • The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see FOR THE RECORD, page 138).

• WHCB Harrisburg, Pa.: Sold by Herbert Kendrick to Herbert Schorr and Stanford Stevens for $200,000 and $1,562 quarterly for eight years to Mr. Kendrick for consulting services and agreement not to compete. WHCB operates fulltime on 1400 kc with 1 kW day and 250 kW night.

• KMYC-FM Marysville, Calif.: Sold by Jack Sterling and associates to William T. Stubblefield for $220,000 and $5,000 for agreement not to compete. Mr. Stubblefield also owns KXLR Petaluma, Calif. KMYC-FM is a fulltime outlet on 1410 kc with 5 kW day and 1 kW night. KMYC-FM operates on 99.9 mc with 4.9 kW.

• WTMC Ocala, Fla.: Sold by R. H. Gunckle Jr. and associates to Robert M. Marks and group for $142,500 and agreement not to compete. WTMC operates on 1290 kc fulltime with 5 kW day and 1 kW night.

• KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.: Sold by Devane Clarke, Charles R. Rutherford, James K. Dodson and Leonard E. Hoffman Jr. to F. C. F. F. Mike Lynch and mother for $147,504 for stock and settlement of all claims. Fulltime KXLR operates on 1150 kc with 5 kW day and 1 kW night.

Supreme Court to hear WMCA apportionment suit

Among the state apportionment cases which the U. S. Supreme Court agreed to hear this fall is one involving New York brought by WMCA New York.

The WMCA suit, in the name of R. Peter Strauss, president, and eight employees, charges that the New York legislative apportionment is unfair to urban voters, giving more weight to rural residents.

The suit was initiated in 1961. It was dismissed early in 1962, but remanded to the lower court after the Supreme Court's ruling in the Tennessee apportionment case. The lower court again last June rejected the suit, and the appeal was once again carried to the Supreme Court, with last week's result.

Translator operators want review of rules

CITE HIGH POWER FOREIGN AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS

Operators of TV translator facilities (low-power 1 w VHF, up to 100 w UHF automatic TV repeaters) want the FCC to take a new look at the rules limiting use of such translators in both city and rural areas.

At a meeting held June 8-9 in Great Falls, Mont., the Tri-State TV Translator Association pointed to the use of high-power automatic translators in Canada, England and Japan and asked the FCC to review its translator rules. Translators are estimated to serve close to 750,000 U. S. homes (BROADCASTING, Oct. 8, 1962).

Tri-State adopted a series of resolutions calling on the FCC to permit enough power at each translator to cover the area with an adequate signal. It contended, for example, that a 1 w VHF signal is not adequate in many cases, emphasizing cities and remote rural areas. It asked, too, that the FCC grant an increase from 1 w to 10 w for VHF translators.

In other resolutions the association: asked the FCC to revise its rule forbidding station aid to translators outside the station's A contour to allow a case-by-case study; asked the commission to deny a license or license renewal to any TV station whose principals are engaged in the cable or microwave-frequency television business, citing pay telecasts of important boxing matches and reminding "there is no way for cable TV to serve rural America"; called on stations to announce aurally or visually within 30 seconds any transmission faults; asked the FCC to revise the rules requiring code identification wheels at VHF translators; urged the NAB to work on behalf of multiple, free on-the-air TV signals available to all areas and to discourage all forms of channeled TV and subscription TV that reduce multiple local transmission of broadcast TV signals; proposed a simplified policy of FCC certificates of necessity for translators.

E. B. Craney, Butte, Mont., is Tri-State president. Other officers: Mike Barrett, Leadore, Idaho; LeRoy Abell, Shelby, Mont., and Darwin Hillberry, Riverton, Wyo., vice presidents; J. B. Beamer, Livingston, Mont., secretary.

Higher Power • V. C. Reed, CILH-TV Lethbridge, Alberta, discussed the need

EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!

NORTHWEST—Well equipped fulltime radio station in stable economy market. Had cash flow of over $21,000.00 on 1962 gross of $63,000.00. Capable of materially increasing gross. Price at $100,000.00 with $29,000.00 down and long terms. Contact—John F. Hardesty in our San Francisco office.

MIDWEST—Daytime—only radio station with a low frequency and good power located near a major market. This facility is grossing $8,000.00 monthly and is priced at $150,000 with a low down payment and attractive terms. Contact—Richard A. Shaheen in our Chicago office.
for high-power translators, explaining the effective coverage of remote areas in Canada by unattended transmitters. James Sheridan, of the FCC, participated in the discussion. Over 80 delegates attended from the Rocky Mountain area represented by Tri-State.

Joseph Sample, operating KDOX-TV Billings and KXL-F TV Butte, both Montana, charged that the rapid development of community cable TV systems (CATV) in the West "had stunted the growth of free television." He outlined the difficulties facing a TV station owner in the sparsely populated Montana area and said many owners are wondering if CATV "might spell the doom of all free TV in areas with one station."

Mr. Sample called CATV operators "the parasites of our industry; they create nothing but merely fasten themselves to the local TV stations like leeches and suck their lifeblood." He criticized surveys, citing a finding that 68% of homes in Sheridan county, Wyoming, were able to receive a Salt Lake City station that can be viewed only by the local CATV system. He said only 38% of the homes in the county subscribe to the cable system, indicating the area outside the town of Sheridan had not been surveyed.

GEORGIANS TAKE NAB TO WOODSHE

Hyde, Petersmeyer warn against government controls

The National Association of Broadcasters was chided last Wednesday (June 12) for failing to support the proposed methodology study of the Radio Advertising Bureau. Failing to note NAB's activity in radio is "submerged to the interests of television," the Georgia Association of Broadcasters board of directors urged the NAB not to duplicate in "effort and expenditure" the RAB study.

The proposed $200,000 RAB study was outlined last month to the House subcommittee investigating ratings by Edmund C. Bunker, RAB president [Broadcasting, May 20].

The GAB board's statement following the group's annual convention (June 8-11) at Pine Mountain, Ga., said "GAB has consistently urged the industry not to splinter its efforts and we feel there is now an excellent opportunity for NAB to work for unity in radio by merging its radio research efforts with those of RAB."

Speaking to the GAB on Tuesday, Fred Wrede Petersmeyer, Rosel H. Hyde told the broadcasters "public interest requires that program judgment be made through democratic process rather than through the application of authoritarian procedures."

Telling the GAB that his view is not "in full accord" with the FCC's "official majority view," Commissioner Hyde noted "tremendous public acceptance of broadcast service."

Section 326 of the Communications Act, which deals with the FCC's lack of power of censorship, was termed by the commissioner as a safeguard to broadcasters who fear they are being restricted. "It is my firm conviction," he said, "that your greatest potential in the public interest is to serve as a liberating art. Section 326 was intended to make that possible."

No Great Changes = At the GAB's Monday session, C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., noted that the Minow era, just past, has not been responsible for great changes. "Most of us are continuing to do what we have always done, and done long before the Minow era began: to respond as best we can to the varied and complex demands of our audiences."

"The issue, of course, is the degree to which the government shall control the substance of broadcasting."

Referring to Chairman E. William Henry's use of the word "partnership" to describe the relationship between government and industry, Mr. Petersmeyer told the GAB that the word is not used in the statute itself and that those who use it see "the commission as a senior partner and broadcasters as junior partners."

Lee P. Mehlburg, president of the Broadcast Clearing House, speaking to the convention on Tuesday, predicted a growth in advertising revenues by 70%—a gain of $8 billion—by 1973.

But, he told the GAB, "air media won't get their proper share of these increasing budgets unless they shape-up and square-away three vital issues which are doing them a great deal of harm: ratings, rates and paper. Today's patterns have been long established, but must be changed now. They are dis-servving to TV and radio while serving other media."

CBS promoters to meet

Promotion and information service directors of the five CBS-owned tele-

vision stations will hold annual meet-

ings on June 20 and 21 at the St. Regis hotel in New York. The meeting will cover various phases of advertising, promotion and publicity, and will be coordinated by Thomas Means and Howard Berk, director, advertising and sales promotion, and director, information services, respectively.

GAB board going to D.C.

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters is going to send its 15-man board of directors to Washington "within the next month" to discuss the FCC's proposals on commercial limitations (Broadcasting, May 20) with Georgia's congressional delegation.

GAB's newly elected president, Raymond E. Carow, WALB-TV Albany, said the association "will make some definite constructive and helpful suggestions on the FCC's recent proposals" to the state's two senators and 10 congressmen. Mr. Carow also suggested that "broadcaster delegations from the other 49 states" make similar treks to the nation's capital. (For newly elected officers, see page 133.)

ABC-TV affiliates at promotion meets

A record attendance was expected at the June 16-19 promotion meetings being held by ABC-TV for primary affiliates' promotion and station managers in Hollywood.

At the same time, the board of governors of the ABC-TV Affiliates Association will meet at the Beverly Hills Hotel on June 19 with American Broadcast-Paramount Theatres and ABC-TV executives. Among the executives: Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president; Everett E. Erlick, vice president, AB-PT, and Michael Boland, ABC's vice president in charge of financial controls.

ABC-TV said last week it expected more than 110 stations will be represented at the promotion meetings. Stars, producers and other principals in next season's network's programs were to join with station and network people for the Sunday evening opener at the Sheraton West hotel.

Work sessions will focus on fall promotion plans to back the new schedule. Two studios—MGM and Revue—will entertain the affiliates at luncheon sessions. The promotion managers also will watch production of various ABC-TV shows on other lots.

Three station promotion managers will make presentations: Casey Cohlmia
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of WFAA-TV Dallas; Jack Brencbeck of KABC-TV Los Angeles, and Bob Favaro of KFMP-TV Minneapolis.

ABC-TV President Thomas W. Moore will preside at the station managers' sessions. Other ABC-TV executives from New York: vice presidents Julius Barnathan (general manager of the network), Robert L. Coe (TV station relations), Donald Foley (advertising and promotion, broadcast division), and Michael J. Foster (press information). Also attending will be a group of programing executives, ABC-TV western division executives, and James C. Hagerty, ABC's vice president in charge of news, special events and public affairs.

Mr. Foster will be chairman of the promotion managers' sessions, and Mr. Foley and Sidney R. Mesibov, director of special exploitation projects for the TV network, also will speak.

Petry denies reports that firm is to be sold

Recurring reports that Edward Petry & Co., pioneer radio and television representation firm, would be sold were denied last Friday (June 14) in a statement issued by Edward Petry, chairman and Edward E. Voynow, president. The reports had been linked with the sale of the station properties of Transcontinental Television Corp., in which the Petry company has an approximate 13% interest. The Petry statement follows:

"Rumors that stock of Edward Petry & Co. Inc. is for sale to outside interests are wholly without foundation in fact. Not only the immediate but the long-range plans of the Petry company call for the continuing operation of the company in the hands of the same persons who are now responsible for its management. The baseless rumors may have arisen because Edward Petry & Co. Inc. has a substantial investment in stock of Transcontinental Television Corp., the sale of which has been proposed. Obviously, however, the sale of the Transcontinental stock will not have an effect on policy, ownership or management of the Petry company.

CBS Radio adds 3 stations

Three newly signed stations will become active affiliates of CBS Radio in the next two weeks: WIVV Jacksonville, Fla., June 23; WARN Fort Pierce, Fla., effective June 15; WSON Henderson, Ky., effective July 1.

WIVV is on 1050 kc with 1 kw daytime, WARN operates with 1 kw daytime and 500 w nighttime on 1330 kc and WSON is a 500 w daytime on 860 kc.

INTERNATIONAL

Showcorporation pay $1 million for rights

Showcorporation of America, New York, has acquired world rights to 52 post-'50 RKO feature films for a base price of $1 million. According to a joint statement by John B. Poor, president of RKO General and C. Robert Manby, Showcorporation president, the rights are for theatrical reissue and television first run.

Included in the package are "The Outlaw," "The Naked and the Dead," "Susan Slept Here" and "Back from Eternity" and such stars as Susan Hayward, John Wayne, Jane Russell and Ingrid Bergman.

Showcorporation also has U. S. TV rights to RKO features.

Mr. Manby is now in Europe in connection with the newly acquired film package. While there, he will attend the 13th annual Berlin Film Festival, June 21-July 2 as the U. S. representative of the International Film Importers and Distributors of America.

Canadian medics declare war on cigarettes

The Canadian Medical Association last Tuesday (June 11) approved discussions with the Board of Broadcast Governors, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., tobacco manufacturers and advertising agencies in a war on cigarette smoking. The association at its annual convention at Toronto decided to ask the Canadian government to declare lung cancer a major public health problem.

The association represents over 16,500 doctors. Its general council recom-

mended stronger enforcement of the law which makes it illegal for children under 16 to buy or smoke tobacco products, to have all cigarette packages labeled to warn of hazards of cigarette smoking, to start a nationwide educational program in all schools and universities with special effort to reach student nurses in hospitals and colleges. It decided to make no recommendations concerning cigarette advertising.

McCann-Erickson buys Spanish ad agency

McCann-Erickson International has expanded into Spain with the purchase of Rucscas Publicidad, a leading Spanish agency with offices in Madrid and Barcelona.

The Rucscas agency will become a wholly owned subsidiary of McCann-Erickson International with the agency's founder, Francisco Garcia-Rucscas, remaining as chairman and general director of the new firm, Rucscas-McCan-

Erickson S. A.

Among advertisers to be served by the new agency are Colgate-Palmolive, International Chemical Industries, Reynolds Tobacco and Olivetti.

The Spanish acquisition was the third such international purchase within the last six months for McCann-Erickson, which now maintains 58 major offices in 24 countries and has some 3,500 overseas employees. In February, McCann-Erickson took over a group of five agencies, Afamal, in South Africa, and late in 1962 purchased an agency in Manila.

CBC bylaw is voided

Following a ruling of the Department of Justice, Ottawa, J. Alphone Ouimet, president of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., will again preside at meetings of the CBC board of directors. A bylaw had been passed in 1959 making the chairman of the board of directors the chairman of board meetings and Director R. L. Dunsmore had been appointed to.

More than a decade of Constructive Service to Broadcasters and the Broadcasting Industry

HOWARD E. STARK

Brokers—Consultants
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board chairman. CBC appealed and after four years, the Department of Justice announced its interpretation of the validity of the bylaw. Mr. Dunsmore, a nonpermanent member of the board of directors, retains his post as chairman of the CBC finance committee, but not that of chairman of the board of directors.

3d French AM for Ottawa is denied license

The Canadian Department of Transport has refused a license for a new French language 10 kw daytime, 5 kw nighttime station on 1150 kc at Ottawa, for Radio Presige Ltd., Montreal. This is the first instance of the Canadian government turning down a recommendation of the Board of Broadcast Governors. Announcement of the denial was made at Ottawa by Dr. Andrew Stewart, BBG chairman.

In the House of Commons, Transport Minister George McIlraith, said that the recommendation had been turned down on grounds that three French language radio stations were economically too many for the Ottawa area.

Now in operation is CKCH Hull Quebec, across Ottawa River from Ottawa. Recommended for license recently was 10 kw station at Ottawa on 1250 kc for CBC.

There would be too much competition in one market too quickly, the minister said.

Record international gross seen by CBS Films

CBS Films expects to attain a record gross in international sales for the first half of 1963, Ralph M. Baruch, vice president, international sales, reported last week in disclosing new sales in Australia, Nigeria, West Germany, Thailand, Singapore and Korea.

Following the sale in Australia of The Jackie Gleason Show (Broadcasting, June 10), CBS Films has completed new sales there on The Nurses, The Beverly Hillbillies, True, Zootara, Playhouse 90 and the Mighty Mouse Playhouse.

In addition, CBS Films has signed renewal contracts for Perry Mason; Rawhide: Have Gun, Will Travel; Gunsmoke; Deputy Dawg and The Defenders with major Australian commercial broadcasters.

CBS Films recently sold 15 program series in Nigeria, seven in Singapore, six in Korea and three in Thailand, according to Mr. Baruch. In addition, agreements have been signed with both television networks in Germany. The new state-owned network, Zwikes Deutches Fernsehen, bought on a long-term basis the majority of news and public affairs shows produced by CBS News. The commercial network, ARD, purchased The Defenders over a three-year period.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Set sales, production for April

Sales of TV and radio receivers dropped in April, but cumulative TV totals for the year remain ahead of the same period last year. Radio year-to-date figures, however, are considerably behind the same period in 1962.

In April, distributor sales of TV sets numbered 395,166 units, a substantial drop from the 601,797 for the month prior. Radio sales were 637,443 for April, a drop from 818,510 in March.

Television production for April totaled 548,637 against 696,435 for the previous month. Radio production amounted to 1,359,769, compared with 1,568,381 the month before.

Sales and production figures, as announced by Electronic Industries Association last week:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Television (with UHF)</th>
<th>Radio (with FM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-April 1963</td>
<td>2,036,783</td>
<td>2,525,337*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-April 1962</td>
<td>1,932,729</td>
<td>2,987,497</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SALES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-April 1963</td>
<td>2,287,418 (288,631)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-April 1962</td>
<td>2,200,201 (185,754)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding auto radios.
** Includes 2,526,708 auto radios compared with 2,137,627 auto radios previous year's four months.

Technical topics...

Cameras on copters • Photo Instrumentation Corp., New York, has announced rental of "Astrovision" helicopter camera mounts with special "anti-vibratory" platforms. The mounts permit panning in a 125 degree arc and allow a 75 degree vertical tilt. The "Astrovision" rental includes helicopter service as well as a technical advisor if desired.

All in one • A one-component tape recorder head that records, plays back and erases, is now in volume production by Michigan Magnetics Inc., Vermontville, Mich. The metal-faced head has a tapered design that prevents incorrect insertion of reels or tapes. Standard and modified heads carry 12-month warranties.

End talks • General Precision Inc. has terminated negotiation for the acquisition of the TV broadcast operation of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge's Dage Division.

Tape eraser • The Amplifier Corp. of America, New York, has introduced its new heavy-duty professional bulk tape eraser, the Magneraser Senior, designed for use with audio, computer, telemeter, and machine-control tapes; and with 8, 16, and 35 mm sound strips. It completely erases, according to the company, the most severely overloaded tapes, and actually lowers background noise levels 3 to 6 db less than some new (unused) tapes. Price $24.95. Write the manufacturer at 398 Broadway for additional information.

Transatlantic photo service • RCA Communications Inc. is now offering a "customer-to-customer" phototex service between London and New York. The two-way coaxial cable system may be leased on a time or demand contract. Ancillary services include voice communication facilities during picture transmission for cuing control. Charge for the circuit is $40 for the first 10 minutes and $4 for each additional minute.

FM stereo monitor • Collins Radio Co. has introduced new 900C-1 stereo modulation monitor which permits accurate measuring and monitoring of FM stereo multiplex programs. The unit measures main channel, subchannel, pilot carrier and SCA carrier insertion. Collins also introduced new 26U-2 stereo limiting amplifier to permit maximum modulation with minimum distortion.

New camera from Marconi

Marconi Co. announces completely new, solid state, miniature vidicon TV camera, consisting of the camera and a control unit connected by a lightweight multicore cable. The camera itself is contained in a stainless steel cylinder, weighing 9 1/2 pounds. The control unit weighs 30 pounds. The 321 series equipment operates on international standards (anywhere between 405 and 875 lines) and is completely automatic in operation.
Disappointing half for United Artists

Disappointing receipts of United Artists films should result in a slump for the first half of 1963 as compared with the similar period of 1962, Arthur B. Krim, president of United Artists Corp., told the company's annual stockholders meeting in New York last Tuesday (June 11).

He noted that the first quarter of this year showed a decline in revenue and earnings from last year but expressed the view that the second half of 1963 should improve over the first half of this year. He predicted 1963 would wind up as a "satisfactory" year.

Mr. Krim reported that United Artists is strengthening its position in television, pointing out that the company will be represented with 41/2 hours of programming weekly on networks this fall, as compared with one hour weekly last year. The income from these programs will be reflected in 1964, he added.

First quarter through March 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1963</th>
<th>1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per share</td>
<td>$0.32</td>
<td>$0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross income</td>
<td>26,994,000.00</td>
<td>32,065,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net before taxes</td>
<td>1,084,000.00</td>
<td>1,797,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income taxes</td>
<td>506,000.00</td>
<td>641,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>578,000.00</td>
<td>1,156,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kahn to sell 40,000 Teleprompter shares

Irving B. Kahn, chairman-president of Teleprompter Corp., New York, reported last week he plans to sell 40,000 shares from his personal holdings of Teleprompter common stock to BSF Co., a registered closed-end investment company. The purchase price is $6 a share and Mr. Kahn has the right over a five-year period to repurchase any part or all of the shares at prices ranging from $6.50 to $10 a share.

Mr. Kahn continues to hold approximately 15,000 shares. There are 762,146 shares of Teleprompter stock outstanding, of which 91,026 shares are held by the Western Union Telegraph Co. The sale is expected to be completed this month.

During a board of directors meeting on June 7, Victor Muscat, Robert L. Huffines and Edward Krock, chairman, president, and treasurer respectively of BSF, were elected as three of Teleprompter's nine-man board of directors. They will be nominees for re-election at the company's annual meeting in July. Mr. Kahn remains as board chairman and president of Teleprompter.

About half of Teleprompter's almost $5.5 million gross revenues in 1962 came from its 14 CATV systems, Mr. Kahn told stockholders in the annual report issued June 7. CATV subscribers increased 25.2% and now number over 40,000, he said.

Because of loss operations the company is planning to dispose of three of its divisions, Mr. Kahn said. These are the Communications System and Equipment Division, Weathers Industries Inc. and Conley Electronics Corp. Both Weathers, high fidelity components and stereo systems, and Conley, tape cartridges for broadcasting and industrial use, were acquired last year.

Last month Teleprompter sold its Houghton, Mich., CATV system to the Chicago Tribune for $375,000, realizing a profit of more than $100,000 before taxes, Mr. Kahn said. Other Teleprompter cable companies:

* Eugene, Springfield and Coquille, Ore.; Cut Bank, Shelby and Great Falls, Mont.; Elmira, N. Y.; Farmington and Silver City, N. M.; Hawaii Kai, Honolulu, Hawaii; Johnstown, Pa.; Liberal, Kan.; Rawlins, Wyo.; Santa Cruz, Calif.

In 1962 Teleprompter had net earnings of $55,957 (BROADCASTING, May 13).

Financial notes

* Decca dividend • Decca Records Inc. has announced a regular quarterly dividend of 30 cents a share on its capital stock. The dividend is payable June 28 to stockholders of record June 17. Decca Records is controlled by MCA.

* Rollins dividend • Rollins Broadcasting Inc. board voted a regular quarterly dividend on common stock of 10 cents a share and an interim dividend on Class B common of 5 cents a share, payable July 25 to stockholders of record June 25.

* Dividend declared • The board of directors of Trans-Lux Corp., New York, declared a 15 cents a share quarterly dividend to be paid on June 28 to stockholders of record as of June 14.

SEC sale and purchase report for May

The following purchases and sales of common stock by officers and directors of registered companies in broadcasting and allied fields have been reported by the Securities & Exchange Commission in its May Official Summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Purchaser</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Price per Share</th>
<th>Purchase/Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paramount Pictures</td>
<td>Robert L. Kahn</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleprompter Corp.</td>
<td>Gerald A. Bartell</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metromedia Inc.</td>
<td>Robert A. Dreyer</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Sold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seven Arts annual report

Record sales and earnings in all phases of activities of Seven Arts Productions Ltd., Toronto, were reported last week by Eliot Hyman, president, for the fiscal year ended Jan. 31, 1963. Seven Arts Productions Ltd. is engaged in the syndication of feature films and program series to TV; the production of motion pictures and the presentation of plays for the stage.

Fiscal year ended Jan. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1963</th>
<th>1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>19,407,903.00</td>
<td>15,900,874.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before taxes</td>
<td>2,950,793.00</td>
<td>2,055,555.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>1,705,793.00</td>
<td>1,150,555.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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H. Grady Chandler Jr., Jeffrey A. Greene and William S. Watchman Jr. elected VP's of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York. Mr. Chandler joined agency in May 1962 as marketing group head; Mr. Greene, an account executive, has been with K&E for seven years; and Mr. Watchman, an account supervisor, joined agency in November 1960.

David J. Fitzgibbons, executive VP and director, elected president of Sterling Drug Inc. Mr. Fitzgibbons succeeds Dr. J. Mark Hiebert, board chairman. Dr. Hiebert continues as chairman-chief executive officer of company.

Melvin Birnbaum elected VP and director of marketing for J. B. Williams Co., New York. Mr. Birnbaum was previously executive vice president and director of Maradel Products.

H. Earl Hodgson, former president of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, that city, as VP, member of plans board and member of executive staff.

Jack C. Lawrence joins Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago-based advertising agency, as broadcast supervisor. For past five years he has been manager of radio-TV department of Dreyer's Ltd., U. S. A. Inc. (beer) and before that was with MacFarland Aveyard Co. and Maxon Inc. Rue McClain Dolan, senior writer in both broadcast and print media at Clinton E. Frank, elected vice president.

Caleb J. Penniman, formerly with W. W. Ayer & Son, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as account executive.

Richard J. Babcock, president and publisher of Farm Journal Inc. and vice chairman of Advertising Research Foundation, New York, named chairman of ARF's planning committee. Mr. Babcock succeeds Lyndon O. Brown, ARF chairman and senior VP of Daner-Fitzgerald-Sample, who will continue to serve on committee. Arthur C. Bryan, president of Union Carbide Consumer Products Co. and ARF treasurer-director, named to planning committee.

James Frankenberg joins Cunningham & Walsh as senior executive on Andrew Jergens account. Mr. Frankenberg was formerly senior VP and account supervisor with Kaster, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton. William Schrepel and Robert Harris named account executives. Mr. Schrepel, formerly of Warner Bros. Television, was assigned to Braniff International Airways. Mr. Harris, formerly of Wilson, Haight & Welch, will work on United Aircraft account.

Paul E. Menneg and Leonard H. Roller elected VP's of Rogers & Cowan Inc., New York public relations firm. Mr. Menneg, who joined R&C in August 1960 as executive director of New York office, will serve as senior VP in charge of New York operations. Mr. Roller joined firm two years ago and will serve as senior vice president for account services-corporate division.

Robert S. Marker, former VP and creative director of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, joins McCann-Erickson, Detroit, as VP. Earlier Mr. Marker was with MacManus, John & Adams as senior VP and creative director with direct responsibility on Pontiac Motor division account.

Herman Raucher joins Maxon Inc. as VP in charge of all creative services for tolettries division of Gillette. Mr. Raucher was formerly VP and copy director at Reach-McClintock. Robert Gibbons also joins Maxon as VP and television group head on Gillette account. Mr. Gibbons resigned from McCann-Erickson, New York, where he was television group head.

Adrian Brown, chairman of plans board and member of board of management of Los Angeles office of McCann-Erickson, elected VP. Mr. Brown joined M-E in 1952 as copy writer and in 1956 became producer-writer in radio-TV production department. In 1957 he was appointed copy group head and shortly thereafter became creative director before taking over his present duties which he will continue to handle as vice president.

Edward E. Van Horn joins Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Inc. as account executive. Mr. Van Horn was formerly vice president and director of Smith, Henderson & Berris, New York.

Helen Kane, controller of Lewis, Dobrow & Lamb, Washington, D. C., advertising and public relations firm, elected treasurer, replacing Albert Kinsley, recently named station manager of WOOK-TV, that city.

Philip Solomon, VP and supervisor of Warner Brothers Pictures account for Blaine Thompson Co., joins Lennen & Newell as vice president and senior executive on Paramount Pictures Corp. account.

Burt M. Toppan Jr., director of stockholder and public relations for Wometco Enterprises, Miami, joins Los Angeles office of Harshfeld-Rotman & Druck, PR firm, as group supervisor.

Jack R. Shore, formerly of Eli Lilly and Co., Indianapolis, joins Frank Block Associates, St. Louis-based advertising and public relations firm, as account executive.

Don Hoyt, Southern California Gas Co., elected president of Publicity Club of Los Angeles at its annual meeting June 10. He succeeds Len McLean of Southern Counties Gas Co.

Rita Patterson, senior creative writer at Maxon Adv., New York, joins Mogul, Williams & Saylor, that city, as senior copywriter.

Alfred V. Hansen, former partner in Charles B. Ripin Associates, New York,
Stevenson to head NCTA

Fred J. Stevenson, president of Rogers TV Cable Inc., Rogers, Ark., elected national chairman of National Community Television Association last week in Seattle (see story page 124). Other officers elected are Archer Taylor, Northwest Video Inc., national vice chairman; Jack R. Crosby, Westex Cable Corp., secretary; and R. L. Stoner, Eastern Oregon Television Inc., treasurer.

joints copy department of Wermen & Schorr, Philadelphia.

Richard O'Connor appointed sales manager for Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of metropolitan Milwaukee.

THE MEDIA

Donald H. Wear, VP-general manager of WTPA-TV Harrisburg, Pa., named VP-general manager of WAPI-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala. Mr. Wear will succeed Charles F. Grisham, who is resigning (see story, page 134). Replacing Mr. Wear as general manager at WTPA will be Paul Abbott, who will move to Harrisburg from his present post as general manager of WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y. No successor has been named as yet to replace Mr. Abbott at WSYE-TV. E. Ray McCauley, program manager of WTPA, will assume added duties as assistant general manager. All appointments are effective July 1. WTPA-TV, WAPI-AM-FM-TV and WSYE-TV are owned by S. I. Newhouse and family.


A. J. (Blondy) Stahmer, national and regional sales manager of KMCS-FM Seattle, assumes added duties as general manager.

Sidney Shear, head of Shear Adv., Milwaukee, and former ad manager of Milwaukee Sentinel, named station manager of KTVN St. Paul, Minn.

Virgil Clemons, sales manager, promoted to station manager of KFMB-AM-FM San Diego, Calif. Joseph Miller succeeds Mr. Clemons as sales manager.

James S. Collins appointed station manager of WEAW-AM-FM Evanston, Ill.

Martin S. Fliesler, VP and director of advertising and sales promotion for WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, where he supervised promotion, research and public relations, appointed VP and general manager of KJH-AM-FM Los Angeles. Both stations are owned by RKO General Broadcasting. Before joining WOR, Mr. Fliesler was an executive on Revlon account at BBDO, New York.

Raymond E. Carow, general manager of WALB-TV Albany, elected president of Georgia Association of Broadcasters last week, succeeding C. C. Smith, president and general manager of WDEC Americus. Other officers elected are Charles Doss, WROM Rome, VP for radio; Ridley Bell, WRBL-TV Columbus, VP for TV; and Esther Pruett, Wtoc Savannah, treasurer.

Jim Suggs named national sales manager of KROD-El Paso, Tex. Mr. Suggs was formerly sales executive and merchandising director.


Sydney A. Grayson, former president and general manager of Grayson Enterprises, owners and operators of KSVD-AM-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., joins Metropolitan Broadcasting Television as general manager of KDVR(TV) (ch. 13) Sacramento, Calif.

Harry H. Packer appointed to local sales staff of WJW-TV Cleveland.

E. Boyd Seghers Jr., broadcast media director at Knox Reeves-Fitzgerald, New Orleans, joins WGN-AM-TV Chicago as sales promotion supervisor.

Rollo Fletcher appointed local-regional sales manager of KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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CBS Radio Affiliates elect 3 new directors

E. K. Hartenbower, chairman of the affiliate board of CBS Radio Affiliates Association, today (June 17) announced the following election results for Board of Directors in three districts.

In District No. 4 (Florida, North Carolina, and South Carolina) Charles R. Sanders, assistant general manager of WSPA-AM-FM Spartanburg, S. C., elected to succeed J. Frank Jarman, WNBC Durham, N. C.

District No. 5 (Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee) James W. Woodruff Jr., president and general manager of WRBL-AM-FM Columbus, succeeds placing Mr. Tritter in St. Louis will be William D. McKinstry, manager of St. Louis office of Avery-Knodel. Mr. Klein, former general sales manager of KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif., joined Blair TV in 1960. Cohen stations are KSBW-AM-FM-Salinas-Monterey; KVEC-AM-FM and KBY-TV San Luis Obispo, and KNKS Hanford, all California.

Louis A. Severine, former account executive for Direct Mail Service Inc., joins KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, in similar capacity.

Charles F. Grisham, VP of Newhouse Broadcasting Corp. and general manager of WAPI-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., since 1957, resigns to become general manager and 25% stockholder of WHNT-TV (ch. 19), new Huntsville, Ala., outlet now under construction with a proposed target date of September. Licensed to North Alabama Broadcasters Inc., WHNT-TV will have visual power of 563 kw and be affiliated with CBS-TV network. Other stockholders of North Alabama Broadcasters Inc. are Tine W. Davis, Winn-Dixie Grocery Chain; Aaron Aronov, Aronov Realty Co.; and John C. Godbold, partner in Montgomery law firm of Godbold, Hobbs and Copeland.


Lee Carlson, since 1961 with Chicago office of ABC-TV Spot Sales, joins ABC-owned WBBK-TV Chicago as account executive. Formerly, Mr. Carlson was timebuyer at North Adv.

Angelo L. Ferraro, assistant retail advertising manager for The Bergen Evening Record, Hackensack, N. J., appointed general sales manager of WJZ-AM-FM Newark, N. J. Kenneth Silverbush, formerly with Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., joins WJZ as advertising and promotion director.

Fritz Manes joins Los Angeles office of H-R Television Inc. as account executive. He formerly was in Hollywood NBC Spot Sales office.

LeRoy Collins, president of National Association of Broadcasters, was awarded honorary doctor of laws degree from Millikin University, Decatur, III., last week. The NAB head, who made Millikin commencement address, also was cited by university for his “courage, integrity and high principles.”

Lee A. Lahey elected VP of Robert E. Eastman & Co. Mr. Lahey was appointed secretary of representative firm in 1962. Ed Carrell, formerly with Post division of General Foods, named manager of Eastman’s Dallas office. He succeeds his brother, Al Carrell, who has joined New York sales staff of Eastman.

Ray Shouse and Jeff Dane named program director and production manager, respectively, at WTRF-TV Norfolk, Va. Bernard Melton joins WTRF-FM as staff announcer.

Harry Smart, VP and sales manager of Blair Television, Chicago, elected president of Chicago chapter of Station Representatives Association for 1963-64. Robert Kalthoff, sales manager of Avery-Knodel, elected VP of chapter; John Boden, account executive at John Blair Co., elected secretary, and George Dubinetz, VP and sales manager of Robert Eastman & Co., elected treasurer.

Donald Pinney appointed marketing and merchandising manager of WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y. James H. Gardner and Hans J. Mobius join WGR-TV’s sales department.


Barbara Cawley joins promotion staff of WEJL Scranton, Pa.

John G. Connolly, member of CBS-TV network press information staff since 1954 and for past two years in charge of sports publicity, named manager of press information for CBS Ra-

Mike Sachs, senior copy and plans writer with Al Paul Lefton Co., joins WFLA-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia as copy director in promotion department.

Mansfield G. Via Jr., formerly with WFAA-TV Dallas, joins Peters, Griffin, Woodward, national radio-television sales representative, as TV account executive in Dallas-Ft. Worth office.

Polly Clark, former coordinator of special musical and public relations programs for KMOX St. Louis, appointed director of women’s affairs at WORL-TV network. His immediate responsibility will be to supervise production of two one-hour series, Burke’s Law, starring Gene Barry, and The Robert Taylor Show, starring Robert Taylor. Mr. Powell, who was associate producer of Saints and Sinners and for several shows in Dick Powell Theatre series this season, began his career as assistant director at Revue Studios in 1958. He joined Four Star in 1959.

John H. Butler, creative director of Compton Adv.'s San Francisco office, elected president of San Francisco chapter of Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Other officers elected: Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco, first VP; Ernest Rock, California Academy of Sciences, second VP; Kelly Quinn, actress, secretary; and Ken Langley, Tuberculosis and Health Association of California, treasurer.

Malvin Wald and Jesse Sandler have been signed to head new documentary division of 20th Century-Fox Television. The two writer-producers have been working for some months with W. R. Higginbotham, in charge of Fox-Movietone News, on more than 20 program formats, from five-minute fillers to 90-minute specials. They will have exclusive access to 90 million feet of film shot by Fox-Movietone since 1919.

Dick Berg, producer at Revue Studios currently set to produce several segments of The Chrysler Show Hosted by Bob Hope for 1963-64 season, elected VP. Mr. Berg joined Revue in 1961 and produced studio’s Checkmate series that year. Alex Segal named director of Rod Serling script, “A Killing at Sundial.” First of segments of Chrysler show, “Sundial” will go into production late this month.

Don Hershey re-elected director of Screen Directors International Guild. Other officers elected were Paul V. Falkenberg, 1st VP; Robert J. Kingsley, 2d VP; Leslie Goldman, secretary; and Robert Braverman, treasurer. Elections were held June 6 at meeting at which membership also voted to approve new three-year contract between SDIG and Film Producers Association of New York. New agreement was said to include wage increases and improved fringe benefits.

William H. Terry, for past six years production manager of Louis de Rochemont Associates, elected VP in charge of production for Sturgis-Grant Productions, New York producers of special-purpose films in medicine, health and allied fields. Orestes Calpinelli appointed art director and head animator at Sturgis-Grant.

Eddie Saeta has been appointed assistant director of Travels of Jaimie McPheeters, new one-hour series that MGM-TV is producing for ABC-TV, starting this fall on Sun., 7:30-8:30 p.m. Mr. Saeta had been in similar post at Columbia Pictures.

Roger Hall, formerly manager of Philadelphia orchestra, named manager of Red Seal artists and repertoire, RCA Victor Records. Mr. Hall succeeds Alan Kayes, who was named manager of record club operations.

Howie Horwitz, former supervisor of 77 Sunset Strip, Surfside 6 and Hawaiian Eye, signed to long-term contract by Screen Gems as executive producer. Mr. Horwitz will also work on development of new projects, primarily in dramatic area for SG’s 1964-65 schedule.

Alan Press, director of network operations department of Screen Gems, named promotion production manager, responsible for supervision of production and distribution of all SG-on-the-air promotional material for company’s network programs.

Mona Skager, former assistant to publicity director of KJLH-TV Los Angeles, joins publicity department of Daystar Productions as administrative assistant to Allan Balter, director of advertising and publicity.

NEWS

Bob Allison, bureau manager in Washington for CBS News, appointed news division’s producer-director for Europe, succeeding Al Weskn, who was recently named producer of CBS Morning News With Mike Wallace. Among duties in his new post, Mr. Allison will work closely with CBS News’ correspondents in Europe to produce news stories for two half-hour daily news broadcasts on CBS-TV network beginning Sept. 2.

Chuck B. Tudor, former announcer at WRAJ-AM-FM Anna, Ill., joins WMT Murphysboro, Ill., as director of news.

Jack Canfield named news editor of WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.

Don Hewitt and Leslie Midgley named executive producer and producer, respectively, for this fall’s CBS Evening News With Walter Cronkite
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Randolph L. White and William T. Slater join WLIB-AM-FM New York as news editor and newscaster-interviewer, respectively.

Donald E. Brown, professor at University of Illinois College of Journalism and Communications, Urbana, resigns to accept position as professor of mass communications at Arizona State College, Tempe. The Illinois News Broadcasters Association has established a scholarship in honor of Professor Brown, who has been executive secretary of group for past 10 years. John Cramer, news director of WLL Urbana, succeeds him as INBA executive secretary.

Walter Turner, former program director of WCYW Cynthiana, Ky., assumes evening news duties at WING Dayton, Ohio.

Don Hillman, news director of KAL-TV Fresno, Calif., joins news and music staff of KTV, that city.

Jake Jacobs joins news staff of KGFJ Los Angeles.

Bill Hazlett, newsman formerly with Denver's Rocky Mountain News, joins news department of KNXT(TV) Los Angeles as staff writer.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Robert L. Werner, executive VP and general attorney of RCA, elected to company's board of directors.

Markus Nowogrodzki, manager of microwave product engineering for RCA electron tube division at Harrison, N. J., named to new post of manager for microwave engineering programs. Frank E. Vaccaro succeeds Mr. Nowogrodzki as manager of microwave product engineering, and Dr. Fred Sterzer appointed manager of microwave applied research.

John A. Kenney appointed regional sales manager for Admiral Corp., with headquarters in Atlanta.

George H. Fezell, for past two years divisional merchandising manager for appliances and electronics at Montgomery Ward, joins The Magnavox Co., New York, as corporate VP and sales manager for radio-TV division. Mr. Fezell was with Magnavox from 1956 through January 1960 as VP and general merchandising manager. At same time, Magnavox announced appointments of Richard Kelly as eastern sales manager and Dale Kelly as western sales manager for firm's consumer products division. James T. Smith, general manager of Magnavox's research facility at Torrance, Calif., named director of operations for company's Urbana, Ill., facility. Mr. Smith succeeds Colonel James W. Anderson, who resigned.

W. Harry Stout, senior vice president and controller for products machine division of U. S. Industries Inc., Chicago, elected vice president in charge of finance for Shure Brothers Inc. (broadcast equipment manufacturer), Evanston, Ill.

J. C. (Nick) Nickens appointed central district manager of Continental Electronics Cos., subsidiaries of Ling-Temco-Vought, with headquarters at Richardson, Tex. His territory covers 20 states, from Texas east to Florida and north to Wisconsin and North Dakota. Mr. Nickens joins LTV subsidiaries after three years in governmental electronic sales for Collins Radio Co. and more than seven years as producer and director for WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.

Frank L. Weston named director of industrial engineering for Oak Manufacturing Co., Crystal Lake, Ill., components manufacturer for electronics and electrical industries. Before joining Oak, Mr. Weston was chief industrial engineer for Acme Steel Co., Chicago.

INTERNATIONAL

Harold E. (Hap) Anderson named manager of special projects at NBC Enterprises. Mr. Anderson will supervise NBC management services and develop investment opportunities overseas. He was formerly an independent consultant for NBC International as consultant to Jamaica Broadcasting Co. in Kingston, Jamaica.

George Middleton Caman, formerly of NBC, joins Kenya Broadcasting Corp., Nairobi, as director general.

A. Mike Allan appointed managing director of Technicolor Ltd., London. Mr. Allan, formerly joint general manager of London plant, joined Technicolor Ltd. shortly after it was formed in 1935. He was also elected to company’s board of directors. George Gunn, joint general manager of Technicolor Ltd. in charge of sales, and Paul
Van Volkenburg, first CBS-TV head, dies

J. L. (Jack) Van Volkenburg, 59, president of CBS-TV from 1951 to 1956, died in his sleep last Tuesday (June 11) at his home in Merrifield, Minn.

He joined CBS organization in 1932 as sales manager of company-owned KMOX St. Louis, coming from BBDO, Chicago, where he headed agency’s radio department. He was named president and general manager of KMOX in 1935.

Mr. Van Volkenburg moved to Chicago in 1936 as assistant to the late H. Leslie Atlass, then CBS VP in charge of network’s central division. In 1945 Mr. Van Volkenburg transferred to New York as general sales manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, and was named VP and director of operations for CBS-TV in May 1948. In July 1951 he was elected CBS-TV president. He retired on Dec. 31, 1956. Mr. Van Volkenburg was called out of retirement to become president of M-E Productions, subsidiary of McCann-Erickson, from June 1960 to October 1961.

Funeral services were held last Friday (June 14) in Brainard, Minn. Mr. Van Volkenburg is survived by his wife, former Kathryn Hurst; his son, J. L. Jr.; his daughter, Mrs. John Nicely, and his mother.

Fassnacht, VP of Technicolor Corp., Hollywood, were also elected to board of directors of Technicolor Ltd.

W. B. C. Burgoyne, owner of CKTB St. Catharines, Ont., and daily St. Catharines Standard, elected president of Ontario Chamber of Commerce.

ALLIED FIELDS

Dr. Elmer H. Schulz appointed executive VP and director of Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, which will be renamed IIT Research Institute, effective July 1. He replaces Dr. Haldon A. Leedy, who recently was named president of Nuclear-Chicago Corp. Dr. Schulz joined foundation in 1946. He became assistant director for research operations in 1953 and was elected VP of that office in 1958.

Clara S. Logan re-elected president of National Association of Better Radio and Television. New officers elected are James V. Bennett, first VP (Washington); E. G. Knauss, second VP (Cleveland); Frank Orme, third VP (Los Angeles); Mrs. Victor Roberts, treasurer (North Hollywood); Elizabeth Livingston, corresponding secretary (Buffalo, N. Y.); and Gertrude Blackstock, recording secretary (Los Angeles).

Donel W. Price appointed to faculty of Los Angeles State College as television program supervisor. He is also working toward Ph.D. in communications at University of Southern California and is executive secretary of Alpha Epsilon Rho, national radio and television fraternity.

Walter H. Pagenkopf, manager of Indianapolis Works, Western Electric Co., elected president of Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Association for 1963-64. Mr. Pagenkopf succeeds Frank A. Gunther, Radio Engineering Laboratories Inc., who has served as national president of AFCEA for last two years.


DEATHS

H. Walton Cutshall Jr., 49, VP in charge of sales and advertising for Eastern Air Lines, died June 8 at St. Joseph’s Hospital, Stamford, Conn., following long illness. Mr. Cutshall joined Eastern in 1939. He was named director of advertising in December 1960, and was elected VP with supervision for all of Eastern’s sales and advertising activities in September of last year.

Zasu Pitts (Mrs. John E. Woodall), 63, film, stage and TV actress whose fluttering hands and plaintive manner brought her top billing among comedians, died of cancer June 7 in Los Angeles Good Samaritan Hospital. Although comedy was her forte, she did other type roles, having worked in scores of motion pictures, in legitimate stock and television. She co-starred with Gale Storm in television series Oh, Susanna.

Charles L. Glett, 61, veteran motion picture studio and television executive, died June 7 in Los Angeles Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. Recently named administrative VP of Theatre-Vision Color Corp., subsidiary of National General Corp., he had been associated with parent corporation in various executive capacities in recent years. Mr. Glett was one-time VP of CBS-TV network in charge of network services in Hollywood, VP of Mutual-Don Lee Broadcasting System and VP of KOE Television Pictures. Prior to entering broadcasting field, he was general studio manager for Selznick International and Vanguard Pictures.

Robert H. Van Roo, 42, director of research and sales development for WBBM-TV Chicago, died June 6 of heart attack there. Mr. Van Roo was former promotion manager of WITI-TV Milwaukee.

15 KW Restricted Licenses

Another GEL Product for Automation
GEL’s 15 KW FM Transmitters are operated by holders of restricted licenses, by FCC waiver. Enjoy high power operation without the extra cost of on duty first-class operators. Write for complete details.
STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting June 6 through June 12 and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules and standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.


Existing TV stations

**AKVTV** Monahans, Tex.—Va. Sec. 3.652(a) of rules insofar as permitting identification as Monahans-Odessa station; denied request to identify station with Midland as well since latter is not within station’s city grade signal contour and no excessively circumstances exist to warrant waiver. Com. Barthley dissented. Action June 12.

**KOSA-TV** Odessa, Tex.—Va. Sec. 3.652(a) of rules to permit identification as Odessa-Midland station. Com. Barthley dissented. Action June 12.

New AM stations


**KTXR** New Port Richey, Fla.—Jasmin Properties Inc. Granted CP for new AM for 1500 kw. 250 w-d.; additions. P.O. address 125 West Main Street, New Port Richey. Estimated construction cost $12,875; first year operating cost $34,000; revenue $42,000. Principals: W. C. Tranter, Reginald Sims, R. L. Tranter and Sam Y. Allgood (each 25%). Messrs. Tranter are in construction business; Mr. Sims is in real estate; Mr. Allgood is attorney. Action June 12.

**KTRR** Jasper County Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new AM 1500 kw. 25 w-d.; condition that pre-sunrise operation will be possible pending final decision in Dec. 14419. P. O. address Box 282, Rensselaer. Estimated construction cost $12,221; first year operating cost $28,000; revenue $48,000. Principals: James C. Capelleri, James A. Sullivan, James J. Capelleri and Anthony Di Carlo Jr. (each 20%) and Robert R. Becker and Janice Lee Becker (each 10%). J. J. Capelleri and Mr. Di Carlo are part owners of WCGO Chicago Heights, Ill.; Mr. Capereli is a partner of trucking firm; Mr. Sullivan is newsman with WCGO. Mr. Becker is DJ with WCGO; Mrs. Becker is housewife. April 16 initial decision looked toward grant. June 9.

**WACO** Woodbury, Tenn.—Cannon Broadcasting Co. Granted Amendment to cover new AM on 1540 kw. 500 w-d. P. O. address Woodbury. Estimated construction cost $25,000; first year operating cost $20,000; revenue $48,000. Principals: Austin Jennings, Edwin B. Jordan (each 10%), Mr. Jennings is jeweler; Mr. Jordan owns WJCF Pulaski. Mr. Land is funeral director. April 16 initial decision looked toward grant. Action June 9.

**KWKX** Memphis—Granted increased power on 980 kw. D. from 1 kw to 1 kw with DA conditions. Action June 12.

**WXV** Windermere, Fla.—Amendment to request to make changes in ant. system to change ant. trans. locations and install DA system (DA-D). Action June 11.


**WROA** Gulfport, Miss.—Grant change frequency from 1380 kw to 1400 kw; granted license to change power of 250 w-1 kw. Action June 11.

**KFBX** Enterprise, Ore.—Grant license to change hours of operation from 1400 kw. to 1500 kw. Action June 12.

Ownership changes

**KTFM** For the record

**KTVF** Fairbanks, Alaska—Granted to Charles H. Mullanix, Jr. as sole owner of TV station.
## Professional Cards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position and Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY</td>
<td>Offices and Laboratories 1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C. Federal 3-4800 Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer National Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C. Telephone District 7-1205 Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>41 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering 1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850 WASHINGTON 6, D. C. Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILLIMAN, MOFFET &amp; KOWALSKI</td>
<td>1405 G St., N.W. Republic 7-6646 Washington 5, D. C. Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7010 KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV Microwave 3209 W. 12th St. Fort Worth, Texas BUTLER 1-2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL DEAN FORD</td>
<td>Broadcast Engineering Consultant 4941 South 8th Street Terre Haute, Indiana Webb 2-6492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARTLEY &amp; DEXTER LABS., INC.</td>
<td>Donald P. Wise James M. Moran Consulting, Research &amp; Development for Broadcasting Industry &amp; Government 50 Franklin St. Diamond 3-3716 Fitchburg, Massachusetts Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES G. HULMANNY &amp; ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>A Division of Multronics, Inc. 2000 P St., N.W. Washington 6, D. C. Columbia 5-6666 Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE C. DAYIS</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEERS RADIO &amp; TELEVISION 527 Munsey Bldg. Sterling 3-0111 Washington 4, D. C. Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSELL P. MAY</td>
<td>711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg. Washington 5, D. C. Republic 7-3984 Member APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUY C. HUTCHESON</td>
<td>P.O. Box 32 Crastview 4-8721 1100 W. Abram ARLINGTON, TEXAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEERS Box 68, International Airport 1491 South 8th Street Terre Haute, Indiana Webb 2-6492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. G. ROUNTREE</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEER P.O. Box 9044 Austin 56, Texas Gundale 2-3073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERL SAXON</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER 622 Houska Street LaFol, Texas Neptune 4-4242 Neptune 4-9558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL DEAN FORD</td>
<td>Broadcast Engineering Consultant 4941 South 8th Street Terre Haute, Indiana Webb 2-6492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS</td>
<td>PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-PA-TV 445 Concord Ave., Cambridge 35S Mass. Phone: 347-9061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE</td>
<td>To Be Seen by 100,000* Readers among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities. ARB Continuing Readership Study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Service Directory

- **COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO:** Precision Frequency Measurements AM-FM-PA-Television 103 S. Market St., Lee's Summit, Mo. Phone: Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
- **COMMERCIAL ENGINEERS RADIO & TELEVISION:** 527 Munsey Bldg. Sterling 3-0111 Washington 4, D. C. Member APOOB
- **Lohnes & Culver:** Munsey Building District 7-8215 Washington 4, D. C. Member APOOB
- **A. EARL CULLUM, JR.:** CONSULTING ENGINEERS INWOOD POST OFFICE DALLAS 9, TEXAS MIDDLETOWN 1-8376 Member APOOB
- **WALTER F. KEAN:** CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS Associate George M. Sklom 19 E. Quincy St. Higgins 7-2401 Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb) Member APOOB
- **CARL E. SMITH:** CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 8200 Snowville Road Cleveland 41, Ohio Phone: 216-526-5286 Member APOOB
- **PETE JOHNSON:** Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers Applications—Field Engineering Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg. Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281
- **E. HABOLD MUNN, JR.:** BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT Box 220 Coldwater, Michigan Phone: Broadway 8-6733

---
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, June 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lc.</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,803</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>5,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, June 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>486</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC, May 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lerner (52.5%), Daniel M. Lerner (25%), and Joseph Maltz (22.5%), d/b/a as Merri- mac Broadcasting Inc., to same persons in same percentages, tr/a Radio Station WLLL. No financial consideration involved. Action June 5.

Garden City, Mich.—Calls unassigned. Granted acquisition of control of permittee corporation, Garden City Broadcast- ing Inc., from Gary T. Grant (6.17%) by Milton Malitz and Robert G. Wright (each 25%, before); other ownership remains stable. Consider- ation $25,000. Action June 7.

WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss.—Granted re- linquishment of position of licensee (control of licensee corporation, South Radio Inc., d/b/a By L. Blackledge (50%) through sale of 28% to By L. Blackledge, himself, to Jimmy Swan, WBKH station manager, and transfer of 12% from C. Everett Boutwell to James Reeves. Consideration $4,500 and five years service by Mr. Swan; cancellation of $9,150 note by Mr. Reeves. Action June 7.

KBLB-AM-TV Helena, Mont.—Granted assign- ment of license from W. L. Pfeil (34%) and more than 13 others, d/b/a as Helena TV Inc., to Bob Magnes, Mr. Pfeil & Paul D. McAdam (each 26.67%), A. W. Schirber (13.33%), and Darryl A. Lee (6.67%), tr/a Capital City TV Inc. Con- sideration $5,000 cash and assumption of obligations in amount of $252,000. Mr. McAdam is 59.9% owner of KBLB-AM, Mr. Magnes owns 30.06%, and Mr. Schirber owns 10% of KBLB-AM. Mr. Lee is KBLB-AM’s sales manager. Action June 5.

KEYV(TV) Omaha—Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, Herald Liquidating Co., to Peter Kiewit Sons Inc., tr/a Northwest Agencies Inc. Transfer is routine as Kiewit Co. is Donald A. World Herald, owner of KEYV(TV). Action June 5.

KSSX Santa Rosa, N. M.—Granted assign- ment of license from W. L. Driggers (100%), deceased, d/b/a as KSSX Broadcasting, to Mary Major Driggers (100%), executrix of estate of W. L. Driggers, tr/a company of same name. No financial consideration involved. Action June 7.

WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.—Granted assign- ment of license from Herbert Hendrick (100%), d/b/a as Hendrick Broadcasting Co., to Herbert Scherr, Richard B. Stevens and Frank E. Greenberg, as trustee for Stan- ford L. Stevens (each 30%) and Mr. Green- berg individually (10%), tr/a as East Coast Broadcasting Inc. Consideration $200,000. Consideration involves ownership of WDAS Phil- adelphia; Messrs. R. B. Stevens and Green- berg as trustee. Action June 7.

WMFT Shenandoah, Pa.—Granted trans- fer of control of licensee corporation, Schuykill Trans-Audio Corp., from Louis A. Murray, Martin F. Malikre Jr. and John L. Richards (each 25%) and David R. Wolf (12.5%) to same persons tr/a Allisoma Trans-Audio Corp.; ownership remains stable. No financial consideration involved. Action June 7.

WRBP Providence, R. I.—Granted trans- fer of control of Springfield Broadcasting Co., parent company of licensee, R. I. Broad- casting Co., from Paul J. Perreault (86.2%), deceased, to Frances P. Perreault (86% after transfer, 1.8%) before). No financial consideration involved. Action June 7.

WXCN(FM) Providence, R. I.— Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, WXCN Inc., from T. Mitchell Hastings (15.3%) and others, d/b/a as Concert Net- work Inc., to William C. Hillman and Carl C. Greton, co-receivers. No financial consideration involved. Action June 7.

WNCM and WKTM(FM) North Charle- ston, S.C.—Granted assignment of license from Richard F. Kamradt (each 50%) to Robert S. Tsihonsky (40%), Jack McGinnis and Albert J. Stone (each 10%), tr/a as KTM Broad- casting, d/b/a as WMPK-AM, and WKTM Broad- casting Corp. Consideration $5,000 and assumption of debt. Action June 7.


KKBX Mexia, Tex.—Granted assignment of license from Thomas R. Ellis (49.50%), Joan Ellis (44%), Herbert A. Winters (4.6%), and James D. Dillon (remainder), d/b/a as Mexia Broadcasting Inc., to Lucille U. Herrin (100%), tr/a as Limestone Broadcast- ing Inc. Consideration $52,500. Miss Herrin is school teacher. Action June 11.

KSNY Snyder, Tex.—Transferred negative control of licensee corporation, Snyder Broadcasting Co., from Flory D. Hughes (50%), deceased, to Mrs. Hughes (50%) in- dividually. No financial consideration involved. Action June 7.

APPLICATIONS
KJUW Concord, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license from Frank M. Helm Jr. (36%) and Donnelly C. Reeves (64%) d/b/a as Service Broadcasting Co. to Richard A. (4%) and Nancy S. (4%) King and Victor M. (8%) and Carol (5%) Ives, tr/a as KJUW Inc. Mr. King is deceased; Mrs. King is general manager of radio agency. Mrs. Ives is secretary of Bible Fellowship Hour. Action June 7.

WDEL-AM-FM Wilmington, Del.—Seeks transfer of negative control of licensee corporation, Delmarva Broadcasting Co., from J. Hale Steinman (50%), deceased, to Caroline A. Numan (47%), Steven C. Numan (4%) and Douglas R. Armstrong, executors of estate of J. H. Steinman, No financial consideration involved. Also see WDEL-AM- FM EAST, WDEL-FM EAST, and WLEV-TV Wilmington. Action June 7.

WKLY Hartwell, Ga.—Seeks assignment of license from Mrs. W. L. D. Lamb (59%) and Edna M. Pfandl and Sue M. Hudson (each 25%), d/b/a as WKLY Broadcasting Co., to Mr. and Mrs. Pfandl (each 50%), tr/a company of same name. Consideration $25,000. Action June 7.

KCHE Cherokee, Iowa.—Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Cherokee Broadcasting Co. (59 shares iss. before transfer, 47 after), d/b/a as WKCM, from Charles S. Reznikov (75%) to Sterling H. Hell (21 shares, constituting 6% of stock and Mr. Reznikov's shares). Consideration $72,000. Action June 7.

KDMI(FM) Des Moines, Iowa.— Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Richards & Associates Inc., to Maurice L. Test and Albin S. Schuylkill Trans- port Co. (each 50%), No other ownership remains stable. Consideration $150,000 and assumption of debt. If Test is successful, Mr. Bloomberg is program director of KZO Des Moines. Action June 7.

WBOW Bowling Green, Ky.—Seeks assign- ment of license from Clement L. Cockrell (100%), d/b/a as WBNG Inc., to Mr. Cockrell and Jack P. Brown (each 25%), d/b/a as Bowling Green Broadcasting Co., to Mr. Cockrell and Robert L. Proctor (each 50%). Consideration $25,000. Mr. Cockrell is gener- al manager of blood bank. Action June 7.

WJMR-AM-TV and WRCM(FM), All New- port.—Seeks transfer of license of licen- see corporation, Supreme Broadcasting Inc., from Pierce Bros., d/b/a as WPRA, (50%), 24.2% of estate of Chester F. Ovens (each 48% individually). No other ownership remains stable. Action June 7.

WBDC Escanaba, Mich,—Seeks assign- ment of CP from Delta Broadcasting Co., to Donald A. Acton, President of Relit Inc., to Mrs. Nelsone (53% individually). No other ownership remains stable. Action June 7.
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inc., to A. R. Whitman (who votes 100% through Hershey Estates), to teases Hershey Broadcasting Inc. Consideration $120,600. Application for license to badge WIVL-FM, 95.1 MHz, Burlington to Des Moines, Iowa. Action June 12.

Rockford, Ill. — The Illinois Supreme Court has transferred a suit to the Illinois Department of Revenue, claiming that the state should have been allowed to tax the company's sales in Illinois. The company is a subsidiary of the Hershey Candy Co., which is one of the largest candy makers in the world.

Hearing cases

INITIAL DECISION


- By order, the FCC granted Herbert Sharman issued initial decision allowing for the construction of a new AM radio station in Salem, Ore. The station would serve the Salem and Keizer areas, and would be operated by Salem Broadcasting Co. Action June 12.

OTHER ACTIONS

The television station KTVF in Fairbanks, Alaska, has been granted a construction permit to operate on channel 2 for FM stations in the Fairbanks area. The station would be owned by the State of Alaska and operated by the Alaska Public Broadcasters. Action June 12.

ACTION ON MOTIONS

By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham

- Granted request by Ripleys Believe It or Not! Inc., to A.

By Hearing Examiner Basil F. Cooper

- Granting request for extension of time from June 18 to June 26 for filing proposed findings in proceeding on application of Penrose Broadcasting Corp. (WNRD), Grand Rapids, Mich., for new AM station.

By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue

- Granting request by West Michigan Television Assn., Inc., for new AM station in West Michigan.

By Hearing Examiner William W. Geoghan

- By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted joint petition by Penrose Broadcasting Corp. and George M. Pape's petition for reconsideration in proceeding on application of Penrose Broadcasting Corp. for new AM station.

By Hearing Examiner Richard J. Honig

- In proceeding on application of Blue Island Community Broadcasting Inc. and East Side Park Broadcasting Inc. for new FM stations in Blue Island and Elmwood Park, Ill., request for stay of effective date of license denied.

By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig

- In proceeding on applications of Abacoa Radio Corp. (WBAI), Rio Piedras (Sufi) of Puerto Rico, and Abacoa Broadcasting Corp., San Juan, respectively for new AM stations in San Juan and in proceeding on application of Abacoa Broadcasting Corp. for new AM station in San Juan, respectively.

Continued on page 147
Help Wanted—Management

Southern California, Immediate opening for good salesman, capable of management, with top station multiple chain. Good starting salary. Box G-18, BROADCASTING.


Manager sales manager upper midwest city of 30,000. Competitive. Agriculture important. Excellent growth position. Send resume. Send resume to Box H-69, BROADCASTING.

(selling) Managers, Sales Manager & Salesoutlet managers for companies in the world. These men must deliver sales. We are well known in the industry, and we need sales, local sales, regional sales, national sales. If you can sell radio, tv, newspapers, magazines, direct mail, outdoor or just plain sell, we need you. Send two recent photographs (this is no speedball away program) and complete resume to Box H-269, BROADCASTING.

Can you sell radio time? Can you sell in a small market and know the potential is there? If you make the call! Our station is looking for a man, who can come in and take over the supervision of our sales department. Must be neat in appearance, must make good impression, and most of all must be reliable and honest. A good opportunity for the right man. Salary and commission will be held open. A personal interview will be required at your expense. Apply radio station WKOK, Box 514, Altavista, Virginia.

Looking for capable programer interested in joining our new beautiful, brand new, ten thousand watt fm station. Programing so that the station will become a valuable asset to our community of 76,000 people. Must be willing to pay well, but tired of easy individuals who spends the few working hours of the week reading novels because therefore automatic. Bus bill Lineman, WLPF, Kensa, Wisconsin. 0.7-616.

Sales

Columbus, Ohio—Immediate opening for good salesman, management experience or ready. Top independent. Growing chain, good salary plus. Please write fully. Box G-13, BROADCASTING.

Michigan regional in medium market. Opening with year or more email or medium market experience who wants to join our market and better become a valuable asset to our community of 75,000 people. Must be willing to pay well, but tired of easy individuals who spends the few working hours of the week reading novels because therefore automatic. Bus bill Lineman, WLPF, Kensa, Wisconsin. 0.7-616.

Executive salesmen ... integrity, maturity, sincerity, energy, originality, and humor, are qualities we seek in executive salesmen between 35 and 55 years of age. We are a research organization that has developed the most needed and timely ideas in decades. We need the select few best ideas salesman in U. S. to call on newspapers, and radio stations to lease time that will enable them to secure a volume of new and highly desirable year around billing. Renewals only. Details resumes please. Box H-113, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Sales


Sales promotion writer, strong on research, sales presentation and ideas in top five market. Box H-49, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager—eastern kw in good small market. Growing area. Basic salary plus override on gross. Box H-228, BROADCASTING.

Minneapolis ... salesman for nation's most unique programming. Start straight 25% commission. Give me the run up to you. Box H-159, BROADCASTING.

Major network station, Pittsburgh-Tri state area has the most new and experienced salesmen. Excellent opportunity for aggressive man. Replies confidential. Send full details and photo 1st letter. Box H-261, BROADCASTING.

Hottest station on southern Florida's east coast needs hotshot salesman sold on country western. Liberal guarantee. 25% commission. Box H-211, BROADCASTING.

Expanding Gulf Coast station seeks permanent sales personnel. Men who want to work and like the challenge selling offers. Send full resume including past experience, billing, personal references, financial requirements and photograph. Box H-212, BROADCASTING.

California, KCHI, Delano. 5000 watts. 1010 kc. ¾ millivolt 244 miles. Serving 1,300,000. $500 guarantee. 25% commission. Send experience, photo.

Opportunity for a salesman in the Rocky Mountain region. Colorful, interesting market. This isaska Colorado. Salary and commission. Write Walters Agency, COIL, P. O. Box 574 Fort Collins, Colorado.

WDXX, Clarksville, Tennessee has immediate opening in sales department, for man with experience and clean record. Part of multi- millions and with advancement exellent. Detailed resume. No phone calls.

Well established Virginia station has immediate opening for experienced, mature salesmen with announcing background. The man chosen will be sales manager with excellent potential. Send tape, resume and references in confidence to Box H-176, BROADCASTING.

Here is a top opportunity for advancement and income. Sales manager spot is open for a top salesman-producer. Pioneer station, full time operation. Texas market of 86,000 metro. Only network affiliation in market, excellent account list. Suppose plus liberal commission. This is an outstanding opportunity, and no one who has done work in this field can produce. Write Sam Matthews, KGKH, Tyler, Texas.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Announcers

Experienced staff announcers for Maryland independent. Good references necessary. Send air check and resume. Box G-286, BROADCASTING.

Compo deejay newsmen. Illinois adult music kilowatt. Fine opportunity for qualified announcer who can gather, write and deliver news in professional manner, present bright music shows. Excellent pay, many fringe benefits. Send tape, complete resume. Box H-138, BROADCASTING.

Announcers, first phone, for Boston area daytimer. Send resume and tapes, not to be returned. Box H-289, BROADCASTING.

Announcers, first phone, for Boston area daytimer. Send resume and tapes, not to be returned. Box H-289, BROADCASTING.

New top 50 format station northeast. Looking for top dj. Must be bright, fast and have excellent with experience. Excellent working conditions. Salary open. Send tape, resume and picture. All applications answered. Box H-206, BROADCASTING.

Stalling all talk station in northwestern Pennsylvania. Need three newsmen. Must have at least three years experience. Box H-206, BROADCASTING.

On the way up? Metro market of over 600,000-600,000 on the prowl for real talent! No Screamer- no room. Send photo tape reel. Send a reel of how you sound like men, who have personality with a capital "F." (fanny) Newmen! If you have P.H.D. (Paul Harvey Delivery) Let's hear from you too. We offer the best pay in town. Let's hear what you offer. Box H-213, BROADCASTING.


First phone announcers, some engineering. WAMD, Aberdeen, Maryland.

Announcer strong news and commercials, tight board. WYOS, Liberty, New York.


New modern sound station at Vandenberg Mountain facility are with wonderful coastal climate, needs alert experienced first phone dj. Must have production know how. Send tape, picture, and resume to radio station KXOK, 3600 Buellton Road, Lompoc, California.

Top rated 59 kw CBS in southwest needs top notch announcer for 12-4 AM show. Must have excellent voice, knowledge of classics, stable. Send tape, picture, background to Dan Mowrath, KRLD Dallas 3, Texas.

Good combo man wanted at WHRT, Hart- selle, Alabama.

Available September opportunity with growing chain, announcer-copywriter. Must be presently employed and furnish top references. $1250. Box H-351, Kansas City, Missouri.

New major full timer needs combo announcer. First phone required. No maintenance. Send resume, photo and tape to WZSW, 2113 N. Charles Street, Baltimore.

Announcer, first phone (no maintenance), experienced concert music broadcasting, for evening and weekend. Pleasing personality and voice, good references, necessary. Send tape and resume: WCRB, Boston 54, Mass.
Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Announcers

Madison, Wisconsin needs a quick paced, clear personality, especially good at tape and resume to Chuck Mefford, WISM.

1st phone announcer, $5,200 up depending on experience. Good must, mobile units. Top rated 3 kw. New studios, equipment. Insurance, hospitalization, paid vacations, pleasure time available. If your name doesn't move up call Jim Jae, KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri.

Immediate opening at station KOH, Reno and Carson City. First FCC ticket required. Permanent position, excellent company benefits. Fly in person or send detailed resume to station managers or personal department, McClatchy Broadcasting Co., 21st and Q, Sacramento, California.

Swinging deejay with 1st phone for Z1 top 40 station. Minimum technical schedule. Immediate opening. Call or write C. A. Bentson, WNEK, Endicott-Binghamton, New York. Phone Stillwell 5-3351.

Announcer, 1st phone, 5,000 watt midwest independent. Immediate opening. $5,250, no experience required. Emphasis on air work, little maintenance. Run own board. Send tape, photo, references, complete resume, first letter, WMMX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.

At once—great opportunity with adult programing. Immediate opening for three top 40 announcers. One morning man, one play by play announcer. All tapes well coned. John R. Speciale, WSSV, P. O. Box 231, Petersburg, Virginia.

Middle of the road announcer, minimum of six months experience. Send complete resume, and resume to Pete Sanders, KDRA, Rio Rancho, New Mexico.

Announcer experienced for wake-up show and all around staff work. WNJH, Ham- mond, New Jersey.

Technical

Wanted: an honest, sober, reliable comic engineer-announcer, a man who isn't afraid to look me in the eye, interested in working at a progressive radio station for an employer who is fair to his employees. Write Box H-111, BROADCASTING.

Southern California, immediate opening for experienced cut-and-slice magnetic tape editor. Preferences shown for man with announcer-engineer experience. Background information and minimum starting salary to Box H-169, BROADCASTING.

Engineer-announcer combo with general maintenance ability for fast expanding daytime station. Average seven day man. Send tapes and resume to Geoffrey Foulkes, Radio WAAC, Terre Haute, Indiana.

First phone operator straight engineering am-fm, WLCB AM-FM-TV, Muncie, Indiana.

Engineer-announcer—good working conditions and salary for good man. Contact J. B. Deziel, WGTV, Georgetown, South Carolina.

Engineer-announcer, qualified to assume complete responsibility of transmitter and studio operation and maintenance. Must be willing to do some announcing and other phases of 1 kw daylight operations. Send complete tape and references to WTVN, Box 940, Troy, North Carolina.


Production—Programming, Others

Number one midwest independent is looking for experienced production announcer, possessive and capable of writing agency type copy. Must be capable of written examples. Salary requirements, and complete resume to Box H-32, BROADCASTING.

Experienced copy writer or traffic kri. Excel in conditions. Salary commensurate with ability. Send full resume with references. Box H-224, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Production—Programming, Others


Writer . . . fast rewrite unusual happenings; plus a feel for creative living material. Box H-194, BROADCASTING.

New Detroit suburban radio station needs complete staff. Only mature, experienced (at least two years) newsmen and sports announcers need apply. Engineers with first phone needed. Send complete resume, tape, salary requirements to WBBR, P. O. Box 459, Mount Clemens, Michigan.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

General manager. Prefer one of top 10 markets. Just one of the best, that's all. Box H-13, BROADCASTING.

14 years experience all phases announcing through management. New market. Excellent references. Seeking change to eastern small or medium market with aggressive growing organization. Box H-191, BROADCASTING.

Master's degree—Radio-television major age 36, now seeking more challenging position in major radio television market. Fully trained and experienced wiring, programming, announcing, sales, tv production-direction, booking, and directing. Good references. Resume to Box H-189, BROADCASTING.

Young husband wife team will manage your station, any market. Box H-197, BROADCASTING.

Financial management—CPA, eight years diversified experience at all levels of accounting, lifetime interest in broadcasting, wants challenging opportunity in account- ing and financial end of station management. Must have previous broad experience, advertising background. Resume on request. Box H-189, BROADCASTING.

Desire manager-engineer position. Experienced in business management and handling personnel. Also experienced in show advertising. First ticket, pleasing personality, married, 46—belong to church, civic minded. Desire small to medium market. Best of character references. Box H-203, BROADCASTING.

General manager. Major market only. Good men are rarely available. One is now. Box H-226, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, 1st station to manager. Experience: Account executive, news director, production, college, single. Box H-145, BROADCASTING.

Experienced manager, salesman, engineer competent departments, desires change—medium market. Good record and references. Box H-190, BROADCASTING.

Famous motion picture personality wants position as television time salesman. Don Marlow Ltd., Box 1621, Hollywood 28, California.

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Sales

Successful professional with 50 kw indie in top 40 market. Moving up opportunity for an experienced 40-7 years experience. Good billing picture. Good references. Major accounts preferred. Box H-227, BROADCASTING.

Disc jockey newscaster, young, experienced, can play by play baseball. Will locate anywhere for right offer. Box H-10, BROADCASTING.

Boston. Experienced announcer desires position with either East Coast or Midwest college. Box H-33, BROADCASTING.

Personality. First phone. Best references. Available immediately. Box H-36, BROADCASTING.

Top c/w personality. Thoroug back- ground. Twenty years experience. Desire big city sales. Minor investment possi- ble. Prefer Ohio, all considered. Box H-47, BROADCASTING.

First phone, dj/announcer with board experience. Prefer east coast location in or near Pennsylvania. Box H-91, BROADCAST- ING.

DJ-announcer, relaxed style, college. Two years professional experience, now em- ployed but want to relocate in southwest or southeast. Desires opportunity with music format. Have wide C & W background. Box H-86, BROADCASTING.

Virginia announcer—programmer, 27, married. 10 years experience. References excellent. Box H-119, BROADCASTING.

Good idea, negro deejay, first phone, tight board, great production. Box H-165 BROADCASTING.

Nine-year, morning/afternoon humorist (not merely reciting jokes from books) wo... production spots a la Freberg. Prefer midwest market. Box H-169, BROADCASTING.

Experienced young, announcer servicing small market. Any type of market. Will send tape and resume upon request. Box H-176, BROADCASTING.

DJ announcer, top 40, available immediately. Will travel. 3rd phone. Box H-171, BROADCASTING.

Newsman, announcer, salesman, copywriter for radio and tv. Three years experience. College and service. Programming, production experience, radio/tv. Box H-205, BROADCASTING.

Hey! You morning all rise and no shine? Top experience married man. Comedy style unparallelled. Seeking to relocate per- manently. Box H-82, BROADCASTING.

Working man's Herb Shriver. Want larger market for my high rating morning show. First phone. Box H-264, BROADCASTING.

Announcer/dj. Young, cheerful, experienced. Summer relief or general staff. Box H-209, BROADCASTING.


Start the day number one. Sound good? So do I. Good enough to stay number one for the past six years. Married. Almost done with taste. Box H-216, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 dj wants to locate in California. Currently holding number one evening show in area. Also experienced as chief en- gineer. Box H-218, BROADCASTING.

DJ experienced? Yes, 5 years worth. Call area code 717-685-9881 anytime or Box H-216, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—salesman wishes to relocate. Currently sign on market. My preference is for a Sunday morning date, married, 1 child. 7 years experi- ence. Looking for top coast or sales. Prefer midwest but will consider all offers. Middle to larger markets only. Box H-281, BROADCASTING.

First phone announcer with 15 years experience looking for station heavy on country music. Box H-232, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING, June 17, 1963
Situation Wanted—Announcers

Announcer. Married, two children. Prefer news, play by play, 9 years experience. Over $4,000. Only. Box H-231, BROADCASTING.


Casual man next door dj with two years in number one cost of living area desires to relocate. Will consider all offers. Box H-232, BROADCASTING.

Young news director-dj. Now in AM format FM. Will relocate. One year in Los Angeles, one year experience all phases radio, hopes. Some college. Box H-224, BROADCASTING.

Beginning announcer, will locate anywhere. Can do news, commercials and tight board. Available immediately. Jon Paterek, 3618 21st Avenue, Astoria, N. Y.

Pennsylvania and Jersey stations: young, versatile, experienced announcer with bright intelligent delivery, desires full or part-time summer employment. Phone Bill Gordon, 5287 Marwood Road, Philadelphia, Pa., 215 Gladsstone 4-4626.

First phone wants first job in radio. Good voice, college grad. Music authority. Reliable and hard worker, P. O. Box 1381, San Pedro, California.

East coast area announcer, 1st phone, BA in speech, 3 years experience. Age 24, married. Prefer top job; will consider 111. Good pay gets good man. Write or call Chuck Sidebottom, 1247 Meadowbrook Road, Meso- don, Pa., 7-1950.

Ambitious, bright, eager beginner, seeking position as announcer; single; will travel. Tape on request. Jack DeWaard, 10 West 18th Street, Holland, Michigan.

Experienced announcer, Mature voice. Fast paced or homey. Excellent references. Jim Ericson, Corpus Christi, Minnesota until June 27. Phone 86.

Seeking first position. Young (18) with good potential. Have training equivalent to that of announcing school. Available immediately. Lawrence Collotii, 48 Imperial Ave. Pittsfield, Massachusetts. Telephone Hillcrest 2-1822.


Technical

Permanent position with progressive station desired, limited experience. First phone. Prefer Missouri. Box H-140, BROADCASTING.

I wanna go home. First phone, presently employed one of Dallas, Texas. Fort Worth largest stations seeks work upper Michigan northern Wisconsin. E. T. Since 1948 experienced all phases of radio operation, including announcing and production, age 37, very married, children, home sick. Box H-175, BROADCASTING.

FCC first class license holder. Recent graduate of Radio Engineering Institute of Florida. Desires beginning job in radio. No experience. Willing to work for minimum wage for opportunity to learn and advance. David Nuttall, P. O. Box 1958, Sarasota.

Situation Wanted—Production—Programming, Others

News director. Station must be vitally concerned with news and public affairs. Ten years experience includes radio, television, newspaper, public relations, editorials, and ticket sales. Write for details and photographs. Box H-171, BROADCASTING.

Program director. Twelve years experience all phases of programming; board news, play by play. Married, three children. Want steady progressive station. Have worked NFC-CBS Affiliate stations in major market. Box B-198, 221 South 11th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, write Box H-189, BROADCASTING.

Program director, highly qualified with ten years experience. Thorough knowledge in all phases of broadcasting. All replies confidential. Box H-172, BROADCASTING.

Newcaster, 13 years; one organization. 37, married, desire larger eastern market. Box H-192, BROADCASTING.

Seeking prestige radio or tv newsmen? Young political science professor, broadcasting consultant, newspaper supervisor at university. Edited weekly newspapers. Broadcast experience includes interviews, documentaries. Skillful reporter and writer. Authoritative copy prepared. Write for opportunity. Box H-198, BROADCASTING.

Good music stations attention. Peedee, nine-teen years experience, wants medium to large market. Take charge man. Good solid production. Family man. Box H-217, BROADCASTING.

15 years tv experience in all phases. Consider management position and others. Have recent in film, tv, news interviewing. All replies answered. Box H-236, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted

North Carolina's newest television station, WBNE, New Bern, N. C., on air September 1, is receiving additional applications from professional people for responsible positions in sales, traffic, promotion and copy art. Send complete resume, including salary requirements. Box H-192, BROADCASTING.

News Anchorwoman personality for leading northeastern NCF needed immediately. Must be mature personality with a solid background in news and a proven on-the-air track record. Box H-196, BROADCASTING.

Top station in midwest market is looking for an experienced newswoman who can write and produce news specials in addition to routine news work. Send complete resume and photograph. Box H-167, BROADCASTING.

Qualified studio engineer with Ampex vtr experience. Must have license. Will relocate. Some experience, large new studios, RCA transmitter. More new equipment arriving. Full power station. Box H-193, Billings Montana's largest metropolitan area.

Announcer, some tv, experienced, good voice. Tape, resume, photo, references, KFBC-TV, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

First class radio telephone operator wanted for tv transmitter duty. Experience desirable but not necessary. Box H-199, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Technical—Continued

TV Engineers and Technicians opening for experienced technical personnel to con- struct and operate television stations in South Carolina. 1st class FCC license required. Positions to include construction engineers, supervisors and transmitter control operators to begin employment immediately. Apply in writing. Desirable to have some broadcasting experience. Box H-214, BROADCASTING.

Engineer with 1st class phone license for video control, transmitter, master station maintenance. Experience desirable, but will consider applicants with technical background. Contact Walter Nelson, Engineer- ing Director, WUSN-TV, Charleston, South Carolina.

UHF station needs man for combined board and transmitter shift. Wire or phone M. J. Lam, WIMA-TV, Lima, Ohio.

Very unusual opportunity for several select and aggressive electronics men, preferably with business experience, to become mail order desk in 17 year old electronics home-study school. Small investment required for franchise and supplies. Write for details and application forms. CSOE. Box 10854, Jackson 9, Mississippi.

Continuity director. Must know station operations. Capitals of taking over in high competitive s.w. market. Salaried. 400 month. Box H-93, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—Announcers


Five years radio experience, college, demonstrated for combining technical and news voice; currently in deep south will consider anywhere. Box H-210, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Director producer-writer, 7 years experience looking for programming position. Available July 1st. Box H-129, BROADCASTING.

Newman-director, 8 years solid radio news experience in New England, college degree and ETV. Presently employed, family man. Seeking advancement, preferably news directorship. Box H-188, BROADCASTING.

Attention ETV. An experienced producer-director, engineer, speech, dramatics and technical theater person is looking for a position with a new or established ETV station. Willing and capable teacher in all phases. Box H-186, BROADCASTING.


News photographer, nine years experience in all aspects of radio. Presently chief film editor. Seeking senior position with better opportunity. Box H-208, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY—(Cont'd)

**Equipment**

**UHF Television. Need everything. Transmitter, Antenna, tower, studio equipment. Box H-220, BROADCASTING.**

**Miscellaneous**

TV and Radio news directors; coverage of National Games from Miami Beach, exclusive, reasonable. Free details. Write immediately. Box H-201, BROADCASTING.

**Television/radio transmitters, monitors cameras, microwave, tubes, audio, monitors. Electrodine, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.**

One G. E. color film scanner, new. Includes two Eastman-Kodak model 300 continuous motion projectors in excellent condition. Also includes a dual 8 disc slide system. Also includes preview facilities for film and slides. Is currently in regular use and well maintained. Ideal way to get into color films and slides inexpensively. $27,500 or nearest cash offer. Box H-8, BROADCASTING. 599 mc steel ant. 6 single plane 18-DB complete. 2 for $210. Box H-166, BROADCASTING.


5000 watts AM transmitter BXX BC-5 all tubes. Old. Write Box H-183, BROADCASTING.

**Collins 20 V2, 1000 watt transmitter—used only 18 months. Best offer. Box H-153, BROADCASTING.**

Used 1600 watt transmitters. Collins, RCA, Gales, Raytheon, Trade-ins, same only two years old. Excellent buys. Write for list. Bauer Electronics Corporation, San Carlos, California.

**P-60, Magnecord with new carrying case $300. Robert O. Moran, WBBT, Beloit, Wisconsin.**

**Federal 3M fm transmitter model 192-A. Best offer over $1500 takes it. Bob Alexander KUTE, 217 West Broadway, Glendale 4, California.**

**Western Electric 5-A fm monitor $500. Raytheon RL-16 limiting amplifier, $250. WABQ, Cleveland, Ohio.**

**BTX- LA sub carrier plug in type backgrounder. Automation laboratories autoposerter. Presto Model 625 tape play back model A-992-1 dreamplayer. Used 6 months. Best offer WCLE, Cleveland, Tennessee.**

**Five kilowatt RCA transmitter, now tuned to 1250 kc. Model S-C water cooled WRYY, Inc., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.**

**INSTRUCTIONS—(Cont'd)**

Announcing, programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training. Finest, most modern equipment available. G. I. approved school. Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 25, Texas.


Since 1897 Hollywood's oldest school devoted exclusively to Radio and Telecommunications. Graduates in over 1000 stations. Ratio of jobs to graduates approximately six to one in all-night classes. Write for 40 page brochure and Graduate placement list. Don Martin School of Radio and Television Arts & Sciences, 1633 North Cherokee, Hollywood, California.

"Do you need a first phone? Train for and get your FCC first class license in just five (5) weeks with R.E.I. in beautiful Sarasota, Florida, affiliated with modern commercial stations. Free placement. Write: Radio Engineering Institute of Commercial Building, P. O. Box 1058, Sarasota, Florida."

**FCC license in six weeks. Total cost $205. Our graduates get their licenses and they know electronics. Gordon School of Electronics, 623 M and M Building, Houston, Texas. 77006.**


Special accelerated schedule. The Los Angeles Division of Grantham Schools is now offering you a complete first class license course in a special accelerated schedule. Taught by a top notch instructor, this class is "success tested" for the man who must get his first phone in a hurry. The next starting date for the accelerated class is July 8, and September 5th. For information, write the Grantham School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave., Los Angeles 27, California.

**Wanted: 150 foot tower console, microphones and other related equipment. Building new station, Box H-149, BROADCASTING.**

**Empire Service. Professional**

ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
FOR ALL U. S. MARKETS
MINOR-MARKET LOCATIONS
WRITE FOR APPLICATION NOW
BROADCAST EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. S., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Help Wanted—Announcers

TALENT ONLY! Dominant 50,000 watt independent ... one of North America's great radio stations ... seeks North America's greatest radio personalities. We're prepared to pay for the exceptional talent we require. Intensive experience, bright sound, swift pacing, and a definite personality are all necessities ... comedy an asset. We're part of a major market chain with unusual staff stability. No 'phone calls ... send air check tape, and complete resume to: Box H-170, BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCER

Bright, fast paced tight production. No Rock and Roll! 1st ticket desirable and will bring more money. Play-by-play experience also desirable. Job is ready now, but will wait for the usual notice. Send tape & resume to: Box H-200, BROADCASTING

SITUATIONS WANTED

Production—Programming, Others

To: Radio/TV Station Owners From: A One Man Task Force Do you need an experienced broadcaster to handle multiple duties for you? ... A programming executive? ... A writer-director-producer? ... A promotion specialist? ... A creative/administrative supervisor? Write for details: P. O. Box #1638, Grand Central Station, New York 17, New York.

YOUNG 3 IN 1 EXEC. Publicity, Promotion, Public Affairs. Any one or all three. Proven record with network O & O and other firms. Loved away from broadcasting for more money and now find broadcasting is more important to me. Ready to come back for $10,000 plus. Box H-237, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Management

PRODUCTION AND MERCHANDISING MANAGER needed immediately. Strong on sales promotion. Opportunity for current assignee to head up own department. Good growth potential. Send complete story first letter including salary requirements.

WRDW-TV AUGUSTA, GEORGIA

Sales

SALES MANAGER For Midwest UHF station in VHF market. No conversion problem for fast growing station. Need hard worker and sales leader. Box G-218, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

TELEVISION TECHNICIAN

Progressive VHF-CBS affiliate in mid-South needs experienced man for studio maintenance and operation. 1st class license required. Send resume, references, salary requirements, and recent photographs.

Box H-230, BROADCASTING

Production—Programming, Others

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

Capable of handling a variety of studio and/or remote assignments. Ability to handle switcher and capacity to prepare documentaries also vital. Write complete information to:

PROGRAM DIRECTOR, WHAS-TV LOUISVILLE 2, KENTUCKY

For Sale—(Cont'd)

STATIONS

MODEL FM STATION FOR SALES

Established independent FM station in metropolitan southwestern market serving coverage area of half-million homes from local mountainous site. Entire operation housed in new building beside major highway. Low overhead operation and ready for broadcast conversion to stereo. Finest equipment purchased new. Established audience and quality outlets. Also multiple background music to twenty clients with unlimited opportunity for expansion. Exclusively licensed franchise for local main channel and background services. Owners must sell due to press of other interests. Terms: Box H-229, BROADCASTING.

NEW ENGLAND

Low frequency AM with superb coverage of 500,000 population market. Steadily growing gross exceeded $145,000 last year. Station in the black and owns excellent building and land. $200,000 cash or $250,000 on terms. Box H-229, BROADCASTING

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact: PATT Mc Donald Co. P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080 AUSTIN 17, TEXAS


STATIONS FOR SALE

GROWING WESTERN MARKET. Fulltime. Gross $200,000. Priced at $300,000.

EASTERN REGIONAL. Daytime. Priced at $85,000. $30,000 down.

JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES. Suite 600-601 6381 Hollywood Blvd. Los Angeles 28, Calif. 90028

For Sale

PROFITABLE REGIONAL DAYTIME

in one of Southwest's Richest and Fastest Growing single-station growth markets. $180,000.


Box H-223, BROADCASTING

To reach everyone in BROADCASTING and its allied fields, you can't top A CLASSIFIED AD

BROADCASTING

THE BUSINESSBLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

BROADCASTING, June 17, 1963
mation, motion, record and incorporated therein by reference information concerning the implementation of the license of J. Lynn Johnston and closed record; (2) by Genesee Valley Television Inc. for leave to amend the application (filed May 15, 1963) of F. Healy and related facts and, on examination of record and incorporated by reference facts stated above, granted (1) a new hearing and closed record; and (3) granted motion by Rochester Area Educational Television for strike of portion of J. Lynn Johnston and closed record. Avenue June 10.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Iriion:

1. Continued June 11 conference to Sept. 3 in proceeding on application of Broward County Broadcasting Co. for license for WZZX-Oakland, Fla., and further conference on an application for new AM in Le Mensa, Calif. Action June 7.


HENNESEY

...one of 268* syndicated TV film series which use BMI licensed music and were telecast locally during the past year

* out of a total of 390 syndicated TV film series

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES - NASHVILLE - TORONTO - MONTREAL
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OUR RESPECTS to Leonard Firestone
All selling is based on logic

It may well be an old wives' tale that everybody has a "hidden talent" of which he is unaware. But Len Firestone, vice president and general manager of the Four Star Distribution Corp., isn't so sure.

He was a young, struggling announcer in Pittsburgh in 1949 when he discovered that he had a penchant for selling. At that time he was intent on advancing his career as a disc jockey-an- nouncer at WPGH Pittsburgh, and was eager to originate a program from a local restaurant.

"But the station's sales staff couldn't sell the restaurant management on the idea," Mr. Firestone recalls. "I decided to try myself. And I succeeded. The arrangement lasted for seven or eight months, and then I succeeded in persuading a local clothing store to originate my show."

Mr. Firestone decided that he had the sales touch. He quit his job at the station and headed for New York—and the "Big Time." Station jobs in 1950 were scarce for an inexperienced salesman, but persistence is one of Mr. Firestone's virtues. He landed a selling post with the Schep-Reiner Co., which handled promotional projects for radio stations, and his sales career was launched.

Into Syndication * After a year of seasoning, he left to become a part of the then fledgling TV syndication business. Mr. Firestone joined Unity Television Corp. in 1951 and began to acquire a background in the techniques of selling films to stations in an era when this practice was a flourishing enterprise. He rose to vice president in charge of sales at Unity in 1955 when the company was sold.

Mr. Firestone thereupon joined a company that was probably the kingpin of the syndication field in the 1950's, Ziv Television Programs, which later became Ziv-United Artists and now operates as United Artists Television. He rose rapidly in the Ziv organization, holding various sales executive posts, and was vice president in charge of sales for several years when he left last August to join Four Star Distribution Corp., the syndication arm of Four Star Television, which was then in the process of formation.

Despite his obvious success, Mr. Firestone regrets one phase of his life: he is sorry he abandoned his original plan to study law.

"Don't misunderstand me," he explains. "I love selling. But I feel that a legal background teaches logic and it is my contention that all selling is based on logic."

Even without exposure to Blackstone, Mr. Firestone has developed into a serious-minded, clear-thinking individual who knows the shortcomings and problems of the TV film field today. But with the optimism characteristic of the skilled salesman, he is certain that syndication can surmount its ills.

Early Days * Leonard Firestone was born in Pittsburgh on Aug. 30, 1921, and attended local schools and Duquesne University in that city. He was graduated from the university in 1943 after completing the business administration course. His plan to study law was delayed (and later abandoned) because he was drafted into the Army.

Len Firestone served as an Army glider pilot in the Pacific. His interest in broadcasting was whetted during his Army days when he was asked to deliver newscasts at noon over the public address system.

When he was discharged in March 1946, Len decided to look for a job as a radio announcer. He obtained posts with several small stations in Pennsylvania for two years and in 1948 he landed an announcer's berth at WPGH.

His voice retains the vibrancy of an announcer, and his manner is warm and friendly but not intrusive. A former co-worker describes Len as "energetic and engaging with a keen knowledge of the film syndication business."

The Sales Record * Mr. Firestone is understandably proud of the sales record achieved by Four Star Distribution in the comparatively short time it has been in existence. He points out the company has chalked up almost $4.5 million in sales since operations began late last summer on a group of off-network series, including The Dick Powell Theatre, The Riflemen and Zane Grey Theater. But he is not unaware that syndication is beset by problems.

He ticked off some of the problems: prices paid by some stations are "unreasonably low"; competition for time slots is rugged because of the use of network programs in what used to be considered station time; the large volume of off-network shows available, and the scarcity of regional advertisers.

"But we must remember one thing," Mr. Firestone stresses. "Some distributors have brought some of the problems on themselves by pricing their shows too low. You can't blame a station for buying cheaply when distributors make it so easy for it to do so."

There is little likelihood that the prime-time, first-run syndicated series will become available in quantity in the foreseeable future, according to Mr. Firestone. He added: "Until the large regional advertiser comes back into TV, you won't see many first-run series produced. They cost too much to be marketable today."

When it all boils down to, Mr. Firestone indicated, is that syndicators have to "work harder" at a sale and provide potential clients with added service and information. One sales aid instituted at Four Star Distribution, which Mr. Firestone considers particularly effective, is a rating history book on each of its series. This provides station representatives with a handy reference to the ratings scored by the series in selected markets during its network run in competition with other programs carried in the market.

Selectivity * "Agencies are becoming more and more selective about buying shows," he explained. "When a rep approaches a timebuyer and points out that a particular program did well on a particular station, he is supplying information that may help to make a sponsor buy."

When the FCC announced recently that network option time was going to be abolished, Mr. Firestone said, he felt originally that it would have no appreciable effect on station programing practices. But after talking to a sizeable number of station operators, he added, he learned that some are "going to take the intent of the FCC to heart and drop some network shows." He believes this will help the syndication field in the 1964-65 season.

Mr. Firestone married the former Carole Greenfield of New York in 1950 after an eight-week courtship. They live in North Woodmere, L. I., with their three children—Brian, 11, Jack, 8, and Patty Ann, 4½. For relaxation, he sails on Long Island's South Shore.
EDITORIALS

The seething South

To other parts of the country, the image of the South today is that of a region in social upheaval. The southern story that dominates newscasts and publications these days is one of racial demonstrations, of an old order reluctantly and slowly yielding to a new. Yet there is another story that is of at least equal significance to anyone who does business with and in the South. That story is told in a Special Report in this issue.

A month-long look at the mid-South by an experienced Broadcasting editor produced minimum evidence that the region, as a market, has been seriously affected by the racial incidents that have taken place. There have been localized disruptions, of course. Boycotts by Negroes and whites have temporarily hurt individual stores. Downtown business centers have lost business, generally to suburban competitors, but that phenomenon is not peculiar to the South.

It would be a serious injustice to the South and a tactical error by marketers who sell there to assume that the social agitation has had lasting influence on the business underpinnings of the region.

For businessmen, the mid-South deserves a calm, detailed study at a moment when local demonstrations provide the subject for exciting news accounts and when some of the area’s political figures are directing attention away from the basic economic progress that is taking place.

How to hang separately

The general board of the National Council of Churches, which represents some 30 Protestant and Eastern Orthodox denominations, has thrown its powerful support behind the campaign to impose tighter government controls on television and radio.

On June 8 the board adopted a resolution urging that the FCC continue to hold local hearings to examine the performance of stations, that the FCC intensify its drive to force an increase in local programing, that the FCC be given the power to regulate networks, that advertisers and their agencies be divorced from control of program content, that the FCC adopt the commercial time limitations of the National Association of Broadcasters’ radio and television codes, that the FCC and other government agencies “control the integrity of advertising” and that the Congress prohibit its members who have interests in broadcast properties or common carriers from sitting on committees that set communications policies.

The board also set a general objective for the government to shoot at. “Television and radio programs,” said the board, “should not be judged solely, or even primarily, on the basis of audience size or cost per thousand viewers or listeners. Rather, evaluation should be made on such criteria as integrity in reporting, aesthetic standards, and value for a particular audience.”

In these recommendations are contained all the elements that are needed for complete government control over radio and television programing. Let the government adopt the whole package, and it will have deprived broadcasting of the rights guaranteed by the First Amendment.

We wonder if the general board of the National Council of Churches realized the implications of the resolution it passed. The same First Amendment that guarantees the freedom of broadcasting also guarantees the freedom of religious worship in the United States.

To religious leaders who have not read it lately, a reexamination of the First Amendment might be enlightening at this time. “Congress,” the amendment says, “shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press. . . .” Let churchmen begin chiseling away at those phrases of the First Amendment that pertain to others, and they may find they are also weakening the parts of it that pertain to themselves.

So czary

In a farewell letter to the President, Newton Minow has proposed a reorganization of the FCC that he headed until June 1. Mr. Minow has suggested the elimination of the seven commissionerships and the creation of a single administrative head and an administrative court. It is a plan that would undoubtedly tidy up the FCC machinery. It would also establish a dictatorship over radio and television.

As long as FCC policy is set by seven commissioners who have votes of equal value, some degree of moderation is assured. If policy could be set and regulations enforced by action of one administrator, the temptation for automatic extremes would be irresistible. Congress has rejected in the past proposals to create a czardom of the FCC. It will reject this one, if the President submits it.

Second chance

A new opportunity to knock out the discriminatory filing fee plan of the FCC is provided by Representative Walter E. Rogers (D-Tex.), chair of the House Communications and Power Subcommittee. His bill (HR 6697) would prohibit the FCC from charging fees unless it is specifically authorized to do so by an act of Congress. The FCC, after fiddling with license fees for years, last month adopted a modified “filing fee” schedule effective next January 1.

There was only token resistance to the filing fees. Broadcasters should have gone all-out in opposition because it constitutes another manifestation of government interference with the business of broadcasting. Broadcasters are taxpayers and their taxes help defray the expenses of government. While the fees proposed are nominal now ($50 for AM-FM new station applications; $100 for TV) there is nothing to prevent the FCC from doubling or quadrupling them once the principle becomes entrenched.

We hope the Rogers bill gets the broadcaster support it deserves. With a January 1 effective date this second chance becomes the last chance.

DRAWN FOR BROADCASTING by Sid Hix

"I'm looking for a medical show. . . . When you want a doctor, you can never find one!"
Miss Betty Wells, a nationally recognized radio personality and writer brings her rich background and experience to KSTP-TV, Channel 5, for a daily (Monday through Friday) chat with homemakers from 4:00 to 4:05 p.m.

As an authority on charm and beauty, an actress, a writer and a successful business woman, Miss Wells has been called upon as a lecturer and consultant by organizations from New York to California.

A compelling and vibrant personality, Miss Wells speaks on a myriad of subjects with a quiet authority that invites attention - and gains faithful viewers.

Whether it be inspirational, factual, advisory or just plain common sense, "Betty Wells Chats" is the only show of its type in the Northwest, a show that steadily builds a loyal and interested audience.

From 5:40 to 5:45 pm, Monday through Friday, Dr. James Rogers Fox appears on KSTP-TV to discuss medical subjects and problems of interest to thousands of viewers.

A practicing physician in the fields of internal and occupational medicine for more than 16 years, the personable and articulate Dr. Fox has made the show an immediate success.

DOCTOR'S HOUSE CALL is approved by the Minnesota Medical Association. The radio version of the show is currently being broadcast on more than 100 stations (KSTP Radio is one of them) including Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and Canada. It is approved by the American Medical Association.

For information on availabilities, call a KSTP-TV representative or your nearest Petry office.
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